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Executive summary 

The aim of this paper is to analyse value creation factors in private equity in Denmark at the 

investment level.  

 

Private equity in Denmark is highly influenced by international trends and has undergone changes 

towards a longer term value creation model through operational improvement and less focus on 

leverage and short term asset stripping.  

 

This paper includes a discussion of PE in general with emphasis on the strengths of the PE model, both 

in terms of attractiveness for investors and strengths in the underlying business model. Further, 

analysis of differences in returns for investors, management company and co-investors are provided. 

 

Through analysis of 112 private equity investments in Denmark, the author identifies all cash in- and 

outflow for each investment and calculates a return (IRR) for each investment. The sample shows 

great variation, with the median IRR being (7%) and the top quartile being above 31% and the bottom 

below (48%).  

At aggregated level, the fund return also shows great variation with the top quartile PE funds having 

above 36% IRR, median at (2%), and the bottom quartile below (19%). An important note is that the 

analysis excludes any management company costs 

The variation finding is in line with previous studies, which underlines the importance of investing in 

the right funds to maximise returns. 

 

The author finds four significant factors which combined explains 36% of the variation in IRR. These 

are: (i) Active ownership (partner involvement factor), Business plan development (ownership period 

and earnings growth factors) and market conditions (multiple arbitrage factor). The idea is that by 

identifying the funds which have created value through these four factors, the investor is able to 

invest in high performing funds and avoid low performing or funds affected by one-time-wonder 

investments. 

By introducing a simple model, the author found that the best PE funds in the sample most likely to 

continue to be successful based on the above four factors are 3i, Capidea, Nordic Capital, Altor and 

Jysk-fynsk Kapital. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1.  Problem discussion 

A comprehensive study of investors’ rationale for investing in European private equity was conducted 

by J.P. Morgan Asset Management in 2007. This survey revealed two main reasons for investing in 

private equity (“PE”): (i) high return potential, and (ii) diversification.1 

The focus on high returns is the primary source to most studies performed. The studies typically 

distinguish between two types of research, either conducted at the fund level or the portfolio level. 

The findings for each type of study are not directly comparable as return calculations at portfolio level 

does not factor in costs related to the management company.2 

 

Fund level research is most common due to the readily availability of data. Studies performed by 

Kaplan and Schoar3 and Ljungvist and Richardson4 found average IRRs of 18% - 22%, however both 

with significant variation in returns among the individual funds.  

Research conducted by Phalippou & Gottschalg5 and Swensen6 at the portfolio level had similar 

conclusions with a slightly higher IRR, around 30%, and large variation in returns among the individual 

investments. 

Further, a study performed by BCG7 revealed that the top performing funds continues to be a top 

performer, indicating a positive relationship between past returns and future returns.8 

 

These findings are uniquely interesting, however, the studies have a clear drawback as the analysis of 

returns and value creation is not combined. Such a study might reveal which PE funds are able to 

consistently outperform the peers through core value creation and not just achieve a high return due 

to one-time-wonder investments. 

                                                           
1
 Source: Demaria, C., 2010. Introduction to private equity. 1

st
 edition. UK: Wiley Finance. p. 178 

2
 The costs are discussed in section 2.6.2 

3
 Source: Kaplan S. N. & Schoar, A., 2006. Private Equity Performance: Returns, Persistence, and Capital Flows. US: The 

Journal of Finance Vol. LX, no. 4, Aug. 
4
 Source: Ljungqvist, A. & Richardsson, M., 2003. The Cash flow, return and risk characteristics of private equity funds. US: 

New York University 
5
 Source: Phalippou, L. & Gottschalg, O., 2007. The Performance of Private Equity Funds. INSEAD. [online]. 10. Apr. Available 

at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=473221 [Accessed 11 April 2011] 
6
 Source: Swensen, D.F., 2000. Pioneering Portfolio Management. US: Free Press 

7
 ”Boston Consulting Group” 

8
 Source: Meerkatt, H. et al., 2008. The advantage of persistence: How the best private-equity firms “beat the fade”. BCG. 

Feb. page 15 
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1.2. Problem statement 

This paper will be carried out at the portfolio level as this is found to be the basis of value creation in 

PE. The focus is solely on Danish investments as the Danish market is deemed highly transparent and 

publicly accessible. 

 

The main question is: 

 In the Danish PE industry, which value creation factors have a significant correlation with 

returns of the investments? 

 

The main question will be answered by applying the following sub questions: 

1. What is PE and what are the main characteristics of a PE fund? 

2. How has the PE industry in Denmark evolved and to what extent has this been affected by 

international trends? 

3. How are returns in a PE fund distributed to stakeholders? 

4. Which performance measure is most suitable and how is this calculated? 

5. What are the key findings of the identified sample? 

6. Which factors have a significant correlation on returns at the portfolio level? 

7. Which of the significant factors is most important and how can this be related to a ranking of 

the PE funds? 

1.3. Paper structure 

Below is depicted the structure of the paper with focus on key questions answered in each section.  
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Figure 1 - Chapter overview
9
 

1.4. Method 

1.4.1. Angle of approach 

This paper is mainly carried out at an investor’s perspective. The analyses are primarily conducted at 

the portfolio level, which means that the investments are analysed individually and not on aggregate 

basis. This approach is considered more accurate to answer the problem statement, as the 

performance of a PE fund is based on the underlying return of each investment. If the analyses were 

carried out at an aggregated level, the findings would be difficult to break down and determine the 

core value creation factors. 

However, by applying the analysis at portfolio level some limitations arise concerning the difference 

between returns to different stakeholders. These discrepancies are thoroughly discussed in section 

2.6 to where attention is drawn.  

 

Whenever possible the author has aimed at using a descriptive approach, which is the use of unbiased 

data and sources. However, in parts of this paper unbiased data has not been available, hence the 

                                                           
9
 Source: Own preparation 
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author has opted for a more critical approach, i.e. when analysing the non-exited portfolio companies. 

In connection with this analysis the author has made individual assessments combined with 

theoretical acknowledged methods. 

Statements in connection with interviews are assessed critically to avoid subjectivity. 

1.4.2. Target audience 

The primary audience is current and future investors in PE funds or other stakeholders that has an 

interest in value creation in the Danish PE industry. However, the audience may also include, but not 

be limited to, partners in PE funds, PE associations as well as financial institutions and board members 

of PE owned companies.  

Further, as chapter two provides a comprehensive discussion of PE in general, this paper might also be 

addressed to people with weak or no prior knowledge of the PE industry. 

1.4.3. Theoretical models 

In this section the author will discuss the core models and techniques used in this paper. The 

discussions will be focused towards the most significant characteristics and references will be made to 

literature where a full theoretical understanding can be obtained. 

1.4.3.1. Valuation method applied 

Valuation is typically conducted using one of the three most common valuation techniques: 

Discounted cash flow (“DCF”), Precedent transactions valuation or Comparable companies valuation.10 

 

The DCF method has a number of strengths, such as the focus on future cash flows, thorough analysis, 

market independency and flexibility.  

The drawbacks are the in-depth analysis of each cash flow and reliance on a number of assumptions 

(i.e. capital structure and WACC assumptions).11 

A DCF valuation would require numerous assumptions for the 87 non-exited observations in the 

sample, making this paper highly influenced by subjectivity. The author has acknowledged these 

drawbacks and, as a consequence, decided to disregard this valuation technique.  

 

                                                           
10

 Source: Rosenbaum, J. & Pearl, J., 2009. Investment Banking: Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and Mergers & Acquisitions. 
1

st
 edition. US: Wiley Finance. p. 3 

11
 Source: Rosenbaum, J. & Pearl, J., 2009. Investment Banking: Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and Mergers & Acquisitions. 
1

st
 edition. US: Wiley Finance. p. 139 
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The Precedent transactions valuation is much less complex than the DCF, which is one of the key 

strengths. The method is based on historical transactions for comparable companies and is very easy 

to apply. The drawbacks of this method are the inclusion of a time lag as historic market conditions 

may not be a good indicator of current market conditions as well as the availability of information in 

connection with a transaction.12 Further, a majority takeover primarily includes a control premium 

paid by the acquirer and hence applying this valuation to a portfolio company could overstate the exit 

value of this company if it was to be exited through an IPO.13 

Especially the market condition assumption is essential in relation to this paper as the author 

recognises that the financial environment has changed dramatically following the credit crisis.14 As a 

consequence, applying this technique would value companies today based on historic favourable 

market conditions leading to a possible overstating of the current values of the companies. 

 

The Comparable companies valuation15 has the same simplicity feature as precedent companies. 

Further strengths include the current mark-to-market valuation, hence the valuation is based on the 

current market conditions, and the reliance of a publicly traded market with significant liquidity which 

increases the possibility of an efficient valuation. 

The drawbacks of this technique are the possible absence of peers, company-specific issues not 

identified and irrational investor behaviour. These could all lead to biased valuations taking effect in 

either over- or understating the company under analysis.  

Another important factor is the similarity of accounting principles, as possible changes or 

discrepancies in these between the peers and the company under analysis could lead to misleading 

results.16 

 

Even when accounting for these drawbacks, the author is confident that applying the latter will 

generate the least bias due to the incorporation of the current market conditions and the omission of 

possible individual transaction control premiums. As a result, the author has applied the Comparable 

companies valuation in connection with the 87 non-exited companies in the sample.  

                                                           
12

 Source: Rosenbaum, J. & Pearl, J., 2009. Investment Banking: Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and Mergers & Acquisitions. 
1

st
 edition. US: Wiley Finance. p. 94 

13
 Source: Rosenbaum, J. & Pearl, J., 2009. Investment Banking: Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and Mergers & Acquisitions. 
1

st
 edition. US: Wiley Finance. p. 71 

14
 Source: Thomson Research. 2010. Reuters: Time of Crisis. Reuters [online]. Available at: 
http://widerimage.reuters.com/timesofcrisis/ [Accessed 11 April 2011] 

15
 Source: Rosenbaum, J. & Pearl, J., 2009. Investment Banking: Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and Mergers & Acquisitions. 
1

st
 edition. US: Wiley Finance. p. 11 

16
 Source: Rosenbaum, J. & Pearl, J., 2009. Investment Banking: Valuation, Leveraged Buyouts, and Mergers & Acquisitions. 
1

st
 edition. US: Wiley Finance. p. 52 
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For three companies, Falck, ISS and TDC, the valuation is based on the most recent information on the 

value. I.e. Falck is valued at the price of the 36% stake that Lundbeckfonden acquired at year end 

201017, ISS is valued at the bid made by Apax in December 201018 and TDC is valued at the price of the 

rights issues carried out in November 2010.19 This method is applied for these investments to 

minimize the difference between the calculated return and the actual obtained return when the 

investment is realised. 

 

The valuation of the 25 exited companies in the sample is based on the actual cash flows between the 

IF and the portfolio companies.  

1.4.3.2. Statistical regression techniques  

The statistical methods applied in this paper comprise parameter estimation and hypothesis testing. 

The parameter estimates are point estimators and provide a single point estimation based on the 

variable under analysis. Hypothesis testing on the other hand is interval estimation, making inferences 

about the variation around the estimated single point.20 

 

The estimation of the parameters in this paper is based on the ordinary least squares (“OLS”) 

approach.21 This approach involves the estimation of parameters based on a sample regression 

function with one dependent variable. Below is shown the formula for a single-regression model: 

 

 

 

where the “^” indicates that it is estimated values that are considered and not true values. The μ is 

the error term, which includes all variables explaining the dependent variable, but not included in the 

model. The formula can be rewritten to: 

 

 

 

                                                           
17

 Source: Lundbeckfonden, 2010. Company announcement – Lundbeckfonden køber 36% af Falck. Lundbeckfonden [online] 
15. Dec. Available at: http://www.lundbeckfonden.dk/media/-400000/files/lundbeckfondenkoeber36procentaffalck.pdf 
[Accessed 20 Apr. 2011] 

18
 Source: Arnold, M. 2010. Apax in $8,5bn talks on ISS buy-out. Financial times [online] 8. Dec. Available at: 
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/8b949228-02c3-11e0-a07e-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1LCGL2JtX [Accessed 20 Apr 2011] 

19
 Source: Arnold, M. et al. 2010. TDC eyes $2.9bn share issue. Financial times [online] 11. Nov. Available at: 
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/0b805a34-edd5-11df-9612-00144feab49a.html#axzz1LCGL2JtX [Accessed 20 Apr 2011] 

20
 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4

th
 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 76 

21
 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4

th
 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 58 
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Where         is the estimated value of       . 

From the formula above, it is evident that the error term is the difference between the actual and 

estimated values of the dependent variable. The reason why the author emphasises this, is that the 

idea behind the OLS method is to minimize the error term, hence making the estimated dependent 

variable as close as possible to the true value. The minimisation process is usually carried out through 

statistics software. In this paper the author has conducted all statistical analyses through the 

acknowledged regression software SAS 9.2. 

 

The OLS estimates have some ideal properties which are known as Best Linear Unbiasedness 

Properties (“BLUE”).22 The estimates are said to be BLUE if they: 

1. Are a linear function of a random variable - a dependent variable is introduced 

2. Are unbiased – the average expected value of a parameter is equal to the true value 

3. Minimum variance – least variance of the variable 

 

The BLUE properties hold if the assumptions behind the Classical Linear Regression Model are valid. 

The assumptions are analysed in connection with the models in section 5.2 and 5.4, but for a thorough 

discussion the author refers to external source.23 

 

The idea behind interval estimation is to construct an interval around the point estimation that with a 

certainty includes the true parameter value. This interval is known as a confidence interval.24 

The chosen alpha level is subjective, however, the most common levels are 5 or 10%.  

The confidence interval for a parameter estimate is calculated as: 

 

 

 

The t value is calculated as the difference between the estimated point estimator and the true point 

estimator divided by the standard error of the point estimator. The t value follows a t-distribution 

with n – x degrees of freedom25, where n is the number of observations and x equal the number of 

variables in the model including the intercept term. 

 

                                                           
22

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 79 
23

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 93 
24

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 120 
25

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 122 
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The most common approach to establish a precision of the estimated parameters are hypothesis 

testing. The fundamental behind this is to set up a straw man, a null hypothesis, which is tested and 

hopefully rejected. If the null hypothesis is rejected the parameter is said to be statistically significant, 

whereas if it can not be rejected it is statistically insignificant.26  

A large t-value is evidence against the H0 and the corresponding probability value (“p-value”) is 

therefore low. The p-value is used extensively in this paper and is defined as “the lowest significance 

level at which a H0 can be rejected”.27 

 

In relation to the sample tested in this paper, the focus will be on determining whether the variables 

are statistically significant, that is different from zero.  

The alternative hypothesis is composite, that is two-sided hypothesis.28 

 

H0: Variables = 0 

H1: Variables ≠ 0 

 

The overall strength of a model is measured by the goodness of fit. The goodness of fit is analysed by 

using the multiple coefficient of determination (“R2”) and it measures how well the explanatory 

variables included in the model explain the variation in the dependent variable.29 R2 lies between 0 

and 1 where 1 is a perfect fit and zero is no explanation.  

Another goodness of fit measure, R2
adjusted, has become useful in comparing multiple models, as this 

takes into consideration the number of degrees of freedom in the model, hence the number of 

introduced variables.30 The R2
adjusted is calculated as: 

 

 

The total sum of squares (“TSS”) measures the total variation in the dependent variable, while the 

residual sum of squares (“RSS”) measures how much of this variation is attributable to the error term, 

hence the variables that are not included in the model. The difference is the explained sum of squares 

(“ESS”). In the above formula “n” is the number of observations and “k” is the number of parameters 

in the model. 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 128 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 137 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 127 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 81 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 217 
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The R2
adjusted is superior to R2 as it makes it possible to compare models with unequal number of 

explanatory variables.31 

 

The test of Variance (“ANOVA”) is another way to measure the overall strength of the model.32 This 

test is based on the same statistics as the R2 and includes analysis of TSS, RSS and ESS. One of the 

most common tests is the F-test, where the F-value follows an F- distribution.  

The hypothesis tested in connection with the F-test is whether all variables are simultaneously zero. 

 

H0: All variables simultaneously = 0  

H1: all variables simultaneously ≠ 0 

 

To relate the F-test and R2 , the F-test merely test the hypothesis that the R2 is zero in the model.33  

 

The t-test and F-test are different and can be leading to contradicting conclusions. The overall F-test 

can be tested statistically significant without any of the explanatory variables being individually 

statistically significant. One reason could be the correlation between the explanatory variables which 

is analysed in connection with the assumptions of the models in section 5.2 and 5.4.  

As a consequence, the strength of a model is determined by four individual tests: 

1. The R2 or R2
adjusted levels 

2. The signs of the parameters versus expectations 

3. The strength of the individual parameters (t-test) 

4. The overall strength of the model (F-test) 

 

A way to analyse whether or not to exclude an explanatory variable in the model one can use the 

incremental version of the F-test. The procedure is to use the F-test of a model, exclude the suggested 

explanatory variables from the model and then re-calculate the F-test based on the new model. The 

incremental F-test should be calculated as follows34: 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 219 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 140 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 258 
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Where DF in the numerator is the number of additional explanatory variables included in the largest 

model and DF in the denominator is equal to the number of observations minus the number of 

parameters in the larger model. If the F-value is found to be statistically significant, that is above the 

critical F-value, the variables should not be excluded from the model. 

 

Each variable in the sample is expressed in different terms: millions, years, fractions or percentages. 

To put all variables on equal footing one can rely on the standardized variables regression method.35  

The standardized variables are constructed by subtracting the mean value from its individual value 

and divide by the standard deviation of the variable: 

 

 

 

 

 

The coefficients should be interpreted as: “when the explanatory variable change one standard 

deviation on average the dependent variable will increase by the estimated parameter standard 

deviation units.”36 

 

In terms of the model to be estimated, these standardized variables can be used to determine which 

value creation factor has the largest impact on IRR. 

1.5. Delimitation 

The delimitation section outlines the limitations of the analyses which should be taken into 

consideration when reading the conclusions. 

 

Overall, the information used throughout this paper is public available information. If the analyses 

were based on internal information, the conclusions might be different.  
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
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 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 173 
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1.5.1. Portfolio level return 

The analyses performed is carried out at the portfolio level, hence the returns are not a proxy for the 

return at the investor level. 

The bottom-up approach is deemed most efficient for identifying the value creation factors in PE as 

the value is created at the portfolio level and not on aggregated basis. If the analyses were performed 

on an aggregate dataset, the author would be unable to distinguish between high performing 

investments and low performing investments in the same fund, hence the individual value creating 

factor could not be assessed. 

 

A downside of this approach is that investments in the same PE fund (e.g. Aalborg industries and Wrist 

Group in Altor) might be situated in different Investment funds (“IF”) and therefore could be owned 

by different investors.37 When the author is analysing on aggregated data in this paper, there is no 

distinction between the individual IFs, hence focus is on the PE fund’s ability to create value. 

 

Further, to avoid double accounting the investments are only included one time in the sample, hence 

a consortium consisting of three PE funds does not lead to three observations. An example is the 

consortium of Apax, Blackstone and KKR which invested in TDC, where the investment has only been 

contributed to Apax. 

1.5.2. Inclusion of non-exited companies in the sample 

The author has chosen to include non-exited companies in the sample, which is highly unusual 

compared to aforementioned studies in the introduction. The reasons for including these are due to: 

1. Mature companies ready for sale situated in the non-exited portfolio 

2. “Living-dead” investments contributing to higher management fees 

3. The option value on non-exited companies 

 

Some companies have been fully developed and are mature in terms of the J-curve discussed in 

section 2.4.2, hence are ready to de divested as the PE fund does not believe it can contribute to 

further value creation. If the analysis in this paper did not take these companies into consideration 

and instead waited for these to be included when exited, the IRR would probably be negatively 

impacted due to the time-value-of-money from the time of the value creation phase was completed 

(the date of which the PE fund wanted to exit) to the actual date of exit. 
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 The difference will be discussed in section 2.3.1 
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Examples of such companies in the Danish PE industry are Falck38 and ISS39 which are both ready to be 

divested, but the exit has been postponed due to weak market conditions. 

 

The “living-dead” theory40 is another reason for including the non-exited portfolio companies in the 

sample. The theory outlines that the Management companies (“MC”) are artificially keeping high 

management fees by keeping “dead investments” in the portfolio. The dead investments is referring 

to investments which does not contribute substantially to a carried interest return for the MC or even 

investments which are supposed to be realised with a loss. As the value creation phase for these 

investments typically has failed and the MC only hold the investments to boost the fees, the exclusion 

of these would lead to bias as the exited returns may not be a true reflection of the fund 

performance. 

 

The last reason for inclusion of the non-exited investments is linked to the “living-dead” theory as 

some of these investments might be held as a result of an option value for the MC. If realised now, the 

IRR for the investment is low or even in some cases negative. If the MC waits and hope for exogenous 

factors to play in, the value of the company might increase dramatically, which will impact the returns 

positively.  

As a result, the MC has an option on the bad performing investments which are already in the mature 

phase and the value creation phase has failed. The option only carries value if the investments are not 

realised, hence the author believes that the non-exited portfolio may have a lower average IRR 

compared to the exited portfolio. This is actually supported in the sample analysis in section 3.  

 

An obvious downside is the uncertainty about the calculations and the possible deviation to the true 

value of the investments, obtained when realised.  

The author has deemed the downside of including the non-exited investments, based on the 

discussion above, to be weaker than if they were excluded. 

1.5.3. Point-in-time valuation 

The Comparables company valuation applied to the non-exited portfolio is a point-in-time valuation 

taking into account the current market conditions. The majority of the exit calculations are based on 

2009 figures, hence the financial crisis might have a negative impact on the valuation of the 

                                                           
38

 Source: Kronenberg, K. 2010. Skræmte Falck-ejere afblæser børsnotering. Business [online]. 9. Jun. Available at: 
http://www.business.dk/boersnyt/skraemte-falck-ejere-afblaeser-boersnotering [Accessed 10 April 2011] 
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 Source: Mortensen, S. W. 2011. ISS udsætter børsnotering. Boersen [online]. 17. Mar. Available at:  
http://borsen.dk/nyheder/investor/artikel/1/203708/iss_udsaetter_boersnotering.html [Accessed 10 April 2011] 
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 Source: Fraser-Sampson, G., 2010. Private equity as an asset class. 2

nd
 edition. UK: Wiley Finance. p. 184 
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companies. Moreover, not only are the multiples of the listed companies affected, but also the 

general financial performance of the portfolio companies might be affected negatively by the crisis. As 

a result, a valuation of the same companies at a different point-in-time might result in a different 

outcome even when applying the same comparable companies used for valuation. 

1.5.4. Geographical footprint and period under analysis  

The analysed data comprise PE investments made in Denmark, hence the conclusions might deviate 

from analysis performed in other geographical areas.  

The period under analysis covers a booming economy (2005 – 2007) and a recession economy (2008 – 

2010), as investments acquired in 2005 – 2008 and exits divested in 2005 to 2010 are included. The 

limited period is chosen due to: 

1. The lack of publicly available information 

2. The J-curve impact on recent investments 

 

In accordance with Danish regulations, the companies are required to keep annual reports for a 

historic period of five years. To be confident about the data used for analysis, the author has chosen 

to rely on these annual reports and therefore inclusion of prior periods than 2005 (5 years ago) is not 

possible. 

 

As the sample includes non-exited investments, the author needs to limit the effect from investments 

which have not yet entered the maturity state of the J-curve41, hence are still in the development 

phase. To take these investments into account, the author has excluded all investments made in 2009 

and 2010. This procedure will eliminate a significant amount of non-mature investments, however, 

there exist uncertainty about this approach as some non-mature investments might still be present in 

the sample and could negatively impact the overall result. 

The author believes that the method applied provides the best proxy for eliminating the non-mature 

investments, however, does acknowledge that these uncertainties exist. 
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1.5.5. Timing of cash flows – IRR 

The returns in this paper are measured by the internal rate of return (“IRR”). This measure of return 

incorporates the time value of money, hence the timing of each cash flow is essential for the 

calculations.42 

 

The exact timing of the cash flows for each investment is impossible to determine based on public 

available information and the author has therefore established some assumptions. First of all, focus is 

not whether the cash in- or outflow is being effectuated on the 5th or the 15th in a specific month, but 

more concerned with the difference in months. 

In situations where no information about the timing of a cash flow is available, e.g. in connection with 

a dividend payout, the author has used the financial mid-year (e.g. June 30th in a fiscal year equal to 

the calendar year) as the time of the cash flow. The reason for this approach is conservatism. 

 

Another point to note is the difference between Signing43 and Closing44 which might impact the timing 

of cash flows. The acquisition date is often the Signing date and hence the IRR is unrightfully being 

calculated from the Signing date even though the capitalisation of the acquisition vehicle is not carried 

out before Closing. The period between these two dates are often not exceeding a couple of months, 

in which the author conclude that this would not have a substantial impact on the conclusion in this 

paper.45 

1.6. Sources 

This section outlines the use of sources throughout the paper and how the information process has 

been approached. 

1.6.1. Source reference 

References are presented continuously as footnotes both in connection with graphs and tables, but 

also when text from external sources has been used to support a statement.  

Own prepared graphs or tables are clearly distinguished from graphs or tables replicated from 

external data by using footnotes as references citing either “Own preparation” or the external source. 
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1.6.2. Source criticism 

All information is critically reviewed to minimise uncertainty and ensure objectivity in the sources 

used. 

Annual reports and other public databases are assumed valid as sources, whereas articles and 

websites are critically assessed to ensure objectivity. Where applicable, multiple sources have been 

used to support any information obtained from articles. 

Further, subjective data from interviews, articles or individual assessments are handled critically and 

not explicitly considered correct. 

 

An important part of the information used in section 3 stems from interviews with industry 

participants. The interviews are based on a prepared interview guide, and the format of the 

interviews is semi-structured. This includes interviewing by primarily using open questions with 

follow-up questions depending on the answer. This allows for a more open dialogue with the 

respondents and enhances the quality of the interview.46 

 

The following professionals have been interviewed and transcripts from the interviews are presented 

in appendix 9.1.2: 

1. Torben Vangstrup, Managing Director of ATP PEP 

2. Palle Nordahl, CFO of FIH Erhvervsbank  

3. Kenneth Ullerup, KPMG Private equity group, London 
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2. Private equity 

To get a thorough understanding of the PE industry, the author has dedicated this section to discuss 

the fundamentals of PE including the structure, the investors and the remuneration to the various 

stakeholders. Furthermore, a short historic overview of the PE industry in both a Danish and 

international context is provided.  

 

The notation PE strictly means the opposite of “Public equity”, hence equity that is not traded on a 

public regulated market.47 However, PE has become synonym with a certain asset class on level terms 

with other traditional investment types such as listed stocks or bonds, illustrated in figure 2 below.48 

 

 

Figure 2 - Private equity as an asset class
49

 

 

The PE asset class includes different fund types depending on whether the European or American 

terminology is used. The Americans use PE synonymously with buyout funds, where the Europeans 

identify both buyout and venture capital funds as PE.50  

The author will throughout this paper use the American terminology as the sample only covers 

buyouts. 

2.1. Fund types 

The aim of this section is to provide an overview of the differences between buyout funds and venture 

capital funds. 
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2.1.1. Buyout funds 

Buyout funds comprise two types of funds focusing on either growth/development or mature 

companies. The nature depends on which stage of the product life cycle the company is currently in. 

The product life cycle includes four stages: Start-up, growth, maturity and decline and in some cases a 

new growth phase, which is essentially the cycle starting over again.51 

 

 

Figure 3 - Product life cycle - focus on fund investment timing
52

 

The buyout funds are investing in later stages of the companies’ life cycles, where the risk are more 

mature and relates to the continued strength of the company, expansion, consolidation or 

restructuring, illustrated in figure 3 above.53 Buyouts in the mature stages are in most cases structured 

as takeovers with high gearing and are called leverage buyouts (“LBO”).54 

The focus on expansion and growth can be combined with an LBO, making the distinction between 

funds focusing on growth capital, development or restructuring difficult. As a consequence, the author 

will treat them equally in this paper. 

 

Besides the timing of the investment, the buyout funds are characterised by making majority 

investments in more established companies. In LBOs steady cash flows is especially important as the 

cash flows in the companies are used to repay debt and interest payments.55 
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The types of investments have in literature been categorised into Management buyouts (“MBO”), 

Management buy-in (“MBI”), Buy-in Management buyout (”BIMBO”), LBO, Public-to-private (“P2P”), 

Roll-up and secondary buyouts.56 

The differences between these types are the nature of the takeover, as the management of the target 

initiates the process in an MBO compared to an MBI which involves a management from another 

company who replaces the current management post takeover.  

A BIMBO is a combination of these two, and an LBO is already discussed above.  

P2P is a fund de-listing a public company, where Roll-up is the strategy of acquiring a minor player and 

consolidate the market in which it operates.  

The last one, secondary buyout, is the acquisition of a company from another PE fund. This has 

become more common in the PE industry during the last couple of years.57 

2.1.2. Venture funds 

Venture funds are differentiated from buyout funds primarily due to the timing of the investment, as 

evidenced in figure 3 above.58 

Further, venture funds are often taking minority holdings to secure the company’s financial position 

and to develop and launch new products. The companies are often young and the technology is 

typically highly sophisticated and the venture funds provides professional sparring to the company’s 

founder.59 

The risks ascertained with venture capital are very different compared to buyout funds, and relates to 

the risk of surviving, launching the products or get the company running, hence more operational 

risk.60 

2.2. History of private equity 

Literature suggest that the international PE industry has undergone three stages61 and are heading 

into a forth stage.62 The value creation in each era is very different as indicated by figure 4 below. 
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Figure 4 - Historical value creation stages in private equity
63

 

2.2.1. Stage one: The age of leverage (80’ies) 

In the 70’ies and 80’ies the first PE funds were established in USA due to positive tax changes aimed at 

the American pension funds. This led to large amounts of capital allocated to the industry. 

 

The investment focus in this stage was on financial engineering and takeovers were conducted with 

heavy leverage. As shown in figure 4, 51% of the value created in this era was contributable to 

leverage effects.  

The companies targeted were primarily conglomerates which post takeover were split into separate 

companies and sold separately. This “asset stripping” boosted the cash position and the PE funds used 

this cash to repay debt and hence increasing the equity value through this debt reduction, also known 

as bootstrapping. 

 

At the end of the 80’ies the PE industry entered the Nordics through Sweden. Industri Kapital and 

Nordic Capital were the first two PE funds, both backed by large Swedish banks. The PE industry in 

Denmark was limited and practically non-existent.  
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2.2.2. Stage two: The age of multiple arbitrage (90’ies) 

The 90’ies were characterised by low buyout activity as the market was highly unfavourable for PE 

funds. The market for corporate and junk bonds collapsed, which influenced the possibility to raise 

large amounts of debt and the cost of the debt available increased. The result was fewer and smaller 

buyouts with less debt burdens compared to the 80’ies.  

Another influential factor in this period was the American recession, which influenced the investors’ 

willingness to inject capital in risky investments, including PE.  

 

The 90’ies were heavily impacted by the funds’ ability to spot underpriced assets. The result was a 

high amount of value created through multiple arbitrage, that is divest at a higher multiple than at 

entry. This is evidenced by figure 4 where it can be seen that 46% of value created in the 90’ies stems 

from multiple arbitrage. 

 

In 1990 the first Danish fund, Nordic Private Equity Partners, was founded with committed capital of 

DKK 30mm from three Danish banks.64 In 1995 Nordea established Axcel and in 1998 Danske Bank and 

A.P. Møller established Polaris.65 

Besides the Danish actors, the Danish buyout market was characterised by being highly impacted by 

other Nordic PE funds, primarily Swedish funds. 

2.2.3. Stage three: The age of earnings growth (00’s) 

The macroeconomic environment changed in the middle of the 00’s as interest rates were lowered 

and most countries experienced a booming economy. The PE funds attracted huge amounts of capital 

and, as a consequence, the buyouts became larger and much more complex. The focus shifted away 

from financial engineering as the common investor had become aware of the possibilities with 

leverage. The skills for the MC partners changed from financial expertise to strategic expertise with 

focus on development of the companies and not just debt reduction, evidenced by figure 4. In this 

period earnings growth contributed to 36% of value created up from 22% in the previous decade. 

 

Especially in the mid 00’s, the buyout activity increased dramatically in Denmark, as the industry 

became much more professional. Further, more international funds established offices in Denmark 

contributing to a higher competitive environment between the funds. 
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2.2.4. Stage four: The age of operational improvement (10’s) 

The financial crisis created a global recession, and the global economies have not yet fully recovered 

at the time of writing. In comparison to stage two, interests are kept low to boost the economy, which 

should be fuel for the PE funds. However, when the economies are coming out of the recession the 

interest rates might increase significantly, making the mega-buyouts made in the 00’s less likely to 

occur in the future. 

Focus on the relationship between banks, investors and fund managers have been tested through the 

crisis, and the tendency is a possible change of the bargaining power, moving from the MC to the 

investors.66 Experts believe that the value creation in PE will stem from an even further strategic 

development of the portfolio companies, hence through earnings expansion. This is shown in figure 4 

above. 

 

The Danish PE market has become much more linked to the global industry and changes in the 

industry in foreign catalyst countries such as USA and UK are likely to affect the Danish environment 

even quicker than has been the case historically. Further, the increased focus on transparency of the 

funds and their performances could lead to a much more transparent industry going forward. 

2.3. Structure 

When the media refers to a PE fund, i.e. Axcel, it is often unclear to the broad population what this 

actually covers.67 To get a thorough understanding, this section outlines the structure of a typical PE 

fund. 

A typical fund comprise investors, IF(s), MC, portfolio companies and holding companies as depicted 

in figure 5 below.68 The investors are discussed in section 2.5. 
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Figure 5 - Example of a private equity fund structure
69

 

2.3.1. Investment fund(s) 

An IF is the core element of a PE set-up as this is the entity where the investors inject their capital into 

when called by the MC. 

The IF is usually structured as a limited partnership which is a tax transparent entity, hence taxation is 

carried out at the investor level. Further, a limited partnership is structured with a general partner, 

the MC, and limited partners, the investors. The limited partners are limited liable with only the 

injected capital, whereas the general partners are unlimited liable, however, this is limited due to the 

incorporation of the MC.70 

 

The IF is established as a close-end fund, meaning that is has a finite life span of about 10 years with 

an optional extension of about two to three years.71 After the end of the period, the IF is liquidated 

and the remaining capital is distributed to the investors. When the IF is considered fully committed, 

the IF is closed for further investors. A secondary market, where it is possible for investors to sell their 

shares and future commitments in an IF, has become more common especially in USA and UK. This 

secondary market, however, is very illiquid and very limited.72 

 

The large international PE funds have established their IFs on Jersey, Luxembourg or other so-called 

tax heavens. The argument is that it is a way to attract international investors as these investors are 
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familiar with the tax and legal systems in these tax heavens. It would be both costly and time 

consuming for the investors to familiarise themselves with local systems, i.e. Danish legislation.73 

However, the Danish tax authorities are beginning to question the above argument and are prepared 

to launch investigations of the interest payments from and to the IFs incorporated in tax heavens.74 

 

The Danish funds are primarily targeting domestic investors, and the IFs are therefore usually 

incorporated in Denmark.75 

2.3.2. Management company 

An MC is owned by its partners and act as advisor to the IF. The advisory agreement disclose the role 

of the MC, such as taking seats on the board of the portfolio companies, appointing management and 

a day-to-day involvement in the strategic initiatives launched by the portfolio companies. The MC has 

a lifetime exceeding the lifespan of the IF, infinite if new investors can continuously be attracted. 

Besides the advisory agreement, which also involve taking an active part of the acquisition of portfolio 

companies and the subsequent portfolio management, the MC work towards raising new IFs. The MC 

usually works with a 2 – 5 year fundraising cycle to ensure a steady inflow of new capital, and is able 

to advise multiple IFs at the same time through new advisory agreements.76 

 

The separation of the advisory function, the MC, and the capital, IF, creates a principle-agent 

discrepancy.77 The discrepancy concerns the unaligned interest of the owners and the professionals 

who are governing the owners’ interest. The discrepancies are minimised through two features: (i) the 

MC also invests in the IF with a contribution of 1% to 5%78 of the committed capital, hence acting on 

equal footing as the other investors, and (ii) the returns to the MC is closely linked to the returns to 

the investors through “upside sharing” (carried interest). 

2.3.3. Portfolio companies 

The portfolio companies are the entities acquired by the IFs and managed by the MC.  
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The process of acquiring a target can vary a lot and the detailed steps are outside the scope of this 

paper. For a thorough analysis the author refers to external source.79 

2.3.4. Holding companies 

In connection with a takeover the IF does not typically acquire the shares directly in a portfolio 

company. Instead the MC establishes a holding company structure with one or several entities legally 

positioned between the IF and the portfolio company. The reason for this set-up is to separate 

ownership and operations and to create opportunities for co-investors and management to invest on 

unequal terms. The ownership can be separated into A, B and C shares and shareholder loans. 

Especially the latter has been used extensively when the PE fund is capitalising an investment without 

diluting the management share.80 

2.3.4.1. Acquisition vehicle and debt push-down 

The lowest layer in the holding company structure is the acquisition vehicle, which has directly 

ownership in the portfolio company. This company is effectively the entity that acquires the shares in 

the portfolio company and the capital structure in this vehicle comprises the equity and debt provided 

by the IF and financing obtained from external providers. 

 

At Closing the capitalisation of the acquisition vehicle is conducted as well as the purchase of the 

shares is effectuated. Shortly after, the PE fund typically carries out a so-called debt push down81, 

which in the media is sometimes wrongly being compared to stripping the cash assets from the 

acquired company.82  

 

Figure 6 below illustrates the debt push down. 
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Figure 6 - Debt push down
83

 

 

Step 1 and 2 illustrates the capitalisation carried out at Closing. In this example, the IF is injecting 100 

in equity and 100 of debt is obtained from financial institutions. Afterwards the purchase price is 

transferred from the buyer to the seller (step 3) in return of the shares (step 4). The purchase price is 

equal to the 200. 

The debt obtained in connection with the capitalisation (step 2) is acquisition debt and is usually 

obtained by putting the shares in the portfolio company as collateral. The debt is characterised by a 

higher interest rate than operational debt, hence the PE fund would prefer to push some of this debt 

down into the portfolio company to decrease the interest rate as the debt providers will obtain 

collateral in the operational assets in the portfolio company.  

This manoeuvre is shown in step 5, 6 and 7 in figure 6 above. 

 

The portfolio company raises debt of 100 (step 5) and afterwards pay out a dividend to the acquisition 

vehicle of the same amount (step 6). The cash received in the acquisition vehicle is used to repay the 

acquisitions debt (step 7), and the ending position is therefore a debt push down from the acquisition 

vehicle to the portfolio company. The capital structure on a consolidated basis is unchanged, however, 

the debt providers are closer to the operational assets which provide the above mentioned 

advantages.  

2.3.5. Listed funds 

A listed PE fund can either be listed at the IF level or at the MC level. A listing of the IF will put the 

investors in the same situation as investors in a typical PE fund, whereas a listed MC provides the 

investors with a share of the management fees and carried interest. 
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The reason for listing an IF is to loosen the liquidity downside of the PE business model, discussed in 

section 2.5.3.1. It becomes easier to get a mark-to-market valuation of the IF and the investors have 

an easy exit opportunity during the ownership period. 3i is a good example of a listed IF. The fund has 

listed its IF, and early in 2007 the shares traded at a 30% premium to the net asset value “NAV”. In the 

light of the credit crisis and the drop in the listed markets world wide, 3i traded at a discount of 75% 

to NAV in early 2009.84 This example shows the link to the listed market created through listing of a IF 

and the mark-to-market valuation, with the high correlation with the listed market eliminating part of 

the investors’ rationale for investing in PE. 

Deltaq is a Danish PE fund with its IF listed on Nasdaq OMX Copenhagen.  

 

Listing of the MC is more unusual and an example is Blackstone Group who listed the MC in 2007.85 By 

listing the MC, the investors receive part of the returns created by the MC, such as the carried interest 

and management fees. On the other hand, the alignment of interest between the investors in the IF 

and the MC is diminished as the employees in the MC are not the sole owners of the returns of the 

MC. 

2.4. Business model 

The PE business model includes some unique characteristics compared to other asset classes. A sub 

section is devoted to each important feature below. 

2.4.1. Active ownership 

This active ownership is one of the most important features in the PE business model.86 

The ownership in a listed company is mostly widespread between thousands of investors, hence the 

large shareholders can have competing views on the future development of the business. As a 

consequence, it is difficult for the single shareholder to enforce its views without majority ownership. 

 

In a PE set-up the MC acts, through the advisory agreement, as a majority shareholder in the portfolio 

company, hence is not facing a possible conflict of interest between competing shareholders. The MC 

can launch strategic initiatives quicker through the organisation compared to a listed company, which 

can prove decisive in various situations.  
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Further, in listed companies many investors are free-riders which is term used for shareholders not 

contributing to the monitoring of the portfolio company.87 If no shareholder has an incentive to 

monitor the management, due to i.e. the costs of monitoring exceeding the benefits of monitoring, 

then the management in principle have full control of the company.  

The PE set-up eliminates this, as the MC has the same incentives as the investor and is paid to monitor 

the management closely, usually through the board participation. 

2.4.2. Long-term value creation and the J-curve 

The limited life of the IF might imply a short-term investment approach, however, the opposite is 

actually the case. The strategic initiatives are carried out in 5 – 7 years, hence the ownership is much 

longer compared to the usual investor in listed companies.88  

At a portfolio level, the long-term approach has its advantages. In comparison to listed companies, the 

PE held portfolio companies do not have to focus on quarter-by-quarter results to please the 

investors. Instead the MC and the portfolio companies have a sparring relating to the future 

development of the company throughout the holding period. 

 

The long-term investment approach can lead to over-investments in the first years leading to negative 

returns in these periods. However, these investments are expected to payoff over a period from 2 – 7 

years. As a result, the holding period is divided into two stages and is denoted the J-curve.89 

The J-curve is depicted in figure 7 below and illustrates the returns of an investment in PE. The first 

stage is the investment phase where the MC makes large investments including bolt-on acquisitions. 

The second phase is the maturation phase where the portfolio company has been restructured and is 

ready to be divested. 
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Figure 7 - J-curve
90

 

In the first stage the investment has a negative return, whereas the return becomes positive in stage 

two as the company is restructured and prepared for an exit. The large investments made in stage one 

is being effectuated in i.e. larger revenues, stronger market position or presence in new markets 

which makes the company more attractive than at the time of entry. As a consequence, the PE fund 

can exit the company at a higher sales price than purchase price, hence creating value for the 

investors. 

 

In some cases the investment does never exceed the horizontal axis in figure 7. This could be due to 

failure of the business plan implemented and the PE fund does not contribute to any enhanced value 

creation. In these situations the J-curve is more like an L-curve as the investors do not obtain a return 

on the investment. 

2.4.3. Leverage 

As shown in section 2.3.4.1, the acquisitions are primarily carried out with a mix of equity and external 

debt. This debt portion is an important part of the business model as the gearing makes it possible for 

the IF to acquire companies of much larger size than the capital contributed.91 

Further, as the cost of debt is lower than the cost of equity92 the PE fund might be able to pay a 

premium for the company compared to other investors which do not want to leverage the company in 

the same proportion.93 
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As the debt is a significant part of many buyouts, the interest rates play an important role on the 

buyout activity. I.e. in a booming economy the debt will be cheep and readily available, hence the 

buyout activity increases. The opposite is the case in periods with high interest rates. This relationship 

is evidenced by the correlation between interest rates and the buyout activity in Denmark presented 

in figure 8 below. 

 

 

Figure 8 - Correlation between interest rates and number of acquisitions (Denmark)
94

 

 

Another interesting point about leverage is the “true” proportion of debt and equity in a PE fund. Even 

though the leverage levels are high in the portfolio companies, the actual debt/equity relationship 

may be less as the MC can draw down more capital if needed.95 This pseudo equity may be a reason 

why the PE funds are able to obtain such a high leverage compared to other asset classes. 

2.4.3.1. Tax  

The use of leverage in connection with the takeovers has its advantage as interest expenses are tax 

deductable in most countries, including Denmark.96 In these cases it does not matter whether the 

leverage is situated in the portfolio company or the holding company (if majority ownership), as the 

entities will be tax consolidated.97 The deficits caused by the high debt burdens in the holding 

companies can be deducted in the portfolio companies’ taxable income. 
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However, in 2006 the Danish government decided to reduce the opportunities of such optimisation 

and introduced regulations regarding thin capitalisation.98 This regulation made it only possible to 

deduct interest expenses related to a debt burden of maximum 4:1 in debt/equity ratio. 

 

Further, new regulations enforced in 2007 stipulated three new rules to reduce the possibility to 

deduct the interest payments, hence lowering the taxable income.99 Firstly, the maximum interest 

expenses to be deducted is the taxation value of the assets in the portfolio company times the 

standard rate.100 

Second, the maximum absolute amount to be deducted can not exceed DKK 20mm per year and the 

last rule being the EBIT-rule, which states that the taxable income can never be less than 80% of EBIT. 

All else being equal, this would lead to lower leverage levels of the portfolio companies, which may 

lead to lower future returns for PE funds as the “cheap” debt funding is replaced by “expensive” 

equity funding. The impacts of the regulations have not been fully recorded yet at the time of writing.  

2.4.4. Management incentive programmes 

Another significant part of the business model is the alignment of interest between management and 

investors.101 The management are in most cases invited to invest along the PE fund, hence the 

principal-agent discrepancies are minimized between these two stakeholders. The typical asymmetric 

information flow, where management has insider knowledge of the company, is therefore prevented 

as everybody in theory is working towards the same overall goal: to maximise the return on the 

investment.  

Besides the possibility to invest, the management often also receives warrants in bonus which can be 

exchanged for shares in the company.  

2.4.5. Advisory network 

An advisory network is established for each PE fund and comprises a range of people with great 

industry knowledge or relationships with important decision makers in other companies.102 The 

network is typically not linked to the fund itself, but more to the individual partner of the MC. 
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The advisory network is used to identify new acquisition opportunities, assist with portfolio 

management and implement strategic initiatives. Further, advisory network members can act as 

board members or management of the portfolio companies. As a consequence of the variety of tasks 

related to this network, the strength of the individual network is very difficult to assess. 

2.5. Investors 

Investors in PE primarily comprise institutional investors (pension funds, financial institutions and 

insurance companies), fund-of-funds103 and other asset management companies and foundations. In 

figure 9 below the split of investors in Nordic private equity is presented. Pension funds are the single 

most important investor type with 35% of the capital committed and the relationship is a 

consequence of the long-term investment horizon, which is highly correlated between pension funds 

and PE funds.104 

 
Figure 9 - Investors in Nordic private equity in 2008

105
 

 

The large investors in the PE funds are sometimes invited to co-invest in the portfolio companies 

besides their contribution to the actual IF.106 This could be of strategic importance for the invited 

investor and also enhance the return of the investor. This is discussed in section 2.6.3.  
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2.5.1. Capital flows 

A large difference between investing in PE funds and e.g. hedge funds is the flow of capital between 

the fund and the investors. In hedge funds the capital is injected into the fund at the time of 

establishment and withdrawn at some agreed future point in time.  

For PE funds this is not as straight forward as an investor need to distinguish between allocated, 

committed, drawdown, and invested capital.107 

2.5.1.1. Capital allocated 

The allocated capital is the actual capital the investor ideally wants to allocate to the PE industry. I.e. 

for a pension fund the overall goal might be to allocate 5% of the capital to the PE industry. 

The capital allocated by the investor should be diversified not only by funds, but also in time, hence 

should not all be committed at one point in time or to one PE fund.108 

2.5.1.2. Capital committed 

The committed capital is the amount which an investor has legally bound to commit to an IF.  

However, it is important to note that this committed capital is not injected into the IF at once, but 

awaiting capital calls from the MC. As a consequence, the investor might have a large future 

commitment which has not yet been materialised.  

2.5.1.3. Capital drawn down 

Capital drawn down is the capital which has been called by the MC and injected into the IF. The 

majority of these calls are typically made in stage one of the J-curve, as the investments are made in 

this period. Drawn down capital comprise both capital used for investments both also capital for any 

fee requirements, such as management fees to the MC. 

2.5.1.4. Capital invested 

The capital invested is the actual amount used for investment in portfolio companies.  

In this paper, this is the basis of the return calculation. However, from this section it is evident that 

from an investor’s point of view the returns should be calculated on capital committed. A discussion 

of this is provided in section 2.6.1. 
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2.5.2. Attractiveness of the PE model 

A study of the Danish PE market showed that the investors investing in PE is equivalent to the 

investors investing in other asset classes.109 As a consequence, PE must have some appealing 

characteristics to attract investors to continue to allocate capital to the PE industry. According to J.P. 

Morgan asset management studies these reasons are an expected high return, the risk profiles, 

diversification and taxation.110 

2.5.2.1. High returns 

Investors are attracted to the PE industry due to the possibility of high returns. The business model 

features, discussed in section 2.4, support the expectations of a high return as the PE model has some 

strong features compared to e.g. listed companies.111 

2.5.2.2. Risk profile and time horizon 

Pension funds have a long-term investment approach as the claims of the capital injected into the 

pension funds are very predictable. The long-term risk profile of a pension fund correlates with the 

long-term investment profile of a PE fund, hence increasing the interest of pension funds to invest in 

PE.112 

2.5.2.3. Low correlation with other asset classes 

Another reason why investors are attracted to the PE industry is the low correlation with the listed 

market.113 The PE business cycles are somewhat independent with only small interactions with the 

listed market through e.g. exits via IPOs. The correlation argument has its roots in modern portfolio 

theory, where asset allocations are made between different types of assets of low correlation to 

diversify the risk profile.114 

2.5.2.4. Alignment of interest 

The alignment of interest between the principal and agent is not only carried out at the management 

level of the portfolio companies, but also between the MC and the investors in PE. The MC is investors 

in the IF and besides have the upside sharing, carried interest, hence the interest between the two 
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stakeholders is highly aligned. However, the interest is not completely aligned due to the 

management fees discussed below in section 2.5.3.2 and 2.6.2.   

2.5.3. Drawbacks of the PE model 

2.5.3.1. Illiquid investment 

Compared to a traded financial instrument one of the biggest drawbacks is the illiquidity of the 

commitment in PE. For investors investing in listed companies, the investor can sell its share in a 

continuously traded environment, hence based on an efficient mark-to-market valuation. Investments 

in PE are not liquid and the investors can not easily exit their investments.115 

 

Further, the capital is not committed at one point in time, but called in different rates during the life 

of the IF. A downside of this is the uncertainty for the investor of the timing both in terms of the exit 

of the investment but also in terms of when the capital is called and should be injected into the IF.  

2.5.3.2. High fee costs 

In the last couple of years the focus has leaned towards the fee levels to the MC. Investor consensus is 

that the alignment of the interest between the MC and the investors are diminished due to 

unrightfully high management and other fees, which is not supported by creating superior returns to 

the investors.116 

2.6. Return to stakeholders 

Returns to the different stakeholders in PE differ not only in amount but also in nature. This section 

focuses on the three most important stakeholders: (i) investors, (ii) the MC, and (iii) the 

management/co-investors. 

2.6.1. Return to investors in the investment fund 

A return to the investors in the IF is obtained through one of the following: 

1. Dividends paid to the IF from a holding company 

2. A divestment of a portfolio company and subsequently liquidation of the holding companies 

3. Interest or repayment of debt issued by the IF to the holding or portfolio companies 
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Historically, shareholder loans have been widely used due to the possibility of deducting the interest 

expense in the taxable income, whereas dividends are post tax payments. I.e. if the IF is situated in a 

tax heaven and the portfolio company is incorporated in Denmark, then the taxation in Denmark will 

be lowered by the tax deductions from the interest expense. On the other hand, If the capital had 

been injected as equity, then the taxable income in the portfolio company in Denmark would be 

higher, due to lower leverage, and then the dividend to the IF would be lower compared to the 

interest payments.117 

However, the new regulations presented in section 2.4.3.1 have limited this option for the PE funds in 

Denmark.  

 

The return to the investors can be divided into a gross and a net figure. The net return is the return to 

investors after costs to the MC as described below in section 2.6.2. Further, from section 2.5.1 about 

capital flows it is evident that capital invested is not the same as capital committed. The investor 

might therefore be looking at the total investment in the PE fund as the committed capital, which 

include the drawn capital but also the buffer held in liquid assets. As a consequence, the investor’s 

actual net return should be measured based on the committed capital and not based on the drawn 

down or invested capital. 

Below is a fictive example of the return to an investor presented. 

 

Figure 10 - Example of returns to investors
118
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The example is based on 120 in committed capital and a total investment of 100, which gives a buffer 

of 20 (staple one). Of the 120 in committed capital, the management fees are estimated to 2% of 

committed capital annually. The investment is realised after 5 years, hence the management fees 

yield 8 in the 5 year period (staple two). The investment generates an IRR of 20%, hence the gross 

return is 250 without any dividend payments (staple three). However, from an investor’s point of view 

his net return is calculated post carried interest and management fees and not based on the invested 

return, but on capital committed.  The net investor return after five years is 229 plus 12 in committed 

capital never drawn down. This yields a money multiple (“MM”) of 2.0x and an IRR of 15% for the 

investor, which is below the 20% obtained at the portfolio level.  

Further, an investor might have gained a small return on the 12 held in liquid assets, but this is not 

considered in thisanalysis.  

 

This paper does not include the capital held for future commitments or the costs to the MC, hence in 

the above example this paper will be analysing the 20% IRR at portfolio level. As a consequence, the 

returns obtained in this paper should not be used as a proxy for the ultimate net return for the 

investors. 

2.6.2. Return to management company 

The MC has multiple income streams which comprise: 

1. Management fees 

2. Carried interest 

3. Investment return 

4. Other fees 

 

The management fee is a payment from the investors to the MC to cover running costs (salary, rent 

etc.). The payment is made annually and is around 1% - 2% of the committed capital in the IF.119 

When the IF has been fully invested, the management fee is usually calculated on the net asset value 

of the portfolio companies. As a result, this fee is independent of the performance of the PE fund.  

 

The alignment of interest between the investors and the MC is considered by the carried interest. The 

carried interest is an upside sharing payment, where the MC receives a “bonus” if the return of an 
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investment is above a predetermined level. The usual hurdle rate return is 8% of the invested capital, 

where after the MC receives 20% of the return above the hurdle rate.120 

The return is typically measured on a fund level to take into consideration the performance of the 

whole fund and not just single investments. 

Historically, the carried interest was taxed as capital gains in Denmark. However, in 2010 a new tax 

reform was implemented in Denmark impacting carried interest as this is taxed as personal income 

going forward.121 This could lead to lower returns in the future for the MCs in Denmark. 

 

The third income stream is the actual investment in the IF. The MC injects capital into the IF, typically 

1 – 5%, and receives a return on equal terms with the investors in the IF as discussed above in section 

2.6.1. 

 

Besides these, the MC sometimes bills the portfolio companies for advisory fees or transaction fees 

for services provided.122 Many investors believe that these services should be covered by the 

management agreement and hence the management fee. 

 

In continuance of the example above in figure 10, the MC first receives the same return as the 

investors through the investment in the IF, hence 2.0x capital committed. If we assume that the MC’s 

share is 5% in the above example, the capital committed is 5 with a return of 10. Besides this, the MC 

receives 12 in management fees and 21 in carried interest, which is a total of 43. This corresponds to 

a multiple of 8.5x times the committed capital and an IRR of 53%. From this it is evident that in a well 

performing PE fund the MC returns are relatively high compared to the investors’ returns. 

2.6.3. Return to management and other co-investors 

The management/co-investors typically invests in the acquisition vehicle, which have direct ownership 

in the portfolio company. The use of debt from the IF to the holding or portfolio company avoids the 

management/co-investors to inject a huge amount of capital, as a significant ownership share can be 

obtained with lower equity contribution due to the mix of debt and equity form the IF. 

 

The returns for the management/co-investors typically deviates from the returns obtained by the 

ordinary investors, as the management/co-investors do not have to pay the management fees. As a 

consequence, the MM and IRR is usually higher than the ordinary investors’ ditto.123  
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2.7. Sub conclusion 

The PE industry has undergone three stages, (i) age of leverage,  (ii) age of multiple arbitrage, and (iii) 

age of earnings growth and are currently moving into a fourth (iv) age of operational improvement.  

    

A PE fund comprise an IF, the entity the investors inject the capital into, which has a limited life 

horizon of approximately 10 years. The IF is typically structured as a limited liability company, hence it 

acts as an empty shell for the investors as the IF itself is tax transparent. The IF is advised by the MC 

which also has a stake in the IF. 

 

The most important features of the PE business model is the active ownership, carried out by the MC 

with presence on the board, the long-term value creation, typically illustrated by the J-curve, the use 

of high leverage and the tax benefits in connection herewith as well as the advisory network, which 

contributes to a deal flow and general sparring in connection with the development of the portfolio 

companies. 

 

The investors in the PE industry have been dominated by pension funds, as the risk profile correlates 

with the long-term approach in PE. 

 

The returns are very different between the stakeholders, and the big winners seem to be the MC, 

which are able to generate much higher MMs and IRR compared to the ultimate investors. 
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3. Sample analysis 

The main objective of this section is to discuss the process of return calculation, identify the sample 

and analyse the nature of the returns in connection herewith.  

An overview of sources used in connection with the sample analysis is presented in appendix 9.3.1. 

3.1. Return calculation 

In determining the performance of a portfolio company the PE industry operates with two closely 

related return measures: the Money multiple (“MM)” and the Internal rate of return (“IRR”).124  

The MM measures the absolute performance whereas the IRR is a relative performance measure. This 

can be shown by an example. An MM of 1.5x in one year equals 50% IRR while an MM over a two 

period would have to be 2.25x to maintain the 50% IRR level. Obvious the question is whether an 

investor would rather have an IRR of 75% over one year (MM of 1.75x) or higher absolute value 

creation in two years i.e. through an IRR of 58% with an MM of 2.5x. 

 

In this paper, the focus will primarily be on IRR as the MM has the downside of not accounting for the 

time-value-of-money, which the author believes is important to analyse performance. A theoretical 

comparison and discussion of the absolute, MM, and relative performance measure, IRR, is beyond 

the scope of this paper and reference is made to external source.125 

 

The IRR is the rate that equalises the net present value of cash inflows with the net present values of 

cash outflows. The IRR is a compounded measure and is calculated as: 

 

 

 

Cash flows in relation to each investment have been categorised into the following: 

1. Equity investment size (negative)    section 3.1.1 

2. Capital injections/reductions (negative/positive)  section 3.1.2 

3. Shareholder loans (negative)   section 3.1.3 

4. Interest on shareholder loans (positive)  section 3.1.3.1 

5. Repayment of shareholder loans (positive)  section 3.1.3.2 

6. Dividends (positive)    section 3.1.4 
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7. Return at exit (realised or unrealised) (positive or nil)  section 3.1.5 

3.1.1. Equity investment size 

The Equity investment size is the capital invested by the PE fund in the portfolio company, whereas 

the purchase price can be a leveraged factor of the Equity investment size. Put in other words, the PE 

fund can pay for the target with a mix of equity and debt. 

An essential part of the analysis is therefore to identify any leverage effects and eliminate these to 

determine the correct cash outflow in connection with the purchase price.  

 

In situations with holding structures, the Equity investment size is determined by the equity 

capitalisation of the ultimate parent company in the structure, placed directly beneath the IF.  

An example is provided in figure 11 below which shows the difference between the Equity investment 

size and the purchase price. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Equity investment versus purchase price
126

 

 

In this example step 1 is equal to the Equity investment size, whereas step 3 is equal to the purchase 

price and step 2 is the leverage effect of the purchase price. 

 

In the sample identified in section 3.2 the investment size varies tremendously, from Industri 

Udvikling’s DKK 4mm investment in Danelec Electronics to Apax’s DKK 17.8bn investment in TDC. 
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3.1.2. Capital injections or reductions 

Capital injections during the ownership period are capital outflows in line with the equity investment. 

The capital injected may fuel expansion, be used for restructuring or simple to comply with the 

covenants set by the banks.  

As with the Equity investment size it is important to distinguish between capital from external 

financial institutions or capital injected from the IF. The process is somewhat similar to the Equity 

investment size by relying on annual reports from the ultimate parent holding company.  

The timing of the capital increase is often stated in the financial statements, however, when no 

information is provided the author has assumed capital injections at mid-year. 

 

The opposite feature is Capital reductions, where the company repays part of the share capital to the 

shareholders. The process is handled exactly the same way as with Capital injections, however, with 

opposite sign. 

 

The PE funds made capital injections In connection with 24 investments and made zero capital 

reductions in the sample identified in section 3.2. 

3.1.3. Shareholder loans 

In some cases the IF issues a shareholder loan to one of the holding companies or the actual portfolio 

company. Shareholder loans can take the form of a loan with continuously interest payment or with 

rolled-up interest.127 Information about interest rate and the principal amount is usually stated in the 

annual reports, however, when no information is provided the author has made calculations by 

adding back interest, if rolled-up, and/or adjusted for any repayments in the period.  

The principle amount is calculated as follows: 

 

Principle amount of shareholder loan = Amount at the time of annual report – interest paid (if the loan 

is with rolled-up interest) + repayments (from the cash flow statement) 

 

When no information about interest and repayments is available, the principle amount is set equal to 

the amount in the annual report.  

Further, in cases where the annual report does not shed light over who had issued the loan note, the 

author has taking the shareholder base into consideration. If the shareholders consist only of the PE 

fund and the management, it may be reasonable to assume that the loan is issued by the PE fund 
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solely. However, when larger strategic investors are included in the shareholder base, or other funds, 

the loan note is assumed issued relative to the shareholdings of the different parties. 

 

In the sample identified in section 3.2, 45 investments are acquired with a mix of equity and 

shareholder loans.  

3.1.3.1. Interest on shareholder loans 

The interest on shareholder loan is a cash inflow for the note holder. Usually, as described above, the 

annual report discloses the amount paid in interest over the period, hence the interest inflow to the 

PE fund is calculated by the share of the loan times the interest payment. 

However, in some cases the item is not disclosed, in which the interest rate is used to calculate the 

payment by multiplying the interest rate with the PE fund’s share of the principle amount. 

The cash flows are assumed to be paid continuously throughout the year, hence mid-year timing is 

applied. 

 

If the loan note is with rolled-up interest there is no interest paid in the periods and hence no cash 

inflow to the note holder until repayment.  

3.1.3.2. Repayment of shareholder loans 

Another positive cash inflow in connection with shareholder loans is the actual repayment of the loan. 

If interest has been paid continuously and no repayments have been made, the final repayment is 

equal to the principle amount. When information about the timing of the repayment is not available 

the author has assumed mid-year timing. 

 

In some situations, either exited or non-exited, the shareholder loan is till present at the time of exit 

(or exit calculation). This cash inflow is taken into consideration in section 3.1.5 below. 

3.1.3.3. Conversion of shareholder loans 

Another affect on shareholder loans is conversion to equity. This conversion will cause a reduction of 

the debt burden in the company and increase the equity position, however, this manoeuvre does not 

have any cash flow effect, hence no effect on IRR. 

3.1.4. Dividends 

Dividends paid are cash inflows for the shareholders of the company.  
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The holding structure impacts the analysis as it is important to distinguish between dividends paid all 

the way to the IF and dividends only paid to the holding companies. In many cases dividends are only 

distributed to the holding companies to reduce the debt burdens in these entities, i.e. the debt push 

down manoeuvre discussed in section 2.3.4.1.  

The dividends are only impacting IRR when the dividends are paid from the ultimate parent company 

to the IF, as per below. 

 

Dividends to impact IRR = Ownership share in ultimate parent company * dividend paid from ultimate 

parent company 

 

The amount is typically presented in the cash flow statement or declared as dividend in the equity 

from the previous year. When no payment date is presented the author has assumed mid-year 

payout, in line with previous calculations. 

3.1.5. Return at exit 

As leverage is a common part of the holding structure in a PE fund this needs to be taken into 

consideration when calculating the actual Exit return. 

As a reference point, the Equity value to the PE fund is calculated as: 

 

Equity value to PE fund = Equity value at exit * ownership share at exit 

 

The holding companies are analysed at the time of exit for any debt and cash positions. The 

consolidated net debt position of all holding companies is deducted from the Equity value to the PE 

fund to derive at the Exit return to the IF. An example is provided in figure 12 below. 
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Figure 12 - Example of exit return calculation
128

 

 

The example shows a portfolio company with an Equity value of 1,000 at the time of exit. The 

acquisition vehicle owns 100% of the share capital in the portfolio company and has zero net debt. 

This vehicle is owned by a holding company (95%) and a Co-investor (5%). The cash inflow to the 

holding company, after deducting the co-investor’s share, is therefore 950.  

This holding company has net debt of 100 and is owned 100% by the ultimate parent company, hence 

the cash inflow into this entity is 850 (950 less 100).  

The ultimate parent company is 100% owned by the IF and has net debt of 400 and shareholder loans 

of 200. The cash inflow in relation to the Equity value is therefore 250 (850 less 400 less 200). 

However, the shareholder loan in this example is still present at the time of exit and this amount of 

200 is added to the Equity value, enhancing the total return to 450 (250 + 200) for the PE fund. 

3.1.5.1. Exited companies 

The Enterprise or Equity value of divested companies is often published in transaction databases, 

articles or the fund’s homepage. If so, the author has used these reported figures.  
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If Enterprise value is the only information provided by the sources, which is typically the case, the 

author has made assumption about the net debt level. A proxy for the net debt position at exit is 

based on the last annual report.  

The Equity value of a typical portfolio company is therefore calculated as follows: 

 

Equity value = Enterprise value at the time of exit – net debt from previous annual report 

 

In situations where neither Enterprise value nor Equity value has been disclosed, the author has used 

the annual report of the purchasing vehicle and calculated the Equity value by using the cost price of 

the financial asset acquired.  

 

An example of return calculation in connection with Axcel’s investment in Pandora is provided in 

appendix 9.3.2. 

 

The sample identified in section 3.2 includes 25 exited companies. 

3.1.5.2. Non-exited companies 

In comparison to the exited companies, there are no external databases where enterprise or equity 

values can be obtained for non-exited companies. As a consequence, the author has applied the 

comparable companies valuation method for the 87 companies included in the sample identified in 

section 3.2. 

 

This comparable companies valuation method is based on multiples of comparable listed companies, 

as discussed in the introduction section 1.4.3.1. The multiples applied in this paper are EV/EBITDA, 

EV/EBIT and P/E. An average of the multiples is applied to arrive at the Enterprise and Equity value of 

the companies. 

Ideally the analysis would include several comparable companies for each investment under analysis, 

but due to a limited number of comparable companies the author has only been able to perform the 

analysis using one comparable company for each investment. This might increase uncertainty of the 

valuation, however, the author has chosen quality instead of quantity and the peers are selected 

based on the following criteria: 

1. Geographical footprint 

2. Similar industry 

3. Similar business model 
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4. Similar growth prospects 

  

The geographical footprint reflects where the company is located and the markets it operates. There 

could be substantial differences between companies within the same industry and with the same 

business model, but one operating in Africa and another operating in the Nordic. The author has 

therefore aimed to identify comparable companies within the Nordics, UK or other Western European 

countries to reflect similarities in the geographical footprint. 

 

The industry parameter is very important to capture industry trends in the valuation. Different 

industries might have different outlooks, such as the wind energy industry might have high growth 

rates going forward, whereas breweries in developed countries might experience much lower growth 

rates. 

 

The business model is essential to secure that the services and products provided by the companies 

are similar. Even though the companies are operating in the same industry, the business model might 

be way different as two companies might be operating in opposite ends of the value chain.  

 

The growth prospects are difficult to assess and has not been considered by the author as this would 

require knowledge of the future developments in the industry and in the individual companies. It is 

simply mentioned here to give the reader an understanding of its importance.  

 

A final note is the importance of equalisation of periods under analysis, i.e. the comparable companies 

data need to be for the period as the investment under analysis. This is done to compare apples with 

apples as different periods might be impacted by different exogenous macroeconomic factors.  

 

An example of IRR calculated in connection with EQT’s investment in BTX Group is provided in 

appendix 9.3.3. 

Moreover, a valuation of each non-exited company is presented in appendix 9.3.4 with highlights 

about the criteria listed above. 

 

In 16 non-exited investments the earnings were negative at the time of exit. The Equity value for 

these investments is set equal to the booked equity to reflect a liquidation value of the company. The 

best proxy for the liquidation value is the net asset value, hence the booked equity of the company.129  
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Further, in 25 investments the calculated Equity value, by using the comparables company valuation 

method, was below the booked equity value. For these investments the value of the company is 

higher “dead” than “alive”, hence the liquidation approach is used for these investments by equalising 

the Equity value at exit with the booked equity value. 

 

9 companies have filed for bankruptcy in the sample. The Equity value for these companies has been 

set to zero. 

3.2. Sample identification 

The sample is based on a gross list of all PE investments in Denmark, which comprise 383 investments 

from 1986 through 2010, including both exited and non-exited.130  

The latest version131 has been used as reference point, and the complete list is presented in appendix 

9.3.5.132  

 

The sample is derived by excluding certain investments from the gross list based on the following 

criteria: 

1. Investments made before 2005 

2. Investments made in 2009 and 2010 

3. Investments without complete information 

3.2.1.1. Step one – investments made before 2005 

PE funds invested in 165 companies in Denmark from 1986 through 2004. The Danish Company 

legislation states that annual reports are kept for a minimum period of five years, hence reports prior 

to 2005 are not readily available. As a consequence, no acquisitions prior to 2005 have been included 

in the sample. Ideally, all investments should be included in the sample, but the author would rather 

rely on a strong sample set than be concerned about the reliability of data.  

 

Highly profiled investments excluded through step one are (entry year indicated in the parenthesis): 

CVC’s acquisition of DT Group (2003), Triton’s acquisition of DSV Miljø (2004), Axcel’s acquisitions of 

Icopal (2000) and Aalborg Industries (2000). 
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3.2.1.2. Step two – investments made in 2009 and 2010 

In 2009 and 2010 the PE funds made 47 investments in Denmark. These investments are highly likely 

to be in stage one of the J-curve discussed in section 2.4.2, and inclusion of these would lead to a high 

degree of negative skewing of the sample. However, the author acknowledge that this two year 

period is only a proxy for stage one investments as some investments are not entering stage two of 

the J-curve post 2 years. As a consequence, the author can not reject that there may be non-exited 

investments in stage one included in the sample. 

 

Highly profiled investments excluded through step two are (entry year indicated in the parenthesis): 

EQT’s acquisition of Skykon (2009) and KMD (2009) and Axcel’s acquisition of Ilva (2009). 

3.2.1.3. Step three – investments without complete information 

For 59 investments information was limited. The author could not with certainty identify the cash in- 

and outflows and decided to exclude these observations from the sample. The exclusion could lead to 

selection bias, but the author has chosen a more accurate sample over selection bias.  

 

Highly profiled investments excluded through step three are (entry year indicated in the parenthesis): 

3i’s acquisition of Scandlines (2007), CVC’s acquisition of Matas (2007), Industri Kapital’s acquisition of 

Kwintet (2005) and Macquarie Airports’ acquisition of Københanvs Lufthavne (2005).   

3.3. Sample analysis 

The sample comprises 112 observations with 25 exited and 87 non-exited companies. The sample 

identification process is depicted in figure 11 below.  

Further, a detailed list of the observations included in the sample is presented in appendix 9.3.6. 
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Figure 13 - Sample overview (exclusion of obervations)
133

 

3.3.1. Analysis at fund level 

As a reference point the sample is analysed at the fund level. The 112 investments are carried out by 

35 PE funds. In the analysis at the fund level the author has not distinguished between individual IFs 

within a fund, hence all LD’s 19 investments are analysed as if it was a part of the same IF even though 

it comprise both LD Equity 2 and 3. 

The key findings are presented in figure 14 below. 
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Figure 14 - Key sample findings (PE fund level)
134

 

 

The IRR for each fund is calculated in two ways, the weighted IRR in column two and the simple 

average in column three. The former is calculated as if all investments in a fund were one big 

investment, with cash in- and outflows equal to the cash flows from each observation belonging to the 

fund. As a consequence, this figure is weighted by investment size providing more weight to larger 

investments than smaller. From an investor’s point of view this measure is of importance as it is a 
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Key findings (Fund-by-fund)

DKK mm

IRR* 

(%)

IRR** 

(%)

MM** 

(x)

Investment size** 

(mm)

Investments 

(#)

Exited 

(#)

Non-

exited (#)

Holding period** 

(years)

Top performers (above 3. quartile)

Procuri tas 132% 132% 11.7x 190 1                   1        -               2.8                         

Axcel 114% 23% 7.6x 250 7                   2        5              3.8                         

3i 109% 109% 4.1x 113 2                   1        1              2.3                         

Advent 71% 71% 1.8x 563 1                   1        -               0.6                         

Pa i  Partners 53% 53% 9.6x 948 1                   1        -               4.8                         

CVC 47% 47% 4.2x 1,270 1                   1        -               3.9                         

Al tor 43% 46% 5.3x 469 4                   1        3              4.7                         

Jysk-fyns  kapita l 41% 26% 1.6x 21 4                   -         4              3.6                         

Nordic Capita l 36% 51% 3.7x 1,205 5                   2        3              4.2                         

Semi performers (2. to 3. quartile)

Capidea 35% 11% 3.1x 48 4                   1        3              3.3                         

Blackstone 31% 31% 3.1x 672 1                   -         1              5.5                         

Montagu 21% 22% 1.8x 1,011 2                   -         2              4.1                         

EQT 12% (12%) 1.2x 1,732 5                   1        4              4.2                         

Apax 10% 10% 1.6x 17,781 1                   -         1              4.9                         

Capman 4% 4% 1.2x 30 1                   -         1              5.3                         

Investcorp 1% 1% 1.0x 1,917 1                   -         1              3.5                         

Industri  Udvikl ing 1% (12%) 1.6x 14 14                 5        9              3.4                         

Del taq (1%) 103% 2.2x 44 2                   -         2              2.7                         

Low performers (1. to 2. quartile)

Odin Equity Partners (2%) (2%) 1.0x 95 6                   -         6              4.0                         

Langholm capita l (4%) (4%) 0.9x 78 1                   -         1              3.8                         

AAC Capita l (6%) (6%) 0.7x 355 1                   -         1              5.8                         

Dansk Kapita lanlæg (7%) (31%) 0.7x 26 3                   -         3              3.9                         

LD (8%) (27%) 1.1x 98 19                 3        16            3.6                         

Change Capita l  Partners (11%) (11%) 0.6x 84 1                   1        -               4.1                         

Gi lde (13%) (13%) 0.5x 261 1                   -         1              4.3                         

Dania  Capita l (13%) (43%) 0.4x 147 3                   1        2              4.8                         

Polaris (19%) (47%) 0.5x 244 5                   -         5              3.4                         

Bottom performers (below 1. quartile)

Warburg Pincus (19%) (19%) 0.4x 2,200 1                   -         1              5.3                         

Ratos (24%) (18%) 0.6x 817 2                   -         2              3.4                         

Al taria (25%) (25%) 0.5x 34 1                   1        -               2.4                         

SR Private Brands (34%) (53%) 0.3x 26 3                   2        1              2.9                         

Erhvervs invest (37%) (62%) 0.5x 43 3                   -         3              3.5                         

FSN Capita l (70%) (70%) 0.2x 117 1                   -         1              2.2                         

Dansk Generationsski fte (89%) (37%) 0.5x 97 3                   -         3              4.1                         

Doughty Hanson (100%) (100%) 0.0x 1,936 1                   -         1              2.6                         

* Weighted, ** Simple average
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more accurate reflection of the IRR obtained on an aggregate basis, however, it should be noted that 

the calculated weighted IRR should not be considered a proxy for investor return because of the MC 

costs not accounted for in the analysis. 

 

The variation in the returns is large with the best performing fund generating an IRR of 132% and the 

worst generating (100%), which indicates that the spread is large between the funds. The average 

weighted IRR across the funds is 8% and the corresponding median is (1%).  

The figures have been sorted descending and divided into quartiles. The top quartile funds have a 

return exceeding 36% weighted IRR and the bottom half is below (2%).  

The best performing fund is Procuritas with 132% followed by Axcel with 114% and 3i with 109% (all 

weighted figures). It should, however, be noted that Procuritas’ return is only based on one 

investment, hence the basis of the return calculation is rather weak. 

 

The simple average IRR is calculated in the same way as the weighted, however, equal weights are 

given to each investment in the fund, making the returns indifferent of size.  

A comparison of the two IRRs shows some interesting features, i.e. Axcel has a weighted average of 

114% and a simple average of 23%. The returns are based on 7 investments whereof 2 have been 

exited. The large weighted figure combined with the much lower simple figure indicates that one or 

two single investments are very large and have had a very positive impact on the weighted returns. 

Actually, the investment in Pandora is significant in size, compared to the other investments in Axcel, 

and if it was excluded from the weighted return this would actually be negative with (26%). This is a 

key finding as it shows that the investors might obtain a high return, but this could be caused by one-

time-wonder investments and not due to a sustainable long-term top performance of the fund.  

 

In comparison, Nordic Capital has a weighted average IRR of 36% and a simple average of 51% which 

is the opposite trend. The sample comprises 5 investments whereof 2 have been exited. The two 

calculated IRRs for Nordic Capital shows that a larger investment is negatively affecting the weighted 

average, however, both figures are in the top performing quartile indicating that the value creation in 

Nordic Capital is done consistently from investment-to-investment. 

 

From an investor’s point of view the former might seem attractive as the weighted return is higher in 

Axcel. However, if the investor is using the findings as a proxy for future returns, it is much more 

reliable to invest in funds which have had consistently sustainable positive returns over many 

investments and not just affected by individual investments.  
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As a consequence, the aim of the analysis in section 4 and 5 is to derive the value creation factors at 

the portfolio level and then be able to implement these on the sample to find the best performing 

funds. If the author did not focus on the simple average IRR, but solely on the weighted average IRR 

then the conclusion would be that the investors should invest in Procuritas, Axcel or 3i. However, a 

consistent well performing fund must be able to create value in a number of its investments, hence 

the simple average IRR disclose this feature.  

This is a significant finding in the sample and is the basis for analysing the value creation process in 

each individual investment carried out in section 4 and 5. 

 

The average holding period for each fund is 3.8 years with the longest average period being AAC 

Capital Partners’ 5.8 years investment in Glud & Marstrand and the shortest period being Advent’s 0.6 

years investment in Dan Net. 

3.3.2. Analysis at investment level 

The aggregated fund level analysis revealed large differences in returns between the funds, but also 

large differences within a fund illustrated by the Axcel example. To analysis this variation even further, 

the author has chosen to analyse the sample at the investment level. An overview of the findings is 

presented in figure 15 below. 
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Figure 15 - Key sample findings (investment level)
135

 

 

The simple average IRR in the sample is (3%) with a corresponding median of (7%). The top-quartile 

investments generate an IRR above 31% with the bottom quartile generating IRR below (48%). This 

shows a pattern of widespread returns in the sample.  

It is important to note that even though the average IRR is negative the corresponding money multiple 

is above 1.0x, actually it is 2.1x the invested capital. This means that actually on average, absolute 

value has been created (1.1x value created). However due to a heavy negative skewing by 23 

investments with an IRR of (100%), indicating a total loss of the investment, the average IRR becomes 

negative. 

 

The top investments are spread across five different funds, with Pandora, Spining Jewellery, Glenco, 

Damcos and Hydra Tech being the best investments measured by IRR. All investments have an IRR 

above 100% and money multiple above 2.9x invested capital. Further, it is worth noting the very high 

money multiple, 46.6x, for Pandora, which is way larger than the other investments in top five. This 

could be evidence supporting the one-time-wonder investment previously discussed, as this MM 

seems too good to be sustained over more than one investment. 
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 Source: Own preparation 

Key findings (Investment-by-investment)

DKK mm IRR (%) MM (x)

Overview

Average (3%) 2.1x

Median (7%) 0.8x

Top-quarti le 31% 2.1x

1. quarti le (48%) 0.2x

Top 5 investments

Pandora (Axcel ) 315% 46.6x

Spinning Jewelery (Deltaq) 306% 4.5x

Glenco (Industri  udvikl ing) 152% 6.8x

Damcos  (3i ) 140% 5.1x

Hydra Tech (Odin Equity Partners ) 135% 2.9x

Bottom 5 investments

Svendborg Brakes  (Doughty Hanson) (100%) 0.0x

Noa Noa (Axcel ) (100%) 0.0x

H.P. Værktøj & Schou Company (Dansk Generationsski fte) (100%) 0.0x

Bodi lsen (EQT) (100%) 0.0x

Babysam (Polaris ) (100%) 0.0x
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Of the 23 investments with an average IRR of (100%) the author has chosen to show the five 

investments with the largest invested capital in figure 15. Again the bottom five investments in terms 

of IRR is spread across five PE funds indicating that the returns are widespread, not just among the 

funds but also among the individual investments.  

This variation is even more clearly shown in figure 16 below.  

 

 

Figure 16 - Distribution of IRRs
136

 

 

The figure above shows that only 40 observations (36%) are above the 8% hurdle rate return.137  

Further, it is evident that the majority of the observations have an IRR below zero, hence are loss 

making. The negative skewed distribution could be a result of bad portfolio management by the MCs 

or due to inclusion of stage one investments (in terms of the J-curve) in the non-exited portfolio. 

To analyse this further, the author has broken the sample into exited and non-exited investments. 

3.3.3. Analysis of exited and non-exited investments 

To analyse the nature of the exited and the non-exited portfolio the author has prepared the output in 

figure 17 below. 
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 The hurdle rate is described in connection with carried interest in section 2.6.2. 
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Figure 17 - Key sample findings (exited versus non-exited portfolio)
138

 

 

The average simple IRR for the exited portfolio is much higher than the non-exited portfolio average 

with 20% and (10%), respectively. Moreover, the median return shows the same picture with the 

exited median return being 47% and (7%) for the non-exited.  

The top-quartile and bottom quartile returns indicates a large variation in the two sub samples. The 

exited sample seems to be more widespread with the middle 50% of the observations having returns 

between (60%) and 77%, hence an absolute difference of 137%-points, whereas the absolute 

difference for the non-exited portfolio is 62%-points measured between the top quartile, 17%, and 

the bottom quartile, (45%). 

The difference in variation between the two sub samples is illustrated in figure 18 below. 
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 Source: Own preparation 

Key findings (Exited versus non-exited)

DKK mm IRR (%) MM (x) IRR (%) MM (x)

Overview

Average 20% 5.1x (10%) 1.2x

Median 47% 1.8x (7%) 0.8x

Top-quarti le 77% 5.8x 17% 1.6x

1. quarti le (60%) 0.2x (45%) 0.2x

Top 5 investments

Pandora (Axcel )  /  Spinning Jewelery (Deltaq) 315% 46.6x 306% 4.5x

Damcos  (3i )  /  Glenco (Industri  udvikl ing) 140% 5.1x 152% 6.8x

Disa  (Procuri tas )  /  Hydra Tech (Odin Equity Partners ) 132% 11.7x 135% 2.9x

Brightpoint (Nordic Capita l )  /  Fan Mi lk International  (LD) 114% 2.1x 100% 4.0x

Aalborg industries  (Al tor)  /  Bibl ioteksmedier (LD) 78% 13.9x 100% 3.4x

Bottom 5 investments

Bodi lsen (EQT)  /  Svendborg Brakes  (Doughty Hanson) (100%) 0.0x (100%) 0.0x

Hammel  Møbelfarik (Dania  Capita l )  /  Noa Noa (Axcel ) (100%) 0.0x (100%) 0.0x

Barto Holding (LD)  /  H.P. Værktøj & Schou Company (Dansk Generationsski fte) (100%) 0.0x (100%) 0.0x

Mammamia Danmark (SR Private Brands)  /  Babysam (Polaris ) (100%) 0.0x (100%) 0.0x

Labofa  Munch (Industri  udvikl ing)  /  Scan Global  Logis tics  (Odin Equity Partners ) (100%) 0.0x (100%) 0.0x

Non-exitedExited
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Figure 18 - Comparison of exited and non-exited returns
139

 

 

The variation in the exited portfolio is large with high dispersion of the investments .The pattern is 

either loss making investments or investments above 40% IRR. 

The distribution of the non-exited investments shows that the majority is below zero, hence loss 

making investments. 60 observations (69%) is below the 8% hurdle rate return whereof 50 

investments being directly loss making. 

 

The lower IRRs in the non-exited portfolio and the different variation could lead to three possible 

conclusions: (i) the majority of the non-exited portfolio is in stage one of the J-curve, (ii) the non-

exited portfolio is negatively impacted by the timing of the valuation applied, or (iii) the PE funds have 

divested their best investments and are now left with less attractive investments in the portfolio. 

To analyse the variation between the exited and non-exited portfolio even further, the author has 

prepared figure 19 below. 
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Figure 19 . Exited versus non-exited portfolio (detailed data)
140

 

  

The author has made a break down of the characteristics of the two sub samples to obtain valuable 

information of the nature of the investments included in the two sub samples.    

 

The average EV at entry is much higher for the non-exited portfolio with DKK 2,3bn compared to DKK 

1.5bn. However, the median EV is actually lower for the non-exited portfolio, DKK 255mm versus DKK 

274mm, which could indicate that there are a few large investments in the non-exited that skews the 

sample compared to the exited portfolio. 
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 Source: Own preparation 

Key findings (Investment-by-investment)

DKK mm Exited

Non-

exited Sample

Entry

Average Enterprise va lue (at entry) 1,451 2,317 2,129     

Median Enterprise va lue (at entry) 274 255 267        

Average EBITDA (at entry) 181 283 261        

Median EBITDA (at entry) 27 30 29          

Average EV/EBITDA (at entry) 12.8x 10.6x 11.1x

Median EV/EBITDA (at entry) 7.0x 8.1x 7.9x

Exit

Average Enterprise va lue (at exi t) 6,373 3,536 3,981     

Median Enterprise va lue (at exi t) 1,626 315 365        

Average EBITDA (at exi t) 443 423 422        

Median EBITDA (at exi t) 127 24 32          

Average EV/EBITDA (at exi t) 22.7x 11.8x 13.7x

Median EV/EBITDA (at exi t) 11.6x 10.3x 10.4x

Other

Net debt/EV (at entry prior to acquis i tion) 0.2x 0.2x 0.2x

Net debt/EV (at entry)* 0.4x 0.4x 0.4x

Net debt/EV (at exi t)* 0.1x 0.5x 0.4x

Net debt/EBITDA (at entry prior to acquis i tion) 2.0x 1.7x 1.8x

Net debt/EBITDA (at entry)* 5.4x 3.7x 4.1x

Net debt/EBITDA (at exi t)* 1.7x 8.3x 7.2x

Number of observations 25 87 112

Average invested capita l 232 575        499        

Average holding period (in years ) 3.0 3.9 3.7

* includes debt in holding companies and shareholder loans

** simple average applied
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If the EBITDA for the acquired companies are taken into consideration the pattern is somewhat similar 

to the EV, however the non-exited portfolio has both a higher average and median than the exited 

portfolio.  

The two sub samples are therefore characterised by: (i) the non-exited portfolio is larger on average, 

but impacted by few large investments, and (ii) the earnings (illustrated by EBITDA) is higher in the 

non-exited portfolio. 

Combined, the analysis of the EV/EBITDA multiple shows that the average is higher in the exited 

portfolio (12.8x versus 10.6x), however the median shows a different picture with the non-exited 

portfolio having a higher multiple (8.1x versus 7.0x). The reader should note that the multiples are 

calculated as a simple average of the multiples for each investment, hence a weighted average of 

dividing average EV by average EBITDA does not provide the same result. 

Due to the large variations the author is relying on the median figures. 

This shows that the non-exited portfolio has a higher price per investment compared to the exited 

portfolio. This finding could indicate that the investments are acquired too expensive, hence the 

returns one would obtain in this portfolio should not be as high as the returns found in the exited 

portfolio – in line with the findings in connections with figure 18 above.  

 

When analysing the sub sample at the time of exit it is clear that the EV is much larger in the exited 

portfolio compared to the non-exited (DKK 6.4bn versus DKK 3.5bn). The same picture is present when 

studying the median EV (DKK 1.6bn versus DKK 315mm). This indicates that the exited investments 

have a much higher value than the non-exited portfolio which is in line with the higher returns 

obtained for the exited portfolio.  

By studying the EBITDA for the two sub samples the finding is that the average EBITDA at exit is 

basically the same for the two sub samples, but the median EBITDA shows a much larger EBITDA for 

the exited portfolio compared to the non-exited portfolio. Actually, by analysing the quartile 

distribution of the EBITDA, an interesting point is noted. EBITDA for the exited portfolio is DKK 400mm 

and DKK 44mm for the 3rd and 1st quartile, respectively. For the non-exited portfolio this is much lower 

with DKK 88mm and 10mm for the 3rd and 1st quartile, respectively. This indicates that the 

investments held in the non- exited portfolio are of much worse shape than the exited portfolio. 

Further, the negative J-curve effect in the first periods should mainly impact the company’s 

investments, in which the EBITDA should not be heavily affected.  

 

The valuation multiples applied to the non-exited portfolio is on average lower than the exited 

portfolio (11.8x versus 22.7x), however the median show a much closer picture (10.3x versus 11.4x). If 

analysing again on the 1st and 3rd quartile, hence eliminating the disturbance of investments with high 
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or low values, the findings are interesting. The exited portfolio shows multiples of 8.1x and 14.1x for 

1st and 3rd quartile, respectively. For the non-exited portfolio these values are much similar with 7.5x 

and 13.0x for the 1st and 3rd quartile, respectively. These to patterns are very similar, which provides 

confidence that the valuations applied to the non-exited companies are not much lower than the 

multiples for the exited companies. 

  

A conclusion is therefore that the non-exited portfolio is not valued with a much lower multiple than 

the exited portfolio, however, the low values obtained for the non-exited portfolio is due to the low 

earnings figures (EBITDA).  

The low IRR figures for the non-exited companies are further fuelled by the higher entry valuation for 

the non-exited companies leading to a general lower return than the exited portfolio. 

The author therefore has strong indications of the non-exited portfolio being in much worse shape, 

hence the exited investments realised have been the top performing investments, whereas the non-

exited portfolio is a combination of “living-dead” and other bad performing investments.    

 

The net debt position shows that the leverage, symbolised by net debt-to-EV multiple, is on average 

increased from 0.2x prior to the takeover to 0.4x post takeover for both sub samples. Further, at the 

time of exit the exited companies have reduced the proportion of debt to 0.1x, whereas the non-

exited portfolio have not reduced the debt burdens which are high at 0.5x. This indicates that the non-

exited companies have not been able to reduce the debt levels over the holding period and the high 

leverage is a consequence of the lower EV. 

The holding period is longer for the non-exited companies (3.9 years versus 3.0 years) supporting the 

“living-dead” hypothesis, discussed in section 1.5.2.  

3.4. Sub conclusion 

Performance in PE is measured by either the IRR or MM. The IRR incorporates the time-value-of-

money, and the cash flow for each investment can be divided into: (i) Equity investments size, (ii) 

Capital injection/reductions, (iii) Shareholder loans (including principal amount, interest and 

repayments), (iv) Dividends, and (v) Return at exit. 

 

The sample comprises 112 observations and 35 PE funds after eliminating investments prior to 2005, 

investments carried out in 2009 and 2010 as well as investments with limited information. 
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The aggregated fund level findings were great variation, from Procuritas’ 132% to Doughty Hanson’s 

(100%) weighted IRR. The weighted IRR incorporates the size weight of each investment. 

The simple average of the weighted IRR is 9% in the sample with the top quartile funds creating above 

36% weighted IRR. 

When analysing both the weighted and simple IRR, the author found example of funds which was 

significantly affected by large investments. An example is Axcel and its investment in Pandora which 

drives the weighted IRR from (26%) to 114%. On the other hand, Nordic Capital showed consistently 

strong returns for the investments with a simple average IRR of 51% and weighted average IRR of 

36%.  

 

At investments level the finding was similar with large variation between the investments. The simple 

average IRR in the sample is (3%) with the top-quartile being above 31% and the bottom quartile 

below (48%). The IRR is heavily skewed by 23 investments with an IRR of (100%). 

 

The non-exited portfolio showed signs of being acquired at higher multiples as well as being in worse 

shape at the time of exit, due to higher leverage and weaker earnings (EBITDA) compared to the 

exited portfolio. These findings indicate that the non-exited companies are not as good as the ones 

already exited, hence the non-exited portfolio seems to be rightfully included and the negative returns 

are caused by a worse shape of the companies.  
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4. Value creation factors  

In section 3.3 above the author found great variation in the returns both at the fund level and at the 

portfolio level. To establish inferences about the variation in these findings the author believes that an 

analysis of the value creation factors needs to be performed. Further, this analysis should be carried 

out at the portfolio level as this is the base of the value created for a PE fund. If the analysis was 

conducted at fund level, the findings might be impacted by one-time-wonder investments, as 

discussed in the sub conclusion in section 3.4. 

All value creation factors discussed in this section can be found investment-by-investment in appendix 

9.4.1 and 9.4.2. 

4.1. Section foundation 

This section is based on a mix of literature reviews and interviews conducted by the author.  

The interviewed people comprise a broad universe of participants at the fund level and investor level. 

All transcripts can be found in appendix 9.1.2. 

On the back of input from each participant, literature reviews and the PE business model discussed in 

section 2.4, the author has identified the most important value creation factors which in theory 

should correlate with IRR. 

For most of these value creation factors the author has been able to create a proxy, however, certain 

limitations are acknowledged and some proxies are impossible to derive based on public information. 

These are discussed continuously throughout this chapter.   

4.2. Fund specific factors 

The author has divided the value creations factors into fund specific and investment specific factors. 

This section only concerns the former. 

 

Consensus among the interviewed professionals was the importance of track record in relation to 

value creation. The track record is the historic performance (returns) of a PE fund typically including 

an explanation of the value creation process, i.e. market consolidation or expansion. 

The consensus is in line with literature141 which stipulates the importance of analysing the PE fund’s 

track record, as well performing MCs are more likely to generate a higher return in the future than 

bad performing MCs. 

 

                                                           
141

 Source: Demaria, C., 2010. Introduction to private equity. 1
st

 edition. UK: Wiley Finance. ch. 3 
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Three things are said to be of great importance when analysing the track record at the fund level: (i) 

partner experience, (ii) advisory network, and (iii) local knowledge.142 

 

The partner experience includes the partners’ previous work history, network and transaction 

experience. The importance of the partner characteristics are underlined by the PE industry which is 

renown as a “people’s business”.143 The previous work history and transaction experience indicates 

how long the partner has been working within the industry. Further, a partners experience with 

financial engineering and strategic management are two strong characteristics to assess the 

performance of the fund. 

Besides this, the partners’ private network could be of strategic importance in connection with a 

takeover, as this network might provide a CEO candidate for the portfolio company. 

Even though the importance of partner characteristics is obvious from above, the author has not been 

able to create a proxy which could capture these features. Only one partner characteristic is 

estimated, which is discussed in section 4.3.2.1. 

 

The advisory network is highly important as this is used for sourcing of new deals, CEO and board 

member candidates and strategic sparring in connection with the development of a portfolio 

company.144 

The advisory network comprises professionals each with highly specific knowledge in various 

industries. Combined, this network is useful for a PE fund as it may acquire companies from a broad 

range of sectors and industries. 

Again, the strength of this advisory network can not be quantified and benchmarked between the 

funds and is therefore not included as a value creation factor in this paper. 

 

The local knowledge is an important factor due to the variation in legal and tax systems across 

boarders.145 Further, great in-dept knowledge of a market could lead to avoidance of acquisitions 

which have i.e. criminal or insolvent participants involved, as well as strong knowledge of the drivers 

in a market will lead to better investment choices and could in the end lead to enhanced return in the 

investments involved. 

 

The author has established two proxies for this factor, (i) Danish office and (ii) Number of investments 

in Denmark. 

                                                           
142

 Source: According to the interviewed professionals at the fund level 
143

 Source: Demaria, C., 2010. Introduction to private equity. 1
st

 edition. UK: Wiley Finance. ch. 5 & 6 
144

 Source: According to the interviewed professionals at the fund level 
145

 Source: Demaria, C., 2010. Introduction to private equity. 1
st

 edition. UK: Wiley Finance. ch. 3 
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The first one incorporates the local presence of the PE fund in Denmark. If a fund has established an 

office in Denmark they will likely have Danish professionals and these may have superior in-dept 

knowledge of the Danish industry and the actors compared to a foreign professionals. Further, an 

international PE fund that establishes a local office must have an incentive to do so, as the overhead 

costs increases compared to a centralised office strategy. This incentive could easily be the use of local 

knowledge to make better investment choices when a local network is established. 

 

The number of investments in Denmark is a proxy of the PE fund’s knowledge of the Danish tax and 

legal systems. The more investments the PE fund has carried out historically, the more experienced 

they will be relating to the tax and legal systems in Denmark. 

The two proxies are presented in figure 20 below for each fund. The figure includes another proxy, IFs 

relative to establishment year, which is a proxy for the track record in general and discussed below. 
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Figure 20 - Proxies for fund specific value creation factors
146

 

                                                           
146

 Source: Own preparation 

Fund specific value creation factors (Fund-by-fund)

DKK mm

Simple 

average IRR 

(%)

Danish 

office 

(Y/N)

Danish invest-

ments (#)

IFs relative to est. 

Year (#)

Top performers (above 3. quartile)

Procuri tas 132% No 5                       0.17                            

3i 110% Yes 3                       0.06                            

Del taq 103% Yes 6                       0.33                            

Advent 71% No 2                       0.62                            

Pa i  Partners 53% Yes 1                       0.33                            

Nordic Capita l 51% Yes 4                       0.33                            

CVC 47% Yes 6                       0.34                            

Al tor 43% Yes 5                       0.43                            

Blackstone 31% No 2                       0.28                            

Semi performers (2. to 3. quartile)

Jysk-fyns  kapita l 23% Yes 7                       0.20                            

Axcel 22% Yes 28                     0.25                            

Montagu 22% No 3                       0.10                            

AAC Capita l 16% No 2                       0.18                            

Capidea 14% Yes 7                       0.25                            

Apax 10% No 1                       0.73                            

Capman 4% Yes 6                       0.57                            

Investcorp 1% No 1                       0.04                            

Odin Equity Partners (2%) Yes 9                       0.33                            

Low performers (1. to 2. quartile)

Langholm capita l (4%) No 1                       0.13                            

Change Capita l  Partners (11%) No 1                       0.29                            

EQT (12%) Yes 14                     0.75                            

Gi lde (13%) No 2                       0.11                            

Industri  Udvikl ing (14%) Yes 94                     0.19                            

Ratos (18%) Yes 5                       0.09                            

Warburg Pincus (19%) No 2                       0.30                            

LD (25%) Yes 67                     0.60                            

Al taria (25%) No 1                       0.25                            

Bottom performers (below 1. quartile)

Dansk Kapita lanlæg (31%) Yes 179                   0.08                            

Dansk Generationsski fte (37%) Yes 6                       0.20                            

Dania  Capita l (43%) Yes 8                       0.14                            

Polaris (47%) Yes 14                     0.25                            

SR Private Brands (51%) Yes 3                       0.20                            

Erhvervs invest (62%) Yes 14                     0.33                            

FSN Capita l (68%) Yes 1                       0.30                            

Doughty Hanson (100%) No 2                       0.33                            
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The PE funds are sorted descending by the simple average IRR shown in column two. The use of the 

simple average IRR compared to the weighted is already discussed in section 3.3.1. 

 

In the third column the local presence proxy is presented by either yes or no to the PE fund having an 

office in Denmark. If the proxy captures the value creation factor, then the expectations is a tendency 

that the “yes” funds to be located in the top quartile compared to the bottom quartile PE funds. There 

is no clear picture in figure 20 and the “yes” and “no” distribution seems rather random. 

 

In the fourth column, the number of Danish investments for the PE funds is presented. If the proxy 

would be a good indicator of the value creation factor of local knowledge, then the well performing 

funds should have more investments in Denmark compared to the low performers. From figure 20 

above it does not seem to be the case as the top three PE funds, measured by number of investments, 

is in the bottom half of the IRR distribution. This might be indications of a weak proxy. 

 

The fifth column is a proxy not yet discussed. The emphasis on track record has indicated that a proxy 

for this needs to be quantified. A proxy incorporating some of the track record is the number of IFs 

raised relative to the establishment year. 

As the fundraising process is typically based on a strong track record147, then the number of IFs a fund 

has been able to raise could be an indicator of how well the track record has been. This proxy 

incorporates the success of a PE fund to consistently be able to raise new funds, however, accounting 

for the fact that some funds have existed for longer periods than others.  

The proxy is calculated as the number of IFs in the fund divided by the period from establishment of 

the PE fund to year end 2010.  

  

One major downside is the listed funds, 3i, Deltaq and Ratos, included in the sample. These funds 

have all raised one fund and by this the data for these funds are incorrect. As this only concern three 

of the 35 PE funds, the author believes that this would not have a significant impact, so the proxy is 

included for all funds. 

The finding is somewhat random, evidenced by figure 20, where the expectations were that the best 

performing funds would have a higher ratio. This could indicate that the proxy is not highly correlated 

with IRR. 

                                                           
147

 Source: According to the interviewed professionals & Demaria, C., 2010. Introduction to private equity. 1
st

 edition. UK: 
Wiley Finance. ch. 3 
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4.3. Investment specific factors 

Factors which might be better proxies are the investment specific factors, which vary from 

investment-to-investment. 

The investment specific factors are divided into financial factors and non-financial factors. The author 

will first consider the former. 

4.3.1. Financial value creation factors 

The value creation process can de divided into three widely used financial factors: (i) multiple 

arbitrage, (ii) earnings growth, and (iii) leverage.148 

The multiple arbitrage is capturing exogenous factors, such as changes in market conditions and 

timing of the investment, but also captures any value created through M&A negotiations. The factor is 

calculated as the difference between the exit and entry multiple (in this paper EV/EBITDA multiple is 

applied). 

 

The earnings growth is covering the value created through increased earnings in the holding period. 

This could either be achieved through a successful developed and implemented business plan and 

could be a consequence of strong acquisitions or organic growth. 

The factor is calculated as the percentage growth in EBITDA from entry to exit. 

 

The leverage factor is value created by reductions in the debt level over the holding period.  

The author has chosen not to include the leverage value creation in the further analysis as this 

financial engineering attribute is not deemed to be of importance for an investor, as this attribute is 

becoming more widely used by other companies, hence not a unique feature of PE funds. 

4.3.2. Active ownership value creation factors 

As discussed in section 2.4.1 one of the most important strengths in the business model is the active 

ownership carried out by the PE fund. The author has estimated several proxies to capture the value 

created through active ownership. The factors include: (i) Partner involvement, (ii) CEO replacement, 

(iii) Chairman replacement, and (iv) Majority ownership.  

All factors, besides Chairman replacement, have been included in the analysis, as the chairman was 

replaced in all investments analysed, hence this did not provide any explanation of the variation in 

IRR. The author, however, acknowledge that replacing the board members and the chairman is a way 

for the PE fund to exercise the active ownership. 

                                                           
148

 Source: Fraser-Sampson, G., 2010. Private equity as an asset class. 2
nd

 edition. UK: Wiley Finance. p. 93 
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4.3.2.1. Partner involvement 

The idea behind this factor is that a partner in the MC with focus on few investments could exercise 

the active ownership more heavily compared to a partner with focus on many investments. The latter 

will have some limitations in how deeply he can assess the information provided as well as the day-to-

day sparring.  

The author’s hypothesis is therefore that a partner with focus on fewer investments should be able to 

enhance return on the investment.  

 

The variable is calculated as follows: 

Partner involvement = A/(B/C) 

A = Number of partners in the MC 

B = Number of investment years for all investments in the PE fund in the holding period of the 

investment under analysis 

C = Holding period of the investment under analysis 

 

The A parameter is the current number of partners in the MC of the PE fund. In larger funds the 

number of partners in the Danish/Nordic office is applied.  

 

The B parameter incorporates the feature of having many or few investments in the portfolio at the 

same time. Each investment held by the fund in the same period as the investment under analysis is 

transmitted into a yearly figure, i.e. an investment owned from January 1st 2005 to June 30th 2007 has 

the value of 2.5 years. To reflect the portfolio during the holding period of the investment under 

analysis, only the investments which were whole or partly owned between entry and exit of the 

investment under analysis is included. All these values are then summed to arrive at the B parameter. 

To be consistent with the A parameter only investments handled by the Danish/Nordic office for the 

larger PE funds are included.  

 

To avoid the fact that investments held for a longer period probably has a larger calculated B 

parameter than investments held in a shorter period, the fraction is divided by the holding period for 

the investment under analysis, parameter C. 

 

A higher calculated Partner involvement value would indicate more involvement and the author 

expects a positive relationship with the return of an investment. 
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Below in figure 21 is depicted a scatter plot of the IRR and Partner involvement from the sample. The 

plot shows a minor but positive relationship between IRR and Partner involvement symbolised by the 

black trend line. 

 

Figure 21 - Partner involvement regression on IRR
149

 

 

It should be noted that the factor is based on the current number of partners and therefore not 

incorporates changes in the number of partners over the holding period. 

4.3.2.2. CEO replacement 

The active ownership is not just carried out at the PE fund level through the partner involvement, but 

also at the portfolio company level. One of these could be indicated by the replacement of a CEO post 

a takeover.  

There are several reasons for a CEO to leave or be replaced in a portfolio company. One is the active 

ownership where the PE fund wants one of their loyal candidates to run the company. Another could 

be that the CEO does not want to work under PE management and is leaving the company post 

takeover.  As a consequence, the actual reason can not be specified to one of the above, but merely a 

mix of both which of course weakens the proxy. 

 

To exclude future CEO replacements as a result of bad performance after the takeover, the CEO 

replacement will only be encountered if the CEO is replaced within one year from the time of the 

acquisition. The expectation is a positive relationship with IRR as a replaced CEO could be indications 

of a strong active ownership approach where the PE fund is replacing the old management. 
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 Source: Own preparation 
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4.3.2.3. Majority ownership 

The active ownership can only be enforced by having the majority votes in a company, hence the 

author has included this proxy as part of the active ownership factors. 

The variable is based on whether the PE fund has majority ownership in a portfolio company, 

measured by capital. However, it should be noted that votes and capital rights are not the same and 

typically only the latter is presented. The author has not distinguished between these two in the 

analysis. 

 

The relationship is expected to be positive with IRR as the PE fund is exercising their active ownership 

and therefore enhancing the value creation. 

4.3.3. Other value creation factors 

During the interviews, the author has come across other possible value creation factors. These 

includes: (i) the uncertainty of the business model, (ii) unsuccessful implementation of business plan, 

(iii) diversification, and (iv) track record. 

 

Each factor will be discussed in the following.  

4.3.3.1. Uncertainty of business plan 

Uncertainty of the business plan and the projections prepared by the company itself is of great 

importance for the PE fund. A proxy that incorporates this feature might be the inclusion of previous 

owners in the shareholder base. 

In some takeovers the former owners are invited to join as co-investor in the portfolio company. As 

this will dilute the ownership share of the PE fund, there needs to be a trade off from the PE fund’s 

perspective. This invitation could be a result of uncertainties about the projections presented by the 

company, and the PE fund is hoping to share the risks with the former owners as there might exist 

asymmetric information where the former owners have more knowledge about the company. 

 

The uncertainties could lead to lower returns and the expected relationship with IRR is therefore 

negative. 
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4.3.3.2. Unsuccessful implementation of business plan 

An important value creation factor is the success of implementing the business plan prepared in 

connection with the takeover. If the plan is not carried out rightfully this could result in value 

destroyed for the PE fund. 

The author has chosen to use the ownership period as a proxy for this business plan implementation. 

The investments where the business plan is successfully implemented and carried out are divested 

quicker than the investments where the PE fund need to adjust this business plan, evidenced by the 

sample analysis of the exited and non-exited portfolio carried out in section 3.3.3. 

The following scatter plot is a result of regressing the ownership period against IRR and shows a small 

negative relationship. 

 

 

Figure 22 . Ownership period regression on IRR
150

 

 

However, it should be noted that the incorporation of time in the IRR formula has a natural negative 

mathematical impact on IRR, which could lead to part of the negative relationship. 

4.3.3.3. Diversification 

In modern portfolio theory the most common advice is not to “put all eggs in one basket”.151 The lack 

of diversification within a PE fund could be evidenced by having few and large investments compared 

to many and smaller investments. 
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 Source: Own preparation 
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 Source: Elton, E. J.  et al., 2007. Modern portfolio theory and investment analysis. 7
th

 edition. US: Wiley 
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The author has incorporated this diversification feature by taking the invested capital (equity and 

shareholder loan) as a percentage of the IF in which it is situated. By doing this, the author first 

distinguish between different IFs within a PE fund and second the size of the IF. 

The variable has a negative relationship with IRR, shown in the scatter plot below, which is in line with 

the expectations as a higher percentage means less diversification. 

 

 

Figure 23 - Invested capital as % of IF regression on IRR
152

 

4.3.3.4. Track record 

As already discussed, an important feature is the track record. Besides the proxy for track record 

estimated at the fund level, IFs relative to establishment year, the author has estimated a proxy at the 

investment level. The increase from one IF to the next is a success factor, as the ability to increase the 

committed capital is due to investors’ willingness to inject more capital in the next fund. As the key 

selling point is the track record, then the track record of the PE fund must be in line or above the 

expectations by the investors, if the committed capital is increased over time. 

 

The proxy is calculated as the percentage change from the previous IF to the IF where the investment 

under analysis is situated. For PE funds which only have one IF or it is the first IF, the proxy is set to 

100%. 

The relationship seems to be negative, evidenced by the scatter plot in figure 24, which are not in line 

with the expectations.  
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Figure 24 - Relative fund increase regression on IRR
153

 

4.4. Sub conclusion 

The value creation process in PE is not uniform and equal for all PE funds. The involved parties all have 

different ideas about how value is created in a PE fund, from the investors’ perspective with focus on 

partner experience and diversification to the MCs’ focus on advisory network and local knowledge as 

key value creation factors.  

Consensus for the interviewed parties in connection with this paper is the importance of consistency 

in providing strong returns in the investments. 

 

Based on the PE business model and the interviews conducted, the author has quantified 12 value 

creation factors, which are presented in figure 25 below. 
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Figure 25 - Value creation factors quantified
154

 

 

The result is 12 quantified value creation factors, with each factor categorised into a value creation 

area, with Active ownership, Track record and Business plan being the most significant. 

 

Certain factors have not been quantified as no obvious proxy could be determined. These are partner 

experience and advisory network.   
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 Source: Own preparation 

Value creation factors quantified

Name of factor Value creation area Form

Expected 

relationship With 

IRR

Indicated 

relationship with 

IRR

Fund specific factors

Danish office Local  presence (Y/N) Pos i tive Random

Number of Danish investments Local  knowledge (#) Pos i tive Random

IFs  relative to establ ishment year Track record (#) Pos i tive Random

Investment specific factors

Multiple arbitrage Market conditions (x) Pos i tive Negative

Earnings  growth Bus iness  plan development (%) Pos i tive Pos i tive

Partner involvement Active ownership (#) Pos i tive Pos i tive

CEO replacement Active ownership (Y/N) Pos i tive N/A

Majori ty ownership Active ownership (Y/N) Pos i tive N/A

Former owners  continue as  investors Bus iness  plan uncerta inty (Y/N) Negative N/A

Ownership period Unsuccessful  implementation of bus iness  plan (years ) Negative Negative

Invested capita l  as  % of investment fund Divers i fication (%) Negative Negative

Realtive investment fund is ize ncrease Track record (%) Pos i tive Negative
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5. Value creation in sample 

The purpose of this section is to combine the sample findings from section 3 with the quantified value 

creation factors from section 4. The aim is to establish confidence about which factors correlates 

significantly with IRR and based on this identify the best performing PE funds. 

This analysis might be the foundation for investors to spot the consistently well performing funds and 

not just avoid the bad performing funds, but also funds affected by one-time-wonder investments, 

e.g. Pandora in Axcel.  

 

The analysis is carried out at the portfolio level and afterwards aggregated to the fund level. 

5.1. Method applied 

A strong method is crucial to obtain confidence of the findings. As a consequence, the author has 

applied a regression model technique with emphasis on econometric methodology.155 Each step in the 

analysis is presented in figure 26 below. 

 

 

Figure 26 - Overview of steps in regression methodology
156

 

                                                           
155

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 3 
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The figure shows the basic steps in regression methodology in dark blue and the corresponding steps 

performed in this paper in the light blue boxes. The basic theory of the model and the terminology is 

discussed in the introduction, section 1.4.3.2.  

Step 1 and 4 has already been conducted in section 3 and 4 in this paper, hence no attention will be 

drawn to these steps in connection with this chapter. 

The author has prepared a gross model as a reference point including the 12 value creating factors 

presented in figure 25 in section 4.4. 

 

If the model is not found significantly strong, post step six, the author will exclude the factors that are 

not significantly correlating with IRR. If actions are taken to exclude factors, the reduced value 

creation model will be analysed through a repeated step five and six from figure 26 above. 

5.2. Gross model 

The gross model includes the IRR for the 112 observations in the sample and the 12 quantified value 

creation factors. 

5.2.1. Specification of relationship 

The author has specified the following relationship with IRR as the dependent variable and the value 

creations factors quantified as explanatory variables: 

 

 

 

The model is a multiple linear regression model with one dependent variable, twelve explanatory 

variables, one intercept term and one error term (disturbance). The error term includes all other 

variables explaining some variation in IRR, but not included in the model.157 

 

There are two main objectives of the analysis: (i) estimate the parameters of the above model, and (ii) 

determine whether these parameters are statistically strong and should be included in a final model.  

                                                                                                                                                                                       
156

 Source: Own preparation & Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 10 
157

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 44 
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5.2.2. Data gathering 

The data used in this analysis is cross-sectional data, which is characterised as data collected at the 

same point in time (more or less). One of the most common problems with cross-section data is 

heterogeneity.158 Heterogeneity or heteroscedasticity is the concern of correlation between the 

explanatory variables.159  

Further, observational errors, such as omission of data or selectivity bias, could influence the 

regression results as 59 observations were excluded solely due to lack of complete information.160 

5.2.3. Estimation of model and hypothesis testing 

All regression techniques are carried out by using the software SAS 9.2.161 An overview of each 

parameter per investment is provided in appendix 9.4.1 and 9.4.2. 

5.2.3.1. Overall significance of the model 

The analysis of the overall significance is carried out by analysing three outputs from figure 27 below: 

(i) the F-value (and corresponding p-value), (ii) the R2, and (iii) the R2
adjusted. The overall strength is an 

indicator of how well all the value creating factors explains the variation in IRR in the sample.  

 

Figure 27 - Gross model output (overall significance of model)
162

 

 

The F-value of the gross model is 5.38 with a corresponding p-value of <0.0001. As the p-value is very 

low, the author can reject the null hypothesis tested that is that all variables are zero at the same 

time. This indicates that the strength of the model is high, hence the included value creation factors 

do explain some of the variation in IRR. 

This finding is supported by the Goodness of fit, R2 and the R2
adjusted with 0.3947 and 0.3213 which is 

evidence for a strong model. 

                                                           
158

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 27 
159

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 387 
160

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 29 
161

 This software is used throughout this paper. 
162

 Source: SAS 9.2 
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The conclusion is an overall significant model model based on the overall strength. However, to assess 

the strength of the model the author needs to analyse the individual strength of the parameters in the 

model. 

5.2.3.2. Individual strength of the value creation factors 

The individual estimated parameters are presented in figure 28 below.  

 

 

Figure 28 - Gross model output (parameter estimates)
163

 

 

A direct comparison of the parameter estimates across the variables is not possible, as each factor is 

expressed in different forms, i.e. CEO replacement as a dummy variable that can take the value yes or 

no or the ownership period expressed in years. A method to compare these will be discussed later in 

this chapter. 

 

The actual estimate indicates the respective impact on IRR, i.e. for each year the ownership period of 

an investment increases, the IRR will decrease by 6.7%-points (row 5 in figure 28 above). 

Before going into detail and analysing each parameter estimates it is important to study the t-value 

and the corresponding p-value of each parameter. A large t-value corresponds to a low p-value, i.e. 

Earnings expansion growth with t-value of 6.73 and p-value of <0.0001. The p-value should be 

compared to the chosen alpha level and if the p-value is lower, the parameter is said to be statistically 

strong, hence explaining some variation in IRR. In the opposite end is the CEO variable which has a p-

value of 0.8582 indicating very low relationship between this factor and IRR. 
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 Source: SAS 9.2 
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The gross model includes 4 dummy variables, (i) CEO replacement, (ii) Former owners continue as 

investors, (iii) Majority ownership, and (iv) Danish office. Dummy variables are a special form of 

variables as these are not sequentially, but take the value of either 1 or zero. As dummy variables are 

introduced, the intercept works as a benchmark. The benchmark is the average IRR of investments 

with no CEO replacement, no former owners invested in the company, minority ownership and no 

Danish office. When taking one of the dummy variables into account, the regression line will actually 

be parallel shifted depending on a positive or negative sign of the dummy variable parameter 

estimate. 

 

The author has summed up the findings of the individual strength from the gross model in figure 29 

below.  

 

Figure 29 - Gross model findings
164

 

 

This overview provides the reader with an interesting finding: only two factors are statistically strong 

at the 5% and 15% significant level, hence the multiple arbitrage and earnings expansion.  

This is very surprising as it undermines the inclusion of the other factors in the model, even though 

the overall significance of the model was strong. 

The conclusion is therefore an estimated model which is weak and 10 of the 12 value creation factors 

included are not statistically strong, hence the author can not reject that these are zero. 
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 Source: Own preparation 

Variable
Expressed

in
Expected 

sign
Estimated 

sign
Significant at the 

5% level
Significant at 
the 15% level

Intercept (B1) Na. Na. + No No

Partner involvement (B2) Fraction + + No No

CEO replacement (B3) Dummy + (-) No No

Former owners continue  as owners (B4) Dummy (-) (-) No No

Ownership period (B5) Years (-) (-) No No

Multiple arbitrage (B6) x + + Yes Yes

Earnings expansion (B7) % + + Yes Yes

Invested capital as % of IF (B8) % (-) (-) No No

Majority ownership (B9) Dummy + (-) No No

Danish office (B10) Dummy + (-) No No

Number of investments in Denmark (B11) # + (-) No No

Funds raised relative to establishment year (B12) # + (-) No No

Relative fund increase (B13) % + (-) No No
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5.2.4. Analysis of residuals and assumptions 

To rely on the findings of the above F- and t-tests, the author has performed a residual analysis and 

tested the assumptions underlying the Classical Linear Regression Model (“CLRM”).  

The two separate analyses are thoroughly discussed in appendix 9.5.1 to where attention is drawn, 

whereas this section only includes highlights. 

5.2.4.1. Residual analysis 

It is important that the residuals follow a normal distribution to rely on the tests performed. The 

analysis is three-fold based on: (i) a histogram, (ii) graphical test, and (iii) a statistics test. 

 

The former is presented in figure 49 in appendix 9.5.1.1. The residuals seem to be following a normal 

distribution, evidenced by the similarities between the green line and the yellow dotted line. 

 

The normal probability plot includes a reference line in which the residuals should follow. Figure 50 in 

appendix 9.5.1.1 shows that the residuals are scattered more or less along the line with few 

exceptions. 

 

The last test is a large-sample numeric test, Jarque-bera (“JB”). This test measures the skewing and 

kurtosis of the residuals in comparison to a normal distribution. The finding in figure 50 in appendix 

9.5.1.1 is a very high JB value, 79, with a corresponding low p-value (below 0.0001). This indicates that 

the author can reject the null hypothesis of the residuals being normally distributed. 

 

Based on the two former tests, the residuals seem more or less as following a normal distribution, 

whereas the latter shows sign of non-normality. However, as the author acknowledges that the 

sample only contains 112 observations, the large sample test JB, is disregarded, and the author is 

confident that the residuals are not violating the normality assumption. The conclusion is valid F- and 

t-tests in connection with the gross model above. 

5.2.4.2. Assumption analysis 

The CLRM involves 10 assumptions which are thoroughly discussed in appendix 9.5.1.2 to 9.5.1.12. 

The most important assumptions tested is (i) Assumption four - test of homoscedasticity, (ii) 

Assumption 5 - test of autocorrelation, and (iii) Assumption 10 – test of multicollinearity. 
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The test of homoscedasticiy is the test of equal variance of the error terms. If equal variance is not 

present in the sample then the X values with more variation would be more accurately estimated 

compared to X values with less variation. The test involves a graphical test and a numeric test. 

The graphical test, presented in figure 52 in appendix 9.5.1.6, showing the residuals plotted against 

the estimated dependent variables, does not reveal any clear pattern, hence no indications of 

violation of homoscedasiticy. 

This is further supported by White’s general heteroscedasticity test in figure 53 in appendix 9.5.1.6, 

which shows that the null hypothesis is not rejected, hence homoscedasticity may be present in the 

sample.  

The conclusion is that the author is not concerned with violation of assumption 4. 

 

The test of autocorrelation is performed by applying the Durbin-Watson D-test. Autocorrelation is the 

study of correlation between the residuals not in space, but in time. A violation of this assumption 

could lead to wrong estimated parameters as the dependent variable becomes not only affected by 

the explanatory variables, but also by the residuals.  

The findings are shown in figure 54 in appendix 9.5.1.7. The calculated D-statistic of 2.155 compared 

to a Durbin-Watson’s table shows no evidence of autocorrelation in the sample. This is in line with 

expectations because autocorrelation is mostly found in time-series samples. 

The conclusion is that the author is not concerned with violation of assumption 5. 

 

Multicollinearity is the concern of correlation between the explanatory variables. If severe of perfect 

multicollinearity exists between the variables, then the precision estimates will be less accurate and 

one will obtain few significant individual parameters, just as was found in the gross model. 

The tests performed are shown in appendix 9.5.1.12, and includes a comparison of high goodness of 

fit and few significant t ratios. The latter is present in the model, but the goodness of fit is not very 

high in the gross model.  

A correlation matrix between the explanatory variables is presented in figure 55 in appendix 9.5.1.12, 

and this shows low correlations between the majorities of the value creation factors. Further, a test 

based on condition index and variance inflation index both also support low multicollinearity. 

The conclusion is that the author is not concerned with violation of assumption 10. 

 

All three assumptions, highlighted above, and the additional seven assumptions presented in 

appendix 9.5.1.2 to 9.5.1.12 do not seem to be violated, in which case the author can rely on the F and 

t-tests as well as the estimated parameters of the gross model. 
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5.2.5. Gross model conclusion 

The overall significance of the model is high with an R2
adjusted of 0.32. This means that 32% of the 

variation in IRR is explained by the model. The overall significance is strong, however, the analysis of 

the individual strength of the parameters show weak performance of the model. The assumptions and 

the analysis of the residuals indicate that the author can rely on the F- and t-tests performed.  

 

Due to the above findings, the author believes that some value creation factors may not be expressed 

rightfully to capture the true value creation it was suppose to, hence should be excluded from the 

model. As a consequence, the author has decided to exclude variables which are not statistically 

significant at the 15% level. If the author did not reduce the model and instead carried on with the 

analysis based on the gross model, the findings would be unreliable due to this weak model 

performance. 

5.3. Eliminating insignificant explanatory variables 

Based on the lack of strength of the gross model, the author has chosen to reduce the model by 

implementing the incremental version of the F-test. The procedure is to use the F-test of the larger 

model, exclude the suggested explanatory variables from the model and then re-calculate the F-test 

based on the new model. The incremental F-test165 is calculated as follows:  

 

 

Where DF in the numerator is the number of new explanatory variables introduced in the largest 

model and DF in the bottom is equal to the number of observations minus the number of parameters 

in the larger model. If the calculated F-value is statistically significant, above the critical F-value, the 

variable(s) should not be excluded from the model as it is explaining a significant part of the variation 

in IRR.  

5.3.1. Dropping variables with wrong signs 

The variables (i) CEO replacement, (ii) Majority ownership, (iii) Danish office, (iv) Number of 

investments in Denmark, (v) Funds raised relative to establishment year, and (vi) Relative fund 

increase all have wrong signs compared to expectations, see figure 29 in section 5.2.3. Further, as all 

                                                           
165

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 264 
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these variables were individual insignificant the author has chosen to determine whether these 

variables should be excluded from the model. 

 

A model excluding the variables is run in SAS 9.2 and the following result is obtained: 

 

 

Figure 30 - Reduced model findings
166

 

 

First of all, it is worth noting that the R2
adjusted has increased from 0.32 in the gross model to 0.35 in the 

reduced model. This could be evidence supporting that the reduced model might be superior to the 

gross model.  

 

By computing the incremental F-test the author obtains: 

 

F= ((0.3947-0.3848)/6)/((1-0.3947)/(112-13) = 0.3238 

 

From an F-distribution table one can find that with 6 DF in the numerator and 120 in the denominator 

(closest to the 99in the gross model) the critical F value is 2.17 at the 5% level and 1.82 at the 10% 

level. As the calculated F-value above is below either of these critical values, the F-test is not 

statistically significant, hence the reduced model is superior to the gross model. 

 

As a result, the active ownership value creation (indicated by the CEO replacement and majority 

ownership), the local knowledge (indicated by Danish office and number of Danish investments) and 
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the track record (indicated by the number of funds raised relative to the establishment year and 

relative fund increase) all do not show signs of significantly explaining the variation in IRR from 

investment to investment.  

The proxies might simply be too weak to capture the value creation from each of the three areas 

mentioned above.  

5.3.2. Dropping variables with high p-values 

The variables (i) Former owners continue as investors, and (ii) Invested capital as % of IF both have 

very high p-values in both the reduced and gross model, indicating low significance. 

 

The author has excluded the two variables above and estimated a new model using SAS 9.2: 

 

 

Figure 31 - Reduced model II findings
167

 

 

The R2
adjusted has increased from 0.3497 to 0.3583 which again indicates that this model is superior to 

the previous reduced one. 

 

By computing the incremental F-test the author obtains: 

 

F= ((0.3848-0.3814)/2)/((1-0.3848)/(112-7) = 0.2902 

 

The critical F-values based on 2 DF in the numerator and 120 in the denominator are 3.07 (5% level) 

and 2.35 (10% level). As the calculated F-value is below the critical F-value at both the 5 and 10% 

alpha level, the F-test is not statistically significant, hence the two factors should be excluded from the 

model.  
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As a result, the uncertainty in the business model (indicated by the former owners continue as 

investors) and the diversification value creation (indicated by the invested capital as % of IF) both 

seem to be insignificant and not explaining the variation in IRR from investment to investment.  

The proxies might again be too weak to capture the value creation from each of the areas mentioned 

above. 

 

Two of the variables above have p-values above 15% and below 20%. By using the incremental F-test 

the finding is that exclusion of these two variables can be done if an alpha level of 5 or 10% is chosen, 

however, it is unsure when applying an alpha level of 15%. When taking the small sample size into 

consideration (112 observations) as well as the low variation in the fund specific factor, Partner 

involvement, the author has chosen to include both variables in the final model. 

5.4. Value creation model 

The value creation model has been reduced to include four explanatory variables. The four variables 

which are found to be of statistically importance in explaining the variation in IRR are: (i) Partner 

involvement, (ii) Ownership period, (iii) Earnings growth, and (iv) Multiple arbitrage. 

5.4.1. Specification of relationship 

The model function is as follows: 

 

 

 

The model is characterised by one dependent variable, four explanatory variables, an intercept term 

and an error term. 

5.4.2. Estimation of model and hypothesis testing 

The model output is presented below. 
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Figure 32 - Value creation model findings
168

 

 

The overall significance of the model has improved heavily from the gross model to the value creation 

model. The value creation model has an F-value of 16.49 and a corresponding p-value of <0.0001. 

 

The goodness of fit is 0.3814 and the R2
adjusted is 0.3583, indicating that approximately 36% of the 

variation in IRR is explained by the four factors in the model. This might seem low, however, for cross 

sectional data a low goodness of fit is very common. 

5.4.2.1. Intercept term 

As no dummy variables are present in the value creation model, the intercept term is more a 

mechanical term and is meaningless to analyse independently. The intercept term is the level of IRR 

should all variables included in the model be equal to zero, which is basically not possible. The 

estimated parameter is 0.098, indicating that if the other factors were zero then the IRR would on 

average be 9.8%. The intercept term is found not statistically significant with a p-value of 0.6609. 

5.4.2.2. Active ownership - Partner involvement 

The active ownership value creation determined by the Partner involvement proxy is found 

statistically significant in explaining some variation in IRR. The estimated parameter of 0.373 is 

indicating that for each absolute increase [1] in the Partner involvement fraction (either an increase in 

the number of partners or decrease in the number of investments) the IRR will on average increase by 

37.3%-points. The factor is significant at the 20% level with a t-value of 1.34 and a corresponding p-
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value of 0.1843, which makes it not as statistically strong as the multiple arbitrage or the earnings 

growth, but still strong enough to be included in the model. 

5.4.2.3. Unsuccessful implementation of business plan – Ownership period 

The business plan value creation factor quantified by the ownership period proxy is found statistically 

significant in explaining some variation in IRR. The estimated parameter is -0.072 indicating that for 

each year the investment is held in the PE fund, the IRR will on average decrease by 7.2%-points. The 

factor is significant at the 20% level with a t-value of -1.38 and a corresponding p-value of 0.1705, 

which makes it not as statistically strong as the multiple arbitrage or the earnings growth. 

Further, it is worth noting that it is not only the business plan this factor is covering. Besides the 

hypothesis of “living-dead” investments held in the portfolio, making returns for longer held 

investments lower than for investments held for short periods, there is the natural mathematical 

relationship between IRR and time. As time goes by the IRR drops without consistently higher 

absolute value creation, as discussed in section 3.1. This will also have a negative impact on IRR for 

investments held in longer periods. 

5.4.2.4. Market conditions – Multiple arbitrage 

The general market conditions and the ability of being reluctant of acquiring companies in periods 

with high multiples and instead acquire in low multiples periods is found as explaining some variation 

in IRR. The proxy, multiple arbitrage, shows a t-value of 4.37 and a corresponding p-value of <.0001, 

making this factor highly statistically strong. 

The estimated parameter of 0.01588 indicates that for each increase in the multiple (1.0x), the IRR will 

on average increase by 1.6%-points.  

5.4.2.5. Business plan execution - Earnings growth 

The business plan value creation indicated by the earnings growth proxy is found statistically 

significant at the 5% level with a t-value of 6.91 and a p-value of <0.0001. 

The estimated parameter of 0.326 indicates that for each 100% increase in earnings (EBITDA) from 

entry to exit, the IRR will on average increase by 32.6%-points. 

5.4.3. Analysis of residuals and assumptions 

The two separate analyses of residuals and model assumptions in connection with the value creation 

model are thoroughly discussed in appendix 9.5.2 to where attention is drawn. The findings are very 

similar to the findings of the gross model, however, the assumption about homoscedasticity might 
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seem violated. In cross sectional data this assumption is often violated, and the impact is that the X 

values which are mode widespread are more accurate estimated than X values with less variation. The 

implications are less reliability of the F- and t-tests performed.  

However, the author has chosen to rely on the tests performed as it does not occur that any other 

assumptions are violated as well as the residuals seem normally distributed. 

5.5. Supporting analysis 

The sample findings above rely on two heavy assumptions: (i) the IRR is the best performance 

measure and (ii) the non-exited companies are rightfully included in the sample. 

To establish some confidence about these two assumptions, the author has decided to conduct simple 

supporting analyses. These supporting analyses involves regressing the 12 quantified value creating 

factors on money multiple (“MM”), hence replacing MM with IRR as the dependent variable, and 

perform single regression models for each of the 12 factors on IRR with only the exited sample. If the 

same factors are found statistically significant in explaining MM and IRR, respectively, then the author 

will have obtained confidence of the findings in section 5.4 above. 

 

The findings in regressing the MM on the twelve quantified factors are eight insignificant factors and 

the final model obtained from SAS is as follows: 

 

 

Figure 33 - Supporting analysis findings - MM
169
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Two factors are both present in the value creation model and the MM regression above in figure 33. 

These are multiple arbitrage and earnings growth. However, two other factors, IFs raised compared to 

establishment year and relative IF increase are both found statistically significant at the 20% alpha 

level in the MM regression, whereas the Partner involvement factor and the ownership period are 

both found statistically insignificant. This implies that there are slight discrepancies between the value 

creation factors when measured in terms of absolute and relative value creation.   

 

When analysing the exited sample, the author has decided to conduct single regression models for 

each of the twelve quantified factors. The reason for applying the single regression models is the small 

sample size (only 25 observations), hence an analysis based on a multiple regression model would 

create severe weak model performance.  

 

By running each factor in SAS only five factors are found statistically significant at the 20% level: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34 - Exited sample regression findings
170
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Three of the five statistically strong factors shown in figure 34 above are the same as the ones in the 

value creation model in section 5.4. Besides these, the finding is majority ownership and relative IF 

increase being significant. This finding is supporting the majority of the factors estimated in the value 

creation model, with only limited discrepancies.  

  

The findings in the two analyses above support the conclusions in the value creation model, with only 

slightly different factors being statistically significant. One important finding is that the ownership 

period is not found significant in the MM model, indicating that the factor is highly influenced by the 

mathematical consequence of the time-value-of-money. However, the exited sample analysis did 

neither show significance of the ownership period factor, hence the conclusion might be that the 

factor is dominated by the “living-dead” theory as the factor is only significant when applying the non-

exited portfolio, in line with the discussions previously made. 

5.6. Significant value creation factors and PE fund ranking 

The finding of four statistically strong factors is used as basis for selecting the best consistently 

performing PE funds. As discussed earlier, this should assist in eliminating any funds with one-time-

wonder investments, and instead turn focus to consistently well performing funds as well as avoiding 

investing in low performing funds. 

5.6.1. Determining the strength of each factor 

The four variables are expressed in different values, a fraction of number of partners, number of 

years, multiple and percentage. As a consequence, the author needs to put these values on equal 

footing to benchmark them. This process can be carried out by implementing the standardised 

regression coefficients. The method is discussed in section 1.4.3.2. 

 

By using SAS 9.2 the following standardized figures for the four variables are obtained (last column): 
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Figure 35 - Standardised regression estimates (value creation model)
171

 

 

The factor Earnings growth has the highest estimated standardised parameter, 0.55, whereas the 

Partner involvement has the lowest value with 0.10. This means that the former are contributing more 

to the explanation of IRR than the latter, hence more focus should be given to the Earnings growth 

factor when determining which fund to invest in. 

5.6.2. Ranking of investments 

The author has established a tool to assist the investors with the investment choice between 

competing PE funds. The tool is used for identifying the top performing PE funds based on quartile 

analysis at the portfolio level. 

The investments are divided into quartiles for each of the four factors and then each investment is 

given points in each factor category.  

 

The quartiles and points are listed below: 

 Top performers (above 3rd quartile) – 16 points 

 Semi (2nd quartile to 3rd quartile) – 4 points 

 Low performers (1st quartile to 2nd quartile) – 2 points 

 Bottom performers (below 1st quartile) – 1 point 

 

The points indicate the rating each investment is given depending on which of the above quartiles it 

belongs to. After the investments have been indexed into the respective quartiles they are leveraged. 

The leverage process is carried out by implementing the findings shown in figure 35 above that is 

multiplying each ranking point for each factor with the respective standardised coefficient. By 

leveraging each investment with the respective coefficients, non-equal weighting will be given to the 

four factors, hence providing more focus for the factors which explain the most variation in IRR. 

   

An example of Axcel’s investment in Pandora is provided. 
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3rd quartile Partner involvement is 0.48 and 2nd quartile is 0.33, hence Axcel’s 0.45 is between these 

two figures and 4 ranking points is obtained. Leveraged with the standard coefficient, 0.10367, the 

points are 0.415. 

 

Pandora is held for 2.6 years which is below the 1st quartile of 3.0 years, hence 1 ranking point is 

obtained. By applying the leveraged factor of (0.10525) the total leveraged points are (10.5). 

 

In terms of the Multiple arbitrage Axcel has been able to increase the factor by 5.29x. The 3rd quartile 

is 5.8x and the 2nd quartile is 0.4x, hence Pandora is between these two figures and 4 rankings points 

are obtained. As the standardised estimate is 0.34016, the total leveraged point is 1.36. 

 

Lastly, the earnings growth of 454% for Pandora is above the 3rd quartile of 37.5%. The unleveraged 

ranking points is 16, whereas multiplied by the standardised estimate of 0.54556 provides a leveraged 

estimate of 8.7. 

Adding all these points together, the total ranking points for Pandora is 10.4.  

 

This procedure is performed for each investment in the sample and is presented in appendix 9.5.3. 

5.6.3. Ranking of PE funds 

For an investor it is not the choice between investments that is his concern, but merely the choice 

between PE funds. As a consequence, the author has established a simple link between the above 

leveraged points per investment and the PE funds.  

The process is carried out by taking each investment and dividing them into their respective PE funds. 

The ranking point per fund is calculated by taking a simple average of the investments in the fund. 

 

The ranking points per PE fund are presented in appendix 9.5.4.  

 

When analysing the investments at portfolio level and the value creating factors, the author rightfully 

included all investments. However, in connection with this benchmark analysis of the PE funds, the 

author believes that including PE funds with only one investment could lead to bias. The bias could 

arise as this one investment could be a one-time good or bad investment, and therefore the data 

foundation would be too weak. As a consequence, the author has excluded all PE funds with only one 

investment which amounts to 16 funds, which leaves 19 PE funds to be included in the analysis.  
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The list of the ÅE funds included in the analysis is provided in appendix 9.5.5. 

 

Figure 36 - Benchmark of PE funds based on value creation factors
172

 

 

The PE funds are plotted by the leveraged ranking points on the horizontal axis and the simple 

average IRR per PE fund on the vertical axis in figure 36 above. The size of the bubbles indicate the 

number of investments for each fund, included in the analysis, where LD has 19 investments included 

and 3i only two. By plotting the points per fund against IRR the expected relationship is an upward 

sloping trend from left to right, which is more or less the picture in the graph. 

 

From this graph it is evident that there are some top performing PE funds based on the leveraged 

value creation ranking points. These funds comprise 3i, Capidea, Nordic Capital, Altor and Jysk-fynsk 

kapital. In figure 36 above it is clear that there are a few outliers which also need to be considered. I.e. 

Capidea has high ranking points, but only slightly positive IRR. Further, Deltaq has a very high IRR, 

however, the ranking points are in line with Axcel or Odin Equity Partners. These uncertainties are 

inevitable due to the simplicity of the tool applied. 
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By combining the IRR obtained in these funds with the significant value creating factors, the author 

has established a unique relationship which could be important for an investor in connection with the 

investment choices between competing funds. However, it is important to note, as discussed in the 

delimitations, that the tool created does not take into account any carried interest, management fees 

or other fees paid to the MC, hence the assumption is that these are equalised when comparing 

competing funds.  

This is typically not the case and the returns for each fund could therefore be skewed by any of these 

fees, as a consequence of the return discrepancies discussed in section 2.6.2. 

5.7. Sub conclusion 

Value creation is very difficult to assess and even more difficult to detect in a sample. The starting 

point was 12 value creation factor proxies, which, based on literature and interviews with industry 

participants, should explain the variation in IRRs of an investment. By applying regression techniques 8 

of the 12 were determined statistical insignificant. 

 

The four proxies which were found significant in explaining variation in IRR was: (i) active ownership 

(proxy: partner involvement), (ii) business plan success (proxy: ownership period), (iii) market 

conditions (proxy: multiple arbitrage), and (iv) business plan development (proxy: earnings growth). 

Overall, the factors seem to explain 36% of the variation in IRR. 

 

The author applied standardised coefficients to put all factors on equal footing. The finding was that 

the earnings growth had the most significant impact on IRR, whereas the Partner involvement had the 

weakest impact. This finding was used to rank each investment by quartiles for each of the four 

factors, by applying ranking points from top to bottom quartile leveraged by the standardised 

coefficients. 

 

The finding was that investors should invest in 3i, Capidea, Nordic Capital, Altor or Jysk-fynsk kapital as 

these funds scored highest ranking points. 
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6. Conclusion 

PE is an investment opportunity similarly to listed stocks and bonds, but has changed extensively over 

time from being renowned for short term asset stripping activities to today’s longer term operational 

improvement activities. 

 

The investors are limited liable due to the fund structure (the IF). The IF is advised by a management 

company, which besides owning a share of the IF also receives carried interest and management fees 

for portfolio management. The incentive structure minimises principal-agent discrepancies, which is a 

clear strength of the PE model. 

The IF has a finite life, whereas the MC can advise multiple IFs. Besides the IF and the MC, the PE 

structure comprises holding companies and portfolio companies. The holding companies are placed 

between the IF and the portfolio company to separate operational and financial assets. 

 

The strength of the PE business model is characterised by: (i) Active ownership – hands-on approach, 

(ii) Long-term value creation – implementing investments with long-term perspective, (iii) Leverage – 

smaller equity stakes needed to acquire large companies, (iv) Management incentives – minimising of 

principal/agent discrepancies through co-ownership and share programmes, and (v) Advisory network 

– a network of industry specialists contributing with deal flows, acting as board members or CEOs of 

the portfolio companies. 

 

The drawbacks of the PE business model are the high degree of illiquidity for the investors and high 

fee costs to the management company. The latter is not included in the analysis in this paper as this is 

assumed equal across funds. 

 

Before the returns are distributed to the investors, the MC encounters its carried interest. The carried 

interest is a market conform payment of 20% above a hurdle rate of typically 8% of the invested 

capital, and is usually calculated on a fund basis and not investment-by-investment. Further, the 

calculation of net returns for the investors should be based on the committed capital and not on 

invested capital, as the buffer between these two are likely to be held in low return liquid assets. 

Co-investors and management are receiving returns at the holding company level, hence before any 

carried interest or management fee costs. This enhances the returns achieved by these parties. 

 

The empiric analyses performed in this paper is based on a sample of 112 investments in Denmark 

between 2005 and 2008.  
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The author has applied an unusual approach of point-in-time valuation compared to the normal 

studies which mere measures returns on exited companies, by including non-exited companies in the 

sample. The calculated returns for the non-exited portfolio may deviate from the returns obtained 

when the investments are realised, however, the author believes that by including the non-exited 

portfolio this reflect a more fair and appropriate reflection of the performance of the funds, 

evidenced by the fact that many investments might be held in the IF as “living-dead” investments to 

achieve a higher management fee for the MC, even though the value creation process is ended for the 

portfolio company.  

Further, investments such as Falck and ISS are ready for exit, but due to unfavourable market 

conditions the IPOs of these companies have been postponed. If the non-exited portfolio was not 

included, companies like these would have been excluded, hence the value creation which already has 

been carried out in these companies had not been detected. 

 

The strength of the sample is the in-depth analysis performed by the author as all IRRs are derived by 

adopting a bottom-up approach of all cash in- and outflows for each investment. 

The analysis performed at the investment level revealed high degree of variation between 

investments, from Pandora’s positive 315% IRR to Babysam’s negative (100%) IRR. The sample median 

was (7%), top quartile above 31% and the bottom quartile below (48%). 

Comparison of the exited and non-exited sub samples showed trends of the non-exited portfolio being 

acquired more expensive and at the time of exit being in much worse shape than the exited portfolio. 

These findings support that the majority of the high-quality investments have already been exited, 

whereas the less superior investments are retained in the IF. This is even further evidenced by the 

longer ownership period for the non-exited portfolio which on average was 3.9 years compared to 3.0 

years for the exited portfolio. 

 

The analysis at fund level had same variation characteristics, with a median of (2%), top quartile above 

35% and bottom quartile below (19%) for the 35 PE funds, measured by the weighted average IRR. 

However, an interesting finding was the large difference between the weighted average IRR, taking 

the size into consideration, and the simple average IRR, putting equal weighting on all investments. 

I.e. Axcel had a weighted IRR of 114%, whereas the simple IRR was 22%. In this case a single 

investment, Pandora, was highly influential in the weighted return. 
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The sample findings with great variation at both the investment and fund level are in line with the 

normal studies. Further, if high performing funds are likely to remain high performing in the future173, 

then the significant value creation factors identified in this paper could prove to be a strong indicator 

of which PE funds to invest in. 

 

The author combined literature findings of value creation factors with a high degree of practical 

experience by interviewing participants in the Danish PE industry. 

The findings were that active ownership, track record, partner experience and local knowledge 

seemed to be the most important factors when choosing a PE fund and developing a portfolio 

company. 

Based on this, the author quantified 12 proxies divided into six value creation areas: (i) Active 

ownership, (ii) Track record, (iii) Business plan implementation, (iv) Local presence and knowledge, (v) 

Diversification, and (vi) Market conditions.  

By applying regression techniques, the author found that only four of these proxies were statistically 

significant in explaining the variation in IRR: Active ownership (indicated by partner involvement 

factor), Business plan development (indicated by ownership period and earnings growth) and market 

conditions (indicated by multiple arbitrage). These four factors explained 36% of the variation in IRR, 

which is high considered the nature of the data (cross-sectional). The earnings growth had the highest 

degree of correlation with IRR, followed by multiple arbitrage, ownership period and partner 

involvement. 

 

The standardised coefficient estimates were used to establish a link between the significant factors at 

the investment level, and the PE funds at the fund level. By dividing the investments into quartiles for 

each factor, the author established a simple tool to determine which funds to invest in. The tool was 

based on simple average IRR and not weighted, hence incorporating consistent value creation and less 

impacted by one-time-wonder investments.  

Based on this tool, the investors could most likely obtain the highest returns going forward by 

investing in the PE funds 3i, Capidea, Nordic Capital, Altor or Jysk-fynsk kapital. These funds are found 

best due to their investments being top quartile performers in the value creation factors. However, 

the reader should keep in mind that PE funds with only one investment were excluded from this 

analysis as the foundation was too weak, as well as no MC costs were not accounted for which can 

cause discrepancies in the ultimate investor return. 
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7. Putting it into perspective 

The success of a PE fund is not only analysed by the underlying value creation factors, but can also be 

witnessed by the ability to raise new funds. From 2009 to 2011 several funds have been able to raise 

new capital from investors including Axcel (Axcel IV), Industri udvikling (Industri Udvikling III K/S), 

Montagu (Montagu IV) and Polaris (Polaris III).174 Besides these, Nordic Capital, EQT and Altor are all 

currently trying to raise new funds and the outcome has not been published at the time of writing.175 

The ability to attract fresh capital from the investors is a sign of confidence in the future performance 

of these funds and is essential for the long term survival of the PE fund. 

 

Further, going forward European pension- and insurance companies may have to factor in new 

regulations, i.e. the solvency II directive. This directive might have a significant negative impact on the 

future allocations of capital to the PE industry as investments in PE funds are classified as high-risk 

investments which puts constrains on the allocation due to heavy liquidity requirements for the 

investors.176 I.e. in the current rules-based system a pension- or insurance company is obliged to put 

12% of the allocated capital in “safe investments”. In the new risk-based system this figure will 

increase substantially to 49% for investments in PE funds. According to DVCA, the consequence could 

be much less capital committed to the PE industry in general. 

 

The possible future capital constrains in the PE industry could lead to increased competition between 

the PE funds in terms of attracting new capital and cause a natural selection process, with the low 

performers likely to be squeezed out due to the lack of new capital. However, the selection process is 

not carried out over night, evidenced by the recently raised IFs. As a consequence, this process will 

most likely take several years. 

 

This paper identifies some of the underlying factors of the possible winners of tomorrow. Taking into 

consideration the above features, such as future possible constrains and increased competition 

among PE funds, these factors might prove useful to assist in the future selection process in the PE 

industry.  

The ultimate outcome of the industry is uncertain, but suggestions are survival of the fittest.177 This 

could lead to less variation in the returns of the funds and, on average, higher returns for the ultimate 

investors as the future industry might be an industry of pure top performing PE funds. 

                                                           
174

 Source: Fund’s home pages 
175

 Source: Friis,L., 2011. Investorer mister troen på kapitalfonde. Boersen, 5. Apr., p. 6 - 7 
176

 Source: DVCA, 2010. Kapitalfonde i 2009/10 – Årsskrift fra DVCA om god selskabsledelse i kapitalfonde. DK: DVCA. p. 3 
177

 Source: Darwin, C., 1864. On the origin of Species. 
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9. Appendix 

9.1. Chapter one 

9.1.1. Interview transcripts 

9.1.1.1. Interview with Torben Vangstrup 

Date: May 18th 2011 

Place: ATP PEP offices 

Interviewer: Mark Johnston (MJ) 

Interviewee: Torben Vangstrup (TV) 

 

MJ: Hi Torben. Could you please introduce yourself? 

TV: Hi Mark. My name is Torben Vangstrup and I am Managing Partner in ATP Private Equity Partners 

(“ATP PEP”). I have been working for ATP PEP since 2001, where ATP PEP was founded. Prior to this I 

was at Danske Bank in their investment banking division. 

 

MJ: Why did you decide to move from investment banking to private equity? 

TV: One of the reasons for joining ATP PEP was that I found it interesting to be on the other side of the 

table, hence being an investor instead of being advisor. Further, I found the idea of working with PE 

appealing to me instead of working primarily with the listed market which had been the case at 

Danske Bank. This was primarily driven by a hypothesis that this was an industry where insider 

information could legally be used and applied to gain a comparative advantage by implementing a 

thorough analysis. 

 

MJ: Can you describe the ATP PEP set-up? 

TV: ATP PEP is ATP’s private equity investment arm, hence they are our sole investor. ATP PEP 

operates as a fund-of-funds and has 17 employees in offices in Copenhagen and New York. We 

currently have five different funds with a total commitment of EUR 7bn. 

 

MJ: Which types of funds do you invest in? 

TV: At ATP PEP we invest in all types of funds, buyout funds, venture funds, distressed related funds 

and also conduct co-investments. However, our main focus is buyout funds. 

 

MJ: What is ATP’s investment rationale for investing in private equity? 

TV: ATP does not use asset allocation techniques when making investments in different asset classes, 

but instead use risk-based techniques. As a consequence, the overall rationale for investing in private 

equity is risk-adjustment through diversification and only to a smaller extent a superior return 

compared to other asset classes.  

 

MJ: How do you get introduced to investment opportunities? 
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TV: There are two ways in which we obtain our investment opportunities. One is where the PE fund 

initiate contact and sell their ideas, and another is where we use our extensive network to get 

introduced to certain funds. In both cases we conduct extensive due diligence. 

 

MJ: What do you include in your due diligence of the funds? 

TV: We always make a thorough due diligence of the Management team in the fund. This includes 

their experience, track record, references, previous work, and relationship with prior portfolio 

companies. Further, we conduct thorough analysis of the historic portfolio and the performance of the 

investments in the fund. 

 

MJ: Are you diversifying your portfolio across countries and industries? 

TV: Our investments include above 100 funds and over 1,500 companies. From our point of view, we 

do not diversify through industries, as this is carried out at the fund-level. Our portfolio mainly 

comprise European and North American investments, however, recently we are looking into 

investments in Emerging markets. 

 

MJ: How is the ongoing relationship between investors and private equity funds? 

TV: It depends on the investor. Our approach at ATP PEP is a high degree of involvement. From the 

starting point we conduct the thorough due diligence to obtain information of all participants and 

their history. When we then decide to invest capital into a fund we typically take a seat on the 

advisory boards. We are actually present on advisory boards in 95% of our investments in funds. This 

is a consequence of our size of investments, but also due to our active ownership approach. We do 

not think that active ownership should only be carried out at the portfolio level, but also at the 

investor level. By taking on these positions in advisory boards we can use our knowledge to assist in 

the development of the portfolio companies. We therefore try to keep a very close relationship with 

all the funds we have invested in.  

 

MJ: How do you select between competing investment opportunities in PE? 

TV: Our due diligence analysis gives us insights to evaluate each investment opportunity. It is a 

combination of all this due diligence knowledge we use as base for our investments. However, one of 

the most important things is the Management team. The team’s experience, network, how they work 

is combined the single most important feature in determining which investment opportunities to 

engage. Another feature is the strategy of the fund. However, I would much rather have a strong 

management team with a bad strategy than a bad management team with a strong strategy. 

 

MJ: What is your expected return for your PE investments? 

TV: At ATP PEP we work with a premium of 3 – 5% above the listed market return. This is our 

minimum required premium taken into account the illiquidity risk of the private equity investments. 

However, we focus much more on absolute value creation and not as much on relative value creation 

compared to the listed market. 

  

MJ: Do you carry out ongoing valuations of the non-exited portfolio? 

TV: Historically, the investments were booked at cost price with limited ongoing valuations. However, 

this has changed and the majority of the funds are now using fair market assessments when valuing 

their portfolios. These valuations are typically based on a set of assumptions, which has been 
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reviewed by accountants. This provides us with a degree of security, but we always conduct our own 

analysis of the investments and adjust any valuations in our own books if needed. 

 

MJ: Why do you think the valuation has changed? 

TV: It is a consequence of the transparency in the industry as a whole. Not only in Denmark but 

throughout Europe and USA these features have changed. 

 

MJ: In your view, which PE funds will be the winners in the future? 

TV: The success of future PE funds relies heavily on the ability of the management team to implement 

successful strategies. Historically, the funds focused on financial engineering, but the times have 

changed and the focus is leaning towards operational improvement. This has created a change in the 

skill set needed for the management team. The winners will therefore be the ones that can identify 

investment opportunities and develop these companies either through organic improvement or bolt-

on acquisitions. 

 

MJ: How do you see the future relationship between private equity funds and investors? 

TV: The relationship between these two parties is an always changing scenario. In times with over 

flood of capital, the management teams have the upper hand, whereas periods with limited capital 

available, like now, is characterised by the investors having the upper hand in terms of negotiation. 

This changes from period to period depending on the level of capital available. The future relationship 

between us and the management teams will probably be characterised by a continuation of our 

current active ownership approach and extensive due diligence as we see this as our way to identify 

the top performing funds. 

 

MJ: How do you see the alignment of interests by the carried interest versus management fees? 

TV: As an investor I think that there should be a close correlation between returns for the 

management company and the returns obtained from the investments. This has not been the case as 

high management fees has been, and still is, present in many PE funds. The management fees should 

only cover running costs, such as rent and ongoing salaries, however, there has been a tendency 

towards raising enormous funds just to enhance the management fees. The industry will hopefully 

diminish these discrepancies in the future, so that the core earnings for the management company 

will be carried interest and not to a large extent the management fees. The current strong negotiation 

position for the investors might impact this features going forward.     
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9.1.1.2. Interview with Palle Nordahl 

Date: March 3rd 2011 

Place: Phone interview 

Interviewer: Mark Johnston (MJ) 

Interviewee: Palle Nordahl (PN) 

 

MJ: Hi Palle. Please introduce yourself? 

PN: Hi Mark. My name is Palle Nordahl and I am currently CFO of FIH Erhvervsbank. Prior to joining FIH 

in January I was Partner at C.P. Dyvig &Co a small investment and advisory firm in Copenhagen. Before 

this I have had great experience within the PE industry through my time at Procuritas where I was an 

Investment manager and later partner and my time at J.P. Morgan in London. I believe that I have 

established great knowledge of the Danish PE industry both through my networks and through my 

previous job experiences. 

 

MJ: How and why does private equity differentiate from other asset classes? 

PN: Private equity is a special asset class in many ways. First of all, the PE model provides a unique 

possibility for an investor of applying active ownership without directly owning the company. Further, 

they do not need to invest 100% of the equity contribution as the management company will act as 

the sole shareholder and as long as the interests are aligned between these two stakeholders then its 

fine. 

The active ownership provides a solid shareholder base where all investors have the same goal 

compared to a spread ownership in e.g. a listed company. Further, the incentives are very strongly 

aligned between the investors and the management company as well as the management company 

partners are full time professionals with focus on this active ownership. This is in contrast to many 

listed companies, where many investors are not all full time professionals, but many are investing as a 

hoppy.    

 

MJ: How are these interests aligned? 

PN: Between the Management Company and the investor two factors play a major role. Firstly, the 

Management Company invests alongside the investors on equal terms. Secondly, the Management 

Company receives an upside share called the carried interest. This is a “bonus” paid to the 

Management Company when they are able to generate a return over a preset hurdle rate. For the 

Danish market this is conform at 8% and the carried interest is 20%.   

Please also note that the alignment goes down all the way to the portfolio company management, 

which also share in a potential upside from a share incentive programme installed in most companies. 

 

MJ: Is the hurdle rate based on capital committed or capital invested? 

PN: The hurdle rate is typically based on the invested capital. If the hurdle rate calculation was 

commenced at the time of closing of the fund, the management company would rush to invest to 

ensure the capital being “set to work”. 

Further, the carried interest is based on the capital invested and is typically paid when the investment 

fund is liquidated, and not after exit of each company. However, this happens and is called deal by 

deal carry Market standard is however fund carry. Fund carry avoids positive or negative adjustments 

of the carry at a later stage. 
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MJ: What other features distinguish PE and other asset classes? 

PN: Well, the obvious difference is the illiquidity. The investors can not easily exit their investment, a 

secondary market where trading of limited partner stakes exists, until the investment fund has been 

unwound, which is not like the investing in listed market. 

Moreover, in the latter the investor’s investment is valued on a rolling basis, whereas the investors in 

PE do not have an efficient market to benchmark their investments up against. 

On the positive side, besides the active ownership, the PE fund focuses on long-term value creation. 

As a consequence, the fund can initiate strategic actions which on the short term have a negative 

impact on the company due to high investments, but in the long run are value adding. 

Another great advantage is the huge personnel network which has a lot of dimensions within a fund. 

The network, typically named an advisory network, has roots in various industries and can be used for 

deal inflows strategic partners, or even be active at the portfolio level as management or board 

members. The network is typically attached to the individual partner, hence if he leaves the 

Management Company he is very likely to take a significant part of this network with him. 

 

MJ: How is a PE fund able to continuously identify the best investment opportunities? 

PN: PE is basically a game of network, industry insights, negotiation and financial and strategic skills. 

To spot a good investment one needs to be patient in the way analyses are carried out, but be able to 

act fast on information. Therefore the phase of analysing a possible target is very hectic with a lot of 

information shifting hands. When I looked at targets at C.P. Dyvig & Co. and Procuritas, my focus was 

always on making thorough analysis of the historic performance of the company, make inferences on 

the market positions it held and the competitors. Moreover, an understanding of the industry and its 

drivers as well as the possible future developments was essential to build a model that would be as 

thorough as possible. If we felt nervous about something we rather asked 10 times more than less. So, 

in my opinion the analysis phase and really understanding the drivers is key for a successful 

investment. 

However, to identify the possible targets we mostly relied on our network. Either we were 

approached by someone who wanted to sell their shares, or we had an interest in a company and 

through our Partner network was able to find a person who had a relationship with the management 

or owners of this company. By using this network we found it much easier to approach the companies 

as we were not seen as the evil PE funds that just wanted to raid the company for its assets. 

 

MJ: How did you attract investors to commit capital to a fund? 

PN: The essence of the PE fund is of course to attract some investors. Without commitments to the 

funds, then the Partners can not invest in any companies at all. The investors are approached typically 

by using a prospectus or presentation which includes the expected size of the investment fund, the 

fund focus and strategy, the Partners experience and the PE fund’s track record. The track record 

involves showing how the historic returns have been for the companies developed with the fund, and 

if these are in line or exceeds the investors’ expectations then they possibly would like to invest in the 

fund. 

If the investment fund is the first, then it is usually very hard to obtain capital, whereas when it is the 

2nd or 3rd fund, then a lot of investors from the previous fund also become investors in the new fund. 

This not only secures future capital, but is creating a sustainable relationship between the PE fund and 

the investors. 
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MJ: How is the ongoing relationship between the fund and the investors? 

PN: The investors are typically represented on an investment advisory board, or in some PE funds, an 

investment committee. The investment committee may have the formal decision power on 

investments. Besides this, the fund is typically providing the investors with quarterly reports on how 

the portfolio is developing. This report includes a valuation of the portfolio company, how the realised 

and unrealised returns are and notes on how the future outlook is for the companies in the portfolio. 

By securing a reasonable information flow, the investors are much more confident about the 

development and this might enhance the possibilities of a future commitment to the next investment 

fund. 

 

MJ: How do you see the levels or management and other fees? 

PN: The management fees are paid to cover basic costs of rent, payrolls etc. Lately the debate has 

been on the levels of these fees, as the investors do not feel that they are fully reflecting the cost 

base. In my opinion the management fees has been too excessive historically, as the Management 

Company in a lot of cases has not been able to provide a required return, however, due to the large 

management fees they have been able to obtain high returns for themselves. I believe that these 

levels need to be discussed in an open debate between investors and funds to turn the focus much 

more towards carried interest instead of excessive fees. This would cut away the bad performing 

funds and put more focus towards the winners of the industry. This will especially become a talking 

point in the future as the financial crisis has lead to severe competition for limited capital available. 

 

MJ: How do you see IRR as a measure of performance compared to MM? 

PN: Well, they are both interesting from an investor’s point of view as they both shows the value 

created. The incorporation of time is, in my opinion, the most efficient to measure performance, as 

nearly all other investment performance measures incorporates this time-value-of-money. A MM of 

2.0x over 10 years may not seem attractive, however, if it is only over a 2-year period then it might 

become very attractive for an investor. On the other hand, the investors who have committed capital 

to the funds have already agreed on a certain illiquidity in a number of years, hence they might be 

happier with 3.5x over 5 years than 3.0x over 4 years even though the IRR has fallen slightly in the 

former case. Further you can not buy milk with percentages, so you need to look at a mix. 

 

MJ: How do you evaluate your non-exited portfolio on an ongoing basis? 

PN: The investments we held in our portfolio was continuously benchmarked against our projections 

in connection with the takeover. As a consequence, this ongoing performance measure relates much 

to the detailed analysis I talked about earlier. This business plan prepared at the time of entry is the 

overall benchmark and the running performance is benchmarked against this one. If deviations occur, 

these are explained and actions are taken towards this possible issue. Again, this is a significant 

strength of the PE business model as the time period from an issue arises to actions on the matter is 

taken is very short. 

 

MJ: How about the valuation of this non-exited portfolio? 

PN: The valuation is often considered at cost in the first period (1 year) and afterwards an approach of 

applying a certain multiple is used. Usually an industry conform multiple is used for the portfolio 

company or if comparable companies exist on the listed market, we would use these as the basis of 

the valuation.  
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MJ: Which specific factors do you see as value creating for a PE fund? 

PN: PE is a peoples business so it has much to do with the Partners in the Management Company and 

these person’s network and skills. I believe that this is the core element in why we see some funds 

who continues to outperform the peers, simply because they are better management. To be a good 

partner requires a lot of skills, both in terms of negotiations skills, strategic management, a strong 

character and have a broad network.  

Besides the Partners, I think that the whole active ownership approach is very significant. This includes 

a lot of derivative effects, such as business and operational improvement which includes the ability to 

enhance earnings in the portfolio company, growth the business successfully into new markets and 

products. Compared to historic value creation which has been mostly focused on multiple expansion 

or leverage effects, the earnings expansion is the core value creator and shows how well the 

Management Company is performing. Everybody can take on leverage, wait for better market 

conditions and then exit the company with a return.  

 

MJ: Which driver do you see as most important in evaluating the performance of PE funds and its 

investments? 

PN: To quantify the drivers is always difficult as they are highly correlated and overlapping in a lot of 

cases. In connection with the partner characteristics one need to access the experience the partners 

have, their network and of course their involvement in each investment. The latter is also important 

as I believe that too many investments for a partner to handle is equal to less focus, hence could lead 

to lower performance. 

The earnings expansion mentioned earlier is also crucial, for reasons already discussed.  

Further, the industry and market knowledge of a certain industry, business or country is also 

significant in evaluating the performance. 

 

MJ: How do you see the future relationship between PE funds and investors? 

PN: As I indicated previously, I think the management fee levels will be a discussion point. Besides this, 

I think the industry in Denmark have now been “professional” for a period of time, by which returns 

can be used for analysis. On the back of these analysis, the limitations of capital due to the credit 

crisis, and the investors focus on picking the right funds, I believe we will see a natural selection 

process where the bad performing funds will be squeezed out. These funds has simple not been able 

to meet the investors demand, and as everyone seem to be competing for the same capital a natural 

evolution must be for the survival of the fittest. 

 

MJ: Which funds in your mind will be the winners in the Danish PE industry? How are these 

characterised? 

PN: I think the winners will be the established funds with a strong core value creation track record. I.e. 

PE funds which have been able to create value through development of the business, and not just 

obtained high returns based on a strike of luck. The partners are still essential for the success and 

especially their relationship with investors and financial institutions will become highly important. 

I can not say which of the funds that operates in Denmark that have the best set of skills, hence will be 

the winners. However, that I believe is an increased competition which will lead to lower returns as 

the funds are chasing the same attractive investments and are pressing the prices up for these assets.  
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9.1.1.3. Interview with Kenneth Ullerup 

Date: April 1st 2011 

Place: Phone interview 

Interviewer: Mark Johnston (MJ) 

Interviewee: Kenneth Ullerup (KU) 

 

MJ: Hi Kenneth. Please introduce yourself? 

KU: Hi Mark, My name is Kenneth Ullerup and I work in the Private Equity Group at KPMG in London.  

 

MJ: How and why does private equity differentiate from other asset classes? 

KU: Private equity is very different from other asset classes primarily due to the active ownership they 

enforce, the incentive structure they put in place and the limited ownership period. All this is put in 

place to create returns within a relatively short period of time compared to other asset classes.    

 

MJ: How are these interests aligned between participants? 

KU: As mentioned before, PE uses a number of different incentive structures to align interests 

between the principal and the agent. These arrangements can take various forms such as warrants, 

stock options etc.  

 

MJ: How is a PE fund able to continuously identify the best investment opportunities? 

KU: In order to be able to identify the best investment opportunities the PE fund need to have an 

excellent management team with a wide network to stakeholders and deal makers in the market 

place.   

 

MJ: How do you see the levels or management and other fees? 

KU: We have limited or no insights into management and other fees.  

 

MJ: How do you see IRR as a measure of performance compared to MM? 

KU: In my experience the measures are used interchangingly, but we see a tendency that PE uses IRR 

in their decision process, whereas MM is secondary. 

 

MJ: In your view, what are the key characteristics of a successful PE fund? 

KU: A successful PE fund is able to consistently deliver high returns on the investments made to meet 

the investors return requirements. These funds will continuously be able to attract new capital and 

establish new funds. However, if the funds are not able to create value and make returns, the 

investors will be reluctant to allocate additional capital to such funds.  

 

MJ: Which specific factors do you see as value creating for a PE fund? 

KU: There are a number of factors, but exercising active ownership in conjunction with the 

management team is absolutely vital, but first and foremost I believe the PE funds ability to adapt and 

change the strategy to changed market conditions are of utmost importance.  

 

MJ: How do you see the future relationship between PE funds and investors? 

KU: In recent months multiple PE funds have been trying to attract capital to new funds with 

reasonable success. There is plenty of capital available in the market, but PE has to show that it can 
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create a consistently high level of return to the investors. The competition for capital will increase in 

the future as the investors will be much more selective when allocating funds to PE given its increased 

level of risk and illiquidity. The funds that achieve and deliver a consistent high level of return will 

continue to be able to attract new capital.  

 

MJ: Which funds in your mind will be the winners in the Danish PE industry? How are these 

characterised? 

KU: The Danish PE industry is split between dedicated Danish/Nordic focused and sector focused 

funds. Historically, we have seen most activity from the dedicated Danish/Nordic funds whereas 

sector focused funds have snapped certain specific assets.  

 

The winners of Danish PE are the ones that are able to consistently identify, develop and exit 

investments and deliver returns to investors that reflect the risk and illiquidity. In order to do so the 

PE funds need to have an exceptional organisation with good general partners, employees and 

advisory network that can identify, develop and exit investments.  
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9.2. Chapter two 

None. 
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9.3. Chapter three 

9.3.1. Sources used for sample identification and valuation 

Analysis Item used Source Description 

PE investments in DK List of investments DVCA list 
Includes all investments 

in the Danish PE industry 

Financial data Annual reports 
Business view / Navne 

og Numre Erhverv 

Databases of annual 

reports for all Danish 

companies 

Financial data Home pages of funds Home page 
Homepage of the PE 

funds or companies 

Transaction data Database Zephyr 
M&A transaction 

database 

Comparable listed 

companies 
Database Orbis 

Database of all 

companies in the world 
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9.3.2. Example of IRR calculation – Pandora (exited company) 

Pandora is a global manufacturer and distributor of jewellery and was previously family-owned. 

In March 2008, Axcel acquired 59.3% of the shares in Pandora Holding ApS in March 2008 and the 

previous owners retained an ownership share of 40.7%.  

 

 

Figure 37 - Pandora Holding ApS structure
178

 

 

Pandora Holding ApS was established at the time of acquisition as the group was previously separated 

in many different entities with no clear group structure.  

The entry figures was estimated to: revenues of DKK 1.1bn, EBITDA of around DKK 440mm and EBIT of 

DKK 420mm in 2007. 

 

 

Figure 38 - Pandora investment announcement
179
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 Source: Pandora Holding ApS, 2008. Annual report 2008. DK: Pandora Holding 
179

 Source: Axcel. 2008. Axcel investerer i smykkevirksomheden Pandora. Axcel [online] 10. Mar. Available at: 
http://www.axcel.dk/content/dk/presse/2008/axcel_investerer_i_pandora [Accessed 10 Apr. 2011] 
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An item named “Acquisition, assets etc. relating to acquirees” in the 2008 group cash flow statement 

amounted to DKK 2.9bn. Pandora Holding ApS holds a 100% ownership share of the Pandora group. As 

a consequence, the DKK 2.9bn is the equity value of Pandora at the time of acquisition.  

No information about debt or cash position in the acquired entities is possible to obtain and therefore 

the equity value is the best proxy for the Enterprise value, hence Axcel is acquiring Pandora at an 

EV/EBITDA multiple of 6.8x and EV/EBIT of 7.1x. 

 

 

Figure 39 - Pandora equity value at entry
180

 

 

Pandora Invest ApS (“PI”) owns 100% of the shares in Pandora Holding ApS. Axcel Pandora Invest 2 

ApS (“API2”) owns 59.3% of the shares in PI. Axcel Pandora Invest 1 ApS (“API1”) owns 100% of the 

shares in API2 and this company is just below the actual IF in Axcel.  

The capital injection in API1 amounted to DKK 463.5mm and this is therefore the initial investment 

made by Axcel. As no further injections are made in holding period, this is the total cash outflow.  

 

 

Figure 40 - Invested capital in Pandora
181

 

                                                           
180

 Source: Pandora Holding ApS, 2008. Annual report 2008. DK: Pandora Holding 
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In terms of cash outflows, the PI annual report 2009 states that a dividend of DKK 978mm is paid out 

in 2010. It is assumed that this dividend is cashed out through the holding structure all the way to the 

IF. This is a reasonable assumption as no debt to external providers or the IF was present in the 

previous annual reports.  

At the time of IPO the ownership was 57.4% due to dilution of exercised warrants and therefore the 

cash flow to the IF was DKK 561.4mm. It is stated that this dividend is paid in February 2010, whereof 

this is set to the time of payment. 

 

 

Figure 41 - Pandora dividend payment
182

 

 

Pandora was IPO’ed October 6th, 2010. The IPO included issuance of 2.9m new shares and the sale of 

51.2m existing shares. Axcel sold 30.4m shares for a price of DKK 202 per share after costs, hence a 

gain of DKK 6.2bn. Based on this share price, the equity value of the total entity was DKK 27.3bn with 

net interest-bearing debt of DKK 2.0bn the EV was DKK 29.4bn. This is equivalent to an EV/EBITDA of 

12.0x and EV/EBIT 13.5x, based on LTM EBITDA and EBIT up until Q3 2010. 

 

 

Figure 42 - Pandora IPO announcement
183
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 Source: Pandora Invest 1 ApS, 2008. Annual report 2008. DK: Pandora Invest 1 ApS 
182

 Source: Pandora Invest 1 ApS, 2009. Annual report 2009. DK: Pandora Invest 1 ApS 
183

 Source: Pandora, 2010. Company announcement – IPO. Pandora [online] 8. Oct. Available at: 
http://www.pandoragroup.com/Media/News/Press%20releases [Accessed 10 Apr. 2011] 
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Axcel is obliged to keep the remaining shares for a minimum of 6 months, These shares have been 

valued as of December 31, 2010. The share price at this date was 336 per share which corresponds to 

a gain of DKK 14.9bn of Axcel’s unrealised shares. 

 

The total cash received and unrealised is therefore the DKK 561mm in dividend in February 2010, the 

DKK 6.2bn in October 2010 (realised) and the DKK 14.9bn in December 2010 (unrealised). The total 

received capital is DKK 21.6bn and corresponds to a money multiple of 46.6x and an IRR of 315%. 
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9.3.3. Example of IRR calculation – BTX group (non-exited company) 

BTX Group is a European focused clothing manufacturer and distributor with 16 individual brands. 

EQT acquired 100% of the shares in BTX Group (formerly known as Brandtex) in May 2005 from the 

previous family owners.  

 

 

Figure 43 - BTX group acquisition announcement
184

 

 

BTX Group had in 2004 revenues of DKK 3.3bn, EBITDA of DKK 152mm and EBIT of DKK 98.9mm.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 44 - BTX group (key figures at acquisition)
185

 

 

The net debt is calculated to DKK 108mm as of December 31, 2004 and this is used as a proxy of Net 

debt at the time of acquisition. 

                                                           
184

 Source: EQT. 2005. Brandtex Group acquired by EQT. EQT [online] 10. May. Available at: 
http://www.eqt.se/en/Media/Container/Brandtex-Group-acquried-by-EQT/ [Accessed 10 Apr. 2011] 

185
 Source: BTX Group, 2005. Annual report 2005. DK: BTX Group 
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Figure 45 - Net debt in BTX group at acquisition
186

 

 

The share capital in BTX Group was acquired by the company Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S 

(“HS24FEB”). In the parent company, investment in subsidiaries is stated with DKK 1.3bn as cost price. 

This is equivalent to the purchase price of the equity in BTX group and hence the proxy entry 

Enterprise value is equal to this value added the above Net debt of DKK 108mm. Total EV amounted to 

DKK 1.4bn with EV/EBITDA multiple of 9.3x and EBIT multiple of 14.2x. 

 

 

Figure 46 - Equity value in BTX group at acquisition
187
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 Source: BTX Group, 2005. Annual report 2005. DK: BTX Group 
187

 Source: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S, 2005. Annual report 2005. DK: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S 
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HS24FEB is the entity just below the IF in EQT, which is based in UK. The capital injection amounted to 

DKK 66.9mm in share capital. However, the capitalisation also comprises a loan form the shareholders 

amounting to DKK 407mm. 

 

 

Figure 47 - Capital injected and shareholder loan (BTX group)
188

 

  

The majority of the shareholder loan is repaid in 2006 (DKK 374mm) and the remaining loan is repaid 

during the remaining ownership period.  

No information about interest rate is detailed in the annual report. As a result, the cash flow returned 

to EQT is calculated as DKK 374mm as of mid-year 2006. 

 

 

Figure 48 - Repayment of shareholder loan (BTX group)
189

 

 

The exit value is calculated based on comparable company valuation. The best suitable peer is the 

listed Danish company ICCompanys. The comparison is based on the companies operating in the same 

                                                           
188

 Source: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S, 2005. Annual report 2005. DK: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S 
189

 Source: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S, 2006. Annual report 2006. DK: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S 
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industry, similar business model and the geographical footprint with the Danish headquarter location. 

Moreover, as ICCompanys have year end in June, the financial figures are adjusted to reflect the same 

period as BTX Group which is the calendar year 2009. The share price is as of December 31, 2009 and 

the valuation is based on the EV/EBITDA multiple of 9.1x, EV/EBIT multiple of 14.9x and P/E multiple 

of 15.7x. By applying these to BTX Group 2009 figures, the calculated EV is in the range from DKK 

843mm to DKK 1.2bn. To minimise risk the median of these three figures are used as the basis of BTX 

valuation, hence the EV is calculated to DKK 891mm and an equity value of DKK 843mm. 

 

 

Figure 49 - Valuation overview - BTX group
190

 

 

Net debt in the parent company, HS24FEB, is DKK 337mm as of 2009 (no cash position). The exit value 

to investors is therefore DKK 506mm (843-337) plus the repaid loan of DKK 407mm, a total of DKK 

913mm. The timing, as discussed above, is DKK 374mm in June 2006 and the remaining in December 

2009.  
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 Source: Own preparation & ICCompanys data 

BTX Group

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

IC Companys 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,865.2   2,051.5   3,621.1   3,434.8        

EBITDA 319.0      264.5      308.8      363.3            

EBIT 262.7      202.1      162.1      222.7            

Net profit 205.3      126.9      109.2      187.6            

Equity 509.1            

Number of shares 16,446,700 

Share price as of December 31, 2009 179.5            

NIBD

Debt 475.1            

Cash and equivalents 114.7-            

Total NIBD 360.4            

Equity value 2,952.2        

NIBD 360.4            

EV 3,312.6        

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

BTX Group EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 9.3x 14.2x 1.7x 19.3x

IC Companys 2009 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

BTX Group 2009 figures 97.7         79.1         147.1      50.6              

NIBD in BTX group 47.3         47.3         47.3         47.3              

Enterprise value 890.5      1,176.3   843.1            

Equity value 843.3      1,129.1   795.9            

Equity value - BTX Group (median) 843.3            

Enterprise value - BTX Group 890.5            
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Figure 50 - Net debt in HS24FEB at exit
191

 

 

The total received capital is DKK 913mm and the capital invested from EQT is DKK 474mm 

corresponding to a money multiple of 1.9x and an IRR of 28%. 
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 Source: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S, 2009. Annual report 2009. DK: Holdingselskabet af 24. februar 2006 A/S 
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9.3.4. Valuation of non-exited companies 

  
Geographical footprint: Nordics (good match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (good match) 

Business model: Franchise and own stores (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordics (ok match) 

Industry: House building and paint (ok match) 

Business model: Building and sales (ok match) 

Ball Group

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

IC Companys 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,865.2          2,051.5    3,621.1    3,434.8               

EBITDA 319.0              264.5       308.8       363.3                  

EBIT 262.7              202.1       162.1       222.7                  

Net profit 205.3              126.9       109.2       187.6                  

Equity 509.1                  

Number of shares 16,446,700.0    

Share price as of December 31, 2009 179.5                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 360.4                  

Equity value 2,952.2               

NIBD 360.4                  

EV 3,312.6               

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Ball Group EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.7x 8.9x 3.0x 14.9x

IC Companys 2009 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

Ball Group 2009 figures 32.3                21.3          42.1          12.9                     

NIBD in Ball group 64.6                64.6          64.6          64.6                     

Enterprise value 294.3              317.4       267.2                  

Equity value 229.8              252.8       202.7                  

Equity value - Ball Group (median) 229.8                  

Enterprise value - Ball Group 294.3                  

HusCompagniet

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

Monberg & Thorsen 2009 valuation

Revenue 5,574.0            

EBITDA 154.0                

EBIT 118.0                

Net profit 103.0                

Equity 1,568.0            

Number of shares 3,585,000.0    

Share price 280.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 157.9                

Equity value 1,003.8            

NIBD 157.9                

EV 1,161.7            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

HusCompagniet EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.8x 7.9x 8.5x 9.1x

Monberg & Thorsen 2009 multiples 7.5x 9.8x 0.6x 9.7x

HusCompagniet 2009 figures 88.2          65.5          19.3          100.4                

NIBD in HusCompagniet 456.4        456.4        456.4        456.4                

Enterprise value 665.0        644.6        1,434.7            

Equity value 208.6        188.2        978.3                

Equity value - HusCompagniet (median) 208.6                

Enterprise value - HusCompagniet 665.0                
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Geographical footprint: Nordics (good match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (good match) 

Business model: Franchise and own stores (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordics (good match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (good match) 

Business model: Franchise and own stores (good match) 

Noa Noa

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

IC Companys 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,865.2    2,051.5    3,621.1    3,434.8            

EBITDA 319.0        264.5        308.8        363.3                

EBIT 262.7        202.1        162.1        222.7                

Net profit 205.3        126.9        109.2        187.6                

Equity 509.1                

Number of shares 16,446,700.0  

Share price 179.5                

NIBD

Total NIBD 360.4                

Equity value 2,952.2            

NIBD 360.4                

EV 3,312.6            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Noa Noa EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.9x 8.1x 11.3x 11.2x

IC Companys 2009 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

Noa Noa 2009 figures 50.9          36.9          111.9        33.8                  

NIBD in Noa Noa 67.4          67.4          67.4          67.4                  

Enterprise value 463.7        549.6        599.4                

Equity value 396.4        482.2        532.1                

Equity value - Noa Noa (median) 482.2                

Enterprise value - Noa Noa 549.6                

Soya Concept

DKKmm

FY2009/10

IC Companys 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 3,495.3            

EBITDA 412.2                

EBIT 282.6                

Net profit 235.8                

Equity 747.2                

-                    

Number of shares 16,446,700.0  

Share price 176.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 250.3                

Equity value 2,894.6            

NIBD 250.3                

EV 3,144.9            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Soya Concept EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.9x 8.1x 11.3x 11.2x

IC Companys 2009/10 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

Soya Concept 2009/10 figures 80.2          79.3          88.6          60.0                  

NIBD in Soya Concept 10.8-          10.8-          10.8-          10.8-                  

Enterprise value 731.5        1,179.2    933.4                

Equity value 742.2        1,189.9    944.2                

Equity value - Soya Concept (median) 944.2                

Enterprise value - Soya Concept 933.4                
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Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: Metal packaging (good match) 

Business model: Producing (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Enzymes and ingredients (weak match) 

Business model: Production and market (good match) 

Glud & Marstrand

GBPmm

FY2009

Rexam 2009 valuation

Revenue 4,866.0            

EBITDA 446.0                

EBIT 401.0                

Net profit 177.0                

Equity 2,322.0            

Number of shares 877,000,000   

Share price 2.9                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 2,532.0            

Equity value 2,548.6            

NIBD 2,532.0            

EV 5,080.6            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Glud & Marstrand EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.4x 11.0x 1.7x 16.7x

Rexam 2009 multiples 11.4x 12.7x 1.1x 14.4x

Glud & Marstrand 2009 figures 120.1        34.7          361.3        17.0                  

NIBD in Glud & Marstrand 180.0        180.0        180.0        180.0                

Enterprise value 1,367.6    440.2        424.5                

Equity value 1,187.6    260.2        244.6                

Equity value - Glud & Marstrand (median) 260.2                

Enterprise value - Glud & Marstrand 440.2                

Ferrosan

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

Danisco 2009 valuation

Revenue 6,688.0    6,583.0    12,991.0  13,096.0          

EBITDA 1,240.0    1,067.0    1,931.0    2,104.0            

EBIT 896.0        727.0        1,233.0    1,402.0            

Net profit 539.0        529.0        131.0        141.0                

Equity 11,870.0  11,870.0          

Number of shares 47,576,433     

Share price 314.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 3,508.0            

Equity value 14,939.0          

NIBD 3,508.0            

EV 18,447.0          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Ferrosan EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 11.1x 15.7x 3.6x 22.5x

Danisco 2009 multiples 8.8x 13.2x 1.3x 106.0x

Ferrosan 2009 figures 220.5        156.6        199.3        30.3                  

NIBD in Ferrosan 494.3        494.3        494.3        494.3                

Enterprise value 1,933.1    2,060.4    

Equity value 1,438.8    1,566.1    

Equity value - Ferrosan (median) 1,502.4            

Enterprise value - Ferrosan 1,996.8            
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Geographical footprint: Sweden (weak match) 

Industry: Food (good match) 

Business model: Preparing food (weak match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Bulk shipping (ok match) 

Business model: Distribution and service (good match) 

Dansk Cater

SEKmm

Q1 - Q3 09/10Q1 - Q3 08/09 FY2009 Q4 '09 - Q3 '10

Rasta Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 323.1        296.1        380.2        407.2                

EBITDA 41.2          34.0          35.1          42.3                  

EBIT 28.1          25.1          23.0          26.1                  

Net profit 12.9          15.4          13.4          10.9                  

Equity 180.4                

Number of shares 627,902,568   

Share price 0.3                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 311.8                

Equity value 163.3                

NIBD 311.8                

EV 475.1                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Dansk Cater EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 9.6x 11.4x 12.0x 14.5x

Rasta Group 2009 multiples 11.2x 18.2x 0.9x 15.0x

Dansk Cater 2009 figures 365.5        310.7        918.2        128.0                

NIBD in Dansk Cater 1,535.6    1,535.6    1,535.6    1,535.6            

Enterprise value 4,107.9    5,666.6    3,449.5            

Equity value 2,572.3    4,131.0    1,913.9            

Equity value - Dansk Cater (median) 2,572.3            

Enterprise value - Dansk Cater 4,107.9            

Wrist Group

EURmm

FY2009

Rubis 2009 valuation

Revenue 951.9                

EBITDA 110.2                

EBIT 76.5                  

Net profit 49.9                  

Equity 505.3                

Number of shares 10,821,744     

Share price 59.6                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 181.1                

Equity value 645.4                

NIBD 181.1                

EV 826.5                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Wrist Group EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.9x 7.6x 2.8x 12.5x

Rubis 2009 multiples 7.5x 10.8x 1.3x 12.9x

Wrist group 2009 figures 352.6      317.9      642.0      158.6                

NIBD in Wrist Group 1,301.9   1,301.9   1,301.9   1,301.9            

Enterprise value 2,643.8   3,434.2   3,354.2            

Equity value 1,341.9   2,132.3   2,052.3            

Equity value - Wrist Group (median) 2,052.3            

Enterprise value - Wrist Group 3,354.2            
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Geographical footprint: Denmark (good match) 

Industry: Entertainment (good match) 

Business model: Customer service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Jewellery (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Legoland

DKKmm

FY2009

Tivoli 2009 valuation

Revenue 574.8                

EBITDA 93.9                  

EBIT 32.0                  

Net profit 15.7                  

Equity 588.0                

Number of shares 5,716,660        

Share price 323.9                

NIBD

Total NIBD 198.3                

Equity value 1,851.6            

NIBD 198.3                

EV 2,049.9            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Legoland EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 12.6x 15.8x 7.6x 18.5x

Tivoli 2009 multiples 21.8x na 3.1x na

Legoland 2009 figures 135.9        107.4        216.0        65.4                  

NIBD in Legoland 161.2        161.2        161.2        161.2                

Enterprise value 2,966.7    

Equity value 2,805.4    

Equity value - Legoland (median) 2,805.4            

Enterprise value - Legoland 2,966.7            

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding A/S

DKKmm

Introduction (Q4 2009 - Q3 2010)

Pandora 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 5,743.0            

EBITDA 2,436.0            

EBIT 2,176.0            

Net profit 1,657.0            

Equity 3,391.0            

Number of shares 130,143,258   

Share price 210.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 2,021.0            

Equity value 27,330.1          

NIBD 2,021.0            

EV 29,351.1          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding A/S EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.6x 9.2x 2.6x 9.3x

Pandora multiples 12.0x 13.5x 8.1x 16.5x

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding A/S 2009 figures20.4          14.2          59.0          6.1                     

NIBD in Aagaard-Bræmer Holding A/S 65.5          65.5          65.5          65.5                  

Enterprise value 245.4        191.4        165.9                

Equity value 179.8        125.9        100.3                

Equity value - Aagaard-Bræmer Holding A/S (median) 125.9                

Enterprise value - Aagaard-Bræmer Holding A/S 191.4                
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Geographical footprint: Europe (good match) 

Industry: Various technology (ok match) 

Business model: Sub contactor (production) (good match) 

Geographical footprint: UK (weak match) 

Industry: Home equipment (good match) 

Business model: Sales (good match) 

K.P. Komponenter

DKKmm

Introduction (Q4 2009 - Q3 2010) FY2008/09

Brdr. Klee 2009 valuation

Revenue 125.5                

EBITDA 3.8                     

EBIT 0.4-                     

Net profit 0.9-                     

Equity 45.1                  

Number of shares 33,070              

Share price 1,230.0            

NIBD

Total NIBD 5.6-                     

Equity value 40.7                  

NIBD 5.6-                     

EV 35.1                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

K.P. Komponenter EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.3x 9.3x 7.9x 10.5x

Brdr. Klee multiples 9.1x na. 0.9x na.

K.P. Komponenter 2009 figures 24.3          5.4            49.5          0.4                     

NIBD in K.P. Komponenter 133.4        133.4        133.4        133.4                

Enterprise value 221.9        

Equity value 88.4          

Equity value - K.P. Komponenter (median) 88.4                  

Enterprise value - K.P. Komponenter 221.9                

Inspiration

GBPmm

FY2009/10

Dunelm 2010 valuation

Revenue 492.8                

EBITDA 86.8                  

EBIT 75.5                  

Net profit 54.4                  

Equity 112.7                

Number of shares 202,311,000   

Share price 3.3                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 15.4-                  

Equity value 658.1                

NIBD 15.4-                  

EV 642.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Inspiration EV and Equity value

Entry multiples na. na. na. na.

Dunelm multiples 7.4x 8.5x 5.8x 12.1x

Inspiration 2009 figures 32.5          6.3            157.9        na.

NIBD in Inspiration 206.6        206.6        206.6        na

Enterprise value 240.4        

Equity value 33.8          

Equity value - Inspiration (median) 33.8                  

Enterprise value - Inspiration 240.4                
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Geographical footprint: Sweden (ok match) 

Industry: IT and ERP (good match) 

Business model: Customer service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Denmark (good match) 

Industry: Wholesale of tools and equipment (ok match) 

Business model: Sales (ok match) 

Scan Jour

SEKmm

H1 2010 H1 2009 FY2009 FY2009/10

Softronic 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 198.7        193.4        374.4        379.6                

EBITDA 22.7          19.8          42.0          44.9                  

EBIT 19.1          16.8          35.6          37.9                  

Net profit 14.2          13.6          26.3          26.9                  

Equity 165.2                

Number of shares 48,714,268     

Share price 7.2                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 53.7-                  

Equity value 348.3                

NIBD 53.7-                  

EV 294.6                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Scan Jour EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.1x 90.9x 6.4x 92.1x

Softronic multiples 6.6x 7.8x 2.1x 12.9x

Scan Jour 2009 figures 12.4          6.4-            28.3          5.0-                     

NIBD in Scan Jour 12.3          12.3          12.3          12.3                  

Enterprise value 81.5          

Equity value 69.3          

Equity value - Scan Jour (median) 69.3                  

Enterprise value - Scan Jour 81.5                  

H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company

DKKmm

FY2009

AO Johansen 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 1,991.1            

EBITDA 65.1                  

EBIT 24.0                  

Net profit 2.7                     

Equity 580.8                

Number of shares 557,020           

Share price 508.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 596.3                

Equity value 283.0                

NIBD 596.3                

EV 879.2                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 14.2x 15.9x 4.1x 20.9x

AO Johansen multiples 13.5x 36.6x 0.5x 103.3x

H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company 2009 figures26.4          23.0          156.0        11.8                  

NIBD in H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company127.8        127.8        127.8        127.8                

Enterprise value 356.5        

Equity value 228.7        

Equity value - H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company (median) 228.7                

Enterprise value - H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company 356.5                
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Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: IT process and strategy (good match) 

Business model: Customer service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordic (ok match) 

Industry: Entrepreneur and system contractor (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Tia Technology

DKKmm

FY2009

CBrain 2009 valuation

Revenue 33.8                  

EBITDA 8.7                     

EBIT 8.6                     

Net profit 6.7                     

Equity 28.4                  

Number of shares 20,000,000     

Share price 5.9                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 20.4-                  

Equity value 118.0                

NIBD 20.4-                  

EV 97.6                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Tia Technology EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.3x 6.3x 9.8x 10.1x

CBrain multiples 11.2x 11.3x 4.2x 17.7x

Tia Technology 2009 figures 13.2          3.4            3.2            2.3                     

NIBD in Tia Technology 18.5-          18.5-          18.5-          18.5-                  

Enterprise value 148.3        

Equity value 166.8        

Equity value - Tia Technology (median) 166.8                

Enterprise value - Tia Technology 148.3                

CF. Nielsen

NOKmm

FY2009

Goodtech 2009 valuation

Revenue 562.0                

EBITDA 27.2                  

EBIT 21.4                  

Net profit 16.5                  

Equity 251.1                

Number of shares 162,765,000   

Share price 2.2                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 86.5-                  

Equity value 349.9                

NIBD 86.5-                  

EV 263.5                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

CF. Nielsen EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 2.7x 3.0x 7.7x 4.5x

Goodtech multiples 9.7x 12.3x 1.4x 21.2x

CF. Nielsen 2009 figures 2.1            0.2            13.8          1.6                     

NIBD in CF. Nielsen 12.5          12.5          12.5          12.5                  

Enterprise value 20.5          2.7            46.6                  

Equity value 8.0            9.8-            34.2                  

Equity value - CF. Nielsen (median) 8.0                     

Enterprise value - CF. Nielsen 20.5                  
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Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Furniture (good match) 

Business model: Own stores and high-end (weak match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Jewellery (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

KA Interiør

DKKmm

FY2009/10

Boconcept 2009 valuation

Revenue 910.2                

EBITDA 51.1                  

EBIT 12.7                  

Net profit 5.3                     

Equity 183.6                

Number of shares 2,719,147        

Share price 210.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 99.7                  

Equity value 571.0                

NIBD 99.7                  

EV 670.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

KA Interiør EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.9x 11.3x 8.3x 14.7x

BoConcept multiples 13.1x 52.9x 3.1x 108.0x

KA Interiør 2009 figures 7.1            2.3            18.7         1.8                     

NIBD in KA Interiør 3.2            3.2            3.2            3.2                     

Enterprise value 93.6         120.5       201.8                

Equity value 90.5         117.3       198.6                

Equity value - KA Interiør (median) 117.3                

Enterprise value - KA Interiør 120.5                

Unika Design

DKKmm

Introduction (Q4 2009 - Q3 2010)

Pandora 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 5,743.0            

EBITDA 2,436.0            

EBIT 2,176.0            

Net profit 1,657.0            

Equity 3,391.0            

Number of shares 130,143,258   

Share price 210.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 2,021.0            

Equity value 27,330.1          

NIBD 2,021.0            

EV 29,351.1          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Unika Design EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.6x 6.1x 6.0x 8.9x

Pandora multiples 12.0x 13.5x 8.1x 16.5x

Unika Design 2009 figures 12.3          10.7          18.3          7.4                     

NIBD in Unika Design 3.1            3.1            3.1            3.1                     

Enterprise value 147.7        143.9        125.1                

Equity value 144.6        140.8        122.0                

Equity value - Unika Design (median) 140.8                

Enterprise value - Unika Design 143.9                
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Minerals, Oil & Gas and Power (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sub contracting (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordics (good match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Svendborg Brakes

GBPmm

Introduction (Q4 2009 - Q3 2010) FY2009

Weir Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,390.2            

EBITDA 249.5                

EBIT 204.7                

Net profit 140.0                

Equity 742.4                

Number of shares 210,300,000   

Share price 7.2                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 159.5                

Equity value 1,508.9            

NIBD 159.5                

EV 1,668.4            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Svendborg Brakes EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 26.8x 28.2x 45.3x 40.3x

Weir multiples 6.7x 8.2x 2.0x 10.8x

Svendborg Brakes 2009 figures 47.0          33.6          288.6       105.4                

NIBD in Svendborg Brakes 19.0          19.0          19.0          19.0                  

Enterprise value 314.6       274.2       1,154.6            

Equity value 295.5       255.2       1,135.5            

Equity value - Svendborg Brakes (median) 295.5                

Enterprise value - Svendborg Brakes 314.6                

BTX Group

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

IC Companys 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,865.2    2,051.5    3,621.1    3,434.8            

EBITDA 319.0        264.5        308.8        363.3                

EBIT 262.7        202.1        162.1        222.7                

Net profit 205.3        126.9        109.2        187.6                

Equity 509.1                

Number of shares 16,446,700     

Share price as of December 31, 2009 179.5                

NIBD

Total NIBD 360.4                

Equity value 2,952.2            

NIBD 360.4                

EV 3,312.6            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

BTX Group EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 9.3x 14.2x 1.7x 19.3x

IC Companys 2009 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

BTX Group 2009 figures 97.7          79.1          147.1        50.6                  

NIBD in BTX group 47.3          47.3          47.3          47.3                  

Enterprise value 890.5        1,176.3    843.1                

Equity value 843.3        1,129.1    795.9                

Equity value - BTX Group (median) 843.3                

Enterprise value - BTX Group 890.5                
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Tools for pharmaceutical sector (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Fibre, offshore and TWM (weak match) 

Business model: Production and service (ok match) 

Dako A/S

SEKmm

FY2009

Biotage ab 2009 valuation

Revenue 394.1                

EBITDA 25.2                  

EBIT 10.1-                  

Net profit 9.8-                     

Equity 1,089.0            

Number of shares 88,262,934     

Share price 7.1                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 356.4-                

Equity value 626.7                

NIBD 356.4-                

EV 270.3                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Dako A/S EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 96.2x 130.4x 13.1x (78.9x)

Biotage multiples 10.7x (26.7x) 0.6x (63.8x)

Dako A/S 2009 figures 451.1        184.8        2,798.9    119.8-                

NIBD in Dako A/S 4,074.2    4,074.2    4,074.2    4,074.2            

Enterprise value 4,837.2    

Equity value 763.0        

Equity value - Dako A/S (median) 763.0                

Enterprise value - Dako A/S 4,837.2            

Cimbria

DKKmm

FY2009

Roblon 2009 valuation

Revenue 201.7                

EBITDA 37.8                  

EBIT 27.8                  

Net profit 23.5                  

Equity 190.5                

Number of shares 307,635           

Share price 619.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 20.7-                  

Equity value 190.4                

NIBD 20.7-                  

EV 169.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Cimbria EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.9x 7.2x 4.7x 18.6x

Roblon multiples 4.5x 6.1x 1.0x 8.1x

Cimbria 2009 figures 87.0          38.5          312.5        11.0                  

NIBD in Cimbria 181.0        181.0        181.0        181.0                

Enterprise value 390.2        235.2        270.0                

Equity value 209.2        54.2          89.0                  

Equity value - Cimbria (median) 89.0                  

Enterprise value - Cimbria 270.0                
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Geographical footprint: Nordics (ok match) 

Industry: Furniture (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordics (ok match) 

Industry: Furniture (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Haslev Maskinsnedkeri

SEKmm

FY2009/10

Lammhults Design Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 840.8                

EBITDA 60.7                  

EBIT 44.6                  

Net profit 27.2                  

Equity 395.1                

Number of shares 8,448,104        

Share price 49.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 116.2                

Equity value 416.5                

NIBD 116.2                

EV 532.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Haslev Maskinsnedkeri EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 4.8x 5.2x 3.0x 7.0x

Lammhults multiples 8.8x 11.9x 1.1x 15.3x

Haslev Maskinsnedkeri 2009 figures 7.6            4.1            31.9          3.2                     

NIBD in Haslev Maskinsnedkeri 14.8          14.8          14.8          14.8                  

Enterprise value 66.6          49.4          64.3                  

Equity value 51.8          34.6          49.5                  

Equity value - Haslev Maskinsnedkeri (median) 49.5                  

Enterprise value - Haslev Maskinsnedkeri 64.3                  

Hurup Møbelfabrik

SEKmm

FY2009/10

Lammhults Design Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 840.8                

EBITDA 60.7                  

EBIT 44.6                  

Net profit 27.2                  

Equity 395.1                

Number of shares 8,448,104        

Share price 49.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 116.2                

Equity value 416.5                

NIBD 116.2                

EV 532.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Hurup Møbelfabrik EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.9x 7.4x 3.7x 9.8x

Lammhults multiples 8.8x 11.9x 1.1x 15.3x

Hurup Møbelfabrik 2009 figures 5.7            3.9            29.0          2.1                     

NIBD in Hurup Møbelfabrik 15.3          15.3          15.3          15.3                  

Enterprise value 49.7          47.1          47.5                  

Equity value 34.5          31.8          32.2                  

Equity value - Hurup Møbelfabrik (median) 32.2                  

Enterprise value - Hurup Møbelfabrik 47.5                  
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Lighting (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: UK (weak match) 

Industry: Bakery and food (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Riegens

SEKmm

FY2009

Fagerhult 2009 valuation

Revenue 2,436.3            

EBITDA 179.0                

EBIT 104.2                

Net profit 74.0                  

Equity 717.4                

Number of shares 12,612,000     

Share price 127.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 305.2                

Equity value 1,601.7            

NIBD 305.2                

EV 1,906.9            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Riegens EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 11.5x 22.5x 3.6x 30.2x

Fagerhult multiples 10.7x 18.3x 2.2x 21.6x

Riegens 2009 figures 4.0            4.6-            36.5          5.1-                     

NIBD in Riegens 51.5          51.5          51.5          51.5                  

Enterprise value 42.6          

Equity value 8.8-            

Equity value - Riegens (median) 8.8-                     

Enterprise value - Riegens 42.6                  

Lagkagehuset

GBPmm

H2 2009 H22008H2 - H1 2009 FY2009

Finsbury food group 2009 valuation

Revenue 82.9          89.1          178.9        172.7                

EBITDA 4.4            4.7            10.4          10.1                  

EBIT 3.0            3.3            7.6            7.4                     

Net profit 1.3            1.4            3.8            3.7                     

Equity 39.1                  

Number of shares 52,692,091     

Share price 0.2                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 48.1                  

Equity value 10.8                  

NIBD 48.1                  

EV 58.9                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Lagkagehuset EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 10.3x 12.0x 15.9x 16.5x

Finsbury food group multiples 5.8x 8.0x 0.3x 2.9x

Lagkagehuset 2009 figures 24.3          16.9          35.0          12.3                  

NIBD in Lagkagehuset 9.1            9.1            9.1            9.1                     

Enterprise value 141.4        134.7        45.1                  

Equity value 132.3        125.6        36.0                  

Equity value - Lagkagehuset (median) 125.6                

Enterprise value - Lagkagehuset 134.7                
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Geographical footprint: USA (weak match) 

Industry: Food and toys for pets (ok match) 

Business model: Production and wholesale (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Insulation (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Arovit Petfood

USDmm

FY2010

Ourpet's 2010 valuation

Revenue 17.1                  

EBITDA 1.7                     

EBIT 1.2                     

Net profit 1.0                     

Equity 5.0                     

Number of shares 19,102,046     

Share price 1.0                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 4.3                     

Equity value 19.1                  

NIBD 4.3                     

EV 23.4                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Arovit Petfood EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 4.0x 10.5x 0.6x 19.0x

Ourpet's multiples 13.7x 19.1x 3.8x 19.4x

Arovit Petfood 2009 figures 45.0          6.3-            274.8       3.1                     

NIBD in Arovit Petfood 255.6       255.6       255.6       255.6                

Enterprise value 616.0       

Equity value 360.4       

Equity value - Arovit Petfood (median) 360.4                

Enterprise value - Arovit Petfood 616.0                

IcoPal

USDmm

FY2009

Rockwool 2009 valuation

Revenue 11,168.0          

EBITDA 1,529.0            

EBIT 576.0                

Net profit 350.0                

Equity 8,228.0            

Number of shares 21,600,000     

Share price 620.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 34.0                  

Equity value 13,392.0          

NIBD 34.0                  

EV 13,426.0          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

IcoPal EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 12.0x 15.6x 7.0x 22.2x

Finsbury food group multiples 8.8x 23.3x 1.6x 38.3x

IcoPal 2009 figures 598.0        195.0        1,269.0    632.0-                

NIBD in IcoPal 4,924.0    4,924.0    4,924.0    4,924.0            

Enterprise value 5,251.0    

Equity value 327.0        

Equity value - IcoPal (median) 327.0                

Enterprise value - IcoPal 5,251.0            
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Geographical footprint: UK (weak match) 

Industry: Steel structures (ok match) 

Business model: Production and service (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Air installations (good match) 

Business model: Production and service (good match) 

SkanDek

GBPmm

FY2009

Severfeld-Rowen 2009 valuation

Revenue 349.4                

EBITDA 57.4                  

EBIT 45.1                  

Net profit 31.3                  

Equity 132.5                

Number of shares 89,048,692     

Share price 1.7                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 3.0-                     

Equity value 154.1                

NIBD 3.0-                     

EV 151.1                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

SkanDek EV and Equity value

Entry multiples (8.7x) (5.4x) 8.1x (1.1x)

Finsbury food group multiples 2.6x 3.4x 1.2x 4.9x

SkanDek 2009 figures 4.6            0.7            16.9          0.0                     

NIBD in SkanDek 15.6          15.6          15.6          15.6                  

Enterprise value 12.1          

Equity value 3.5-            

Equity value - SkanDek (median) 3.5-                     

Enterprise value - SkanDek 12.1                  

KE Fibertec

SEKmm

FY2009

Systemair AB 2009 valuation

Revenue 3,210.1            

EBITDA 322.3                

EBIT 233.1                

Net profit 152.8                

Equity 1,142.5            

Number of shares 52,000,000     

Share price 60.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 793.5                

Equity value 3,120.0            

NIBD 793.5                

EV 3,913.5            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

KE Fibertec EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.2x 6.6x 2.3x 6.9x

Finsbury food group multiples 12.1x 16.8x 2.7x 20.4x

KE Fibertec 2009 figures 4.3            2.8            12.2          1.8-                     

NIBD in KE Fibertec 15.2          15.2          15.2          15.2                  

Enterprise value 52.0          47.2          

Equity value 36.8          32.0          

Equity value - KE Fibertec (median) 34.4                  

Enterprise value - KE Fibertec 49.6                  
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Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (good match) 

Business model: Production and design (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Furniture industry (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

United Textile Group

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

IC Companys 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,865.2    2,051.5    3,621.1    3,434.8            

EBITDA 319.0        264.5        308.8        363.3                

EBIT 262.7        202.1        162.1        222.7                

Net profit 205.3        126.9        109.2        187.6                

Equity 509.1                

Number of shares 16,446,700     

Share price as of December 31, 2009 179.5                

NIBD

Total NIBD 360.4                

Equity value 2,952.2            

NIBD 360.4                

EV 3,312.6            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

United Textile Group EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.5x 6.9x 2.0x 9.2x

IC Companys 2009 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

United Textile Group 2009 figures 23.7          19.2          35.4          14.4                  

NIBD in UTG 16.3          16.3          16.3          16.3                  

Enterprise value 216.0        285.4        242.7                

Equity value 199.7        269.0        226.4                

Equity value - United Textile Group (median) 226.4                

Enterprise value - United Textile Group 242.7                

Cane-Line and Sika

DKKmm

FY2009/10

Boconcept 2009 valuation

Revenue 910.2                

EBITDA 51.1                  

EBIT 12.7                  

Net profit 5.3                     

Equity 183.6                

Number of shares 2,719,147        

Share price 210.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 99.7                  

Equity value 571.0                

NIBD 99.7                  

EV 670.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Cane-Line and Sika EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 9.2x 9.3x 9.3x 14.0x

BoConcept multiples 13.1x 52.9x 3.1x 108.0x

Cane-Line and Sika 2009 figures 31.9          2.5            141.7        18.3-                  

NIBD in Cane-Line and Sika 356.2        356.2        356.2        356.2                

Enterprise value 418.2        

Equity value 62.0          

Equity value - Cane-Line and Sika (median) 62.0                  

Enterprise value - Cane-Line and Sika 418.2                
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Piping industry (good match) 

Business model: Production (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Dry cargo (ok match) 

Business model: Operating shipping (good match) 

Logstor

USDmm

FY2009

Tenaris 2009 valuation

Revenue 8,149.3            

EBITDA 2,318.5            

EBIT 1,813.6            

Net profit 1,161.6            

Equity 9,092.2            

Number of shares 590,268,000   

Share price as of December 31, 2009 42.7                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 96.1-                  

Equity value 25,174.9          

NIBD 96.1-                  

EV 25,078.9          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Logstor EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 10.8x 14.5x 5.4x 21.8x

Tenaris 2009 multiples 10.8x 13.8x 2.8x 21.7x

Logstor 2009 figures 235.1        78.8          601.6        70.4-                  

NIBD in Logstor 1,394.3    1,394.3    1,394.3    1,394.3            

Enterprise value 2,543.3    

Equity value 1,148.9    

Equity value - Logstor (median) 1,148.9            

Enterprise value - Logstor 2,543.3            

Unifeeder

USDmm

FY2009

Dampskibsselskabet Norden 2009 valuation

Revenue 403.2                

EBITDA 119.6                

EBIT 44.5                  

Net profit 43.5                  

Equity 419.8                

Number of shares 59,500,000     

Share price 5.7                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 1,282.8            

Equity value 340.3                

NIBD 1,282.8            

EV 1,623.1            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Unifeeder EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 11.6x 11.8x 18.9x 11.1x

Dampskibsselskabet multiples 13.6x 36.5x 0.8x 7.8x

Unifeeder 2009 figures 321.6      318.1       259.5      311.1                

NIBD in Unifeeder 127.5-      127.5-       127.5-      127.5-                

Enterprise value 4,364.3   2,309.4            

Equity value 4,491.8   2,436.9            

Equity value - Unifeeder (median) 3,464.3            

Enterprise value - Unifeeder 3,336.8            
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Geographical footprint: Global (Good match) 

Industry: Toys (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Pharmaceuticals (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Kompan

GBPmm

FY2009

Hornby 2009 valuation

Revenue 61.6                  

EBITDA 11.6                  

EBIT 6.9                     

Net profit 4.2                     

Equity 31.6                  

Number of shares 38,351,000     

Share price 1.4                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 15.9                  

Equity value 53.7                  

NIBD 15.9                  

EV 69.5                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Kompan EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.6x 14.5x 4.9x (20.9x)

Dampskibsselskabet multiples 6.0x 10.1x 1.7x 12.7x

Kompan 2009 figures 167.7        111.9        400.1        67.0                  

NIBD in Kompan 383.0        383.0        383.0        383.0                

Enterprise value 1,006.8    1,128.2    1,237.5            

Equity value 623.9        745.2        854.5                

Equity value - Kompan (median) 745.2                

Enterprise value - Kompan 1,128.2            

Nycomed

DKKmm

FY2009

Novo Nordisk 2009 valuation

Revenue 51,078.0          

EBITDA 17,484.0          

EBIT 14,933.0          

Net profit 10,768.0          

Equity 35,734.0          

Number of shares 604,323,000   

Share price 332.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 9,452.0-            

Equity value 200,635.2        

NIBD 9,452.0-            

EV 191,183.2        

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Nycomed EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 14.9x 35.6x 2.3x (227.3x)

Novo Nordisk multiples 10.9x 12.8x 5.6x 18.6x

Nycomed 2009 figures 7,443.6    2,145.2    11,176.4 1,690.9            

NIBD in Nycomed 35,354.0 35,354.0 35,354.0 35,354.0          

Enterprise value 81,394.3 66,860.3          

Equity value 46,040.3 31,506.3          

Equity value - Nycomed (median) 38,773.3          

Enterprise value - Nycomed 74,127.3          
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Geographical footprint: Global (weak match) 

Industry: IT solutions (good match) 

Business model: Develop and service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: Industrial solutions (weak match) 

Business model: Develop and service (ok match) 

EG A/S

DKKmm

FY2009

SimCorp 2009 valuation

Revenue 180.4                

EBITDA 44.1                  

EBIT 39.7                  

Net profit 26.9                  

Equity 75.7                  

Number of shares 4,532,119        

Share price 130.9                

NIBD

Total NIBD 44.3-                  

Equity value 593.1                

NIBD 44.3-                  

EV 548.8                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

EG A/S EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.9x 12.5x 1.8x 9.8x

SimCorp multiples 12.4x 13.8x 7.8x 22.0x

EG A/S 2009 figures 75.2          44.3          230.8        27.8                  

NIBD in EG A/S 143.2        143.2        143.2        143.2                

Enterprise value 935.3        612.5        755.7                

Equity value 792.1        469.3        612.5                

Equity value - EG A/S (median) 612.5                

Enterprise value - EG A/S 755.7                

QUBIQA

EURmm

H1 2010 H1 2009 FY2009 H2 '09 - H1 '10

Ettaplan 2009 valuation

Revenue 51.6          54.8          98.7          95.6                  

EBITDA 3.7            2.4-            2.0-            4.1                    

EBIT 3.0            3.2-            3.6-            2.6                    

Net profit 1.9            2.6-            3.3-            1.2                    

Equity 26.3                  

Number of shares 19,699,780     

Share price 3.0                    

NIBD

Total NIBD 8.0                    

Equity value 59.1                  

NIBD 8.0                    

EV 67.1                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

QUBIQA EV and Equity value

Entry multiples (17.5x) (5.2x) (19.4x) (2.7x)

Ettaplan multiples 16.4x 26.0x 2.2x 49.5x

QUBIQA 2009 figures 13.3          3.5            56.2          1.6-                    

NIBD in QUBIQA 139.4        139.4        139.4        139.4                

Enterprise value 218.4        90.8          

Equity value 79.0          48.5-          

Equity value - QUBIQA (median) 15.2                  

Enterprise value - QUBIQA 154.6                
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Food processing (good match) 

Business model: Production and service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Sweden (ok match) 

Industry: Head hunting (ok match) 

Business model: Service (good match) 

Haarslev

EURmm

FY2009

Marel 2009 valuation

Revenue 434.8                

EBITDA 47.4                  

EBIT 24.8                  

Net profit 11.8-                  

Equity 323.8                

Number of shares 730,291,247   

Share price 62.4                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 375.7                

Equity value 185.3                

NIBD 375.7                

EV 560.9                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Haarslev EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.2x 7.9x 3.3x 11.4x

Marel multiples 11.8x 22.7x 0.6x (15.7x)

Haarslev 2009 figures 57.7          16.3          225.7       19.1-                  

NIBD in Haarslev 401.4       401.4       401.4       401.4                

Enterprise value 682.4       369.6       

Equity value 281.0       31.7-          

Equity value - Haarslev (median) 124.6                

Enterprise value - Haarslev 526.0                

Transmedica

SEKmm

FY2009

Uniflex AB 2009 valuation

Revenue 684.8                

EBITDA 16.3                  

EBIT 16.0                  

Net profit 11.2                  

Equity 43.9                  

Number of shares 3,388,038        

Share price 87.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 16.7-                  

Equity value 294.8                

NIBD 16.7-                  

EV 278.1                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Transmedica EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 16.7x 37.2x 126.5x 71.6x

Uniflex AB multiples 17.1x 17.3x 6.7x 26.4x

Transmedica 2009 figures 9.3            5.8            99.1          3.0-                     

NIBD in Transmedica 234.6        234.6        234.6        234.6                

Enterprise value 159.1        101.4        155.7                

Equity value 75.4-          133.2-        78.8-                  

Equity value - Transmedica (median) 78.8-                  

Enterprise value - Transmedica 155.7                
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Geographical footprint: Global (weak match) 

Industry: heat, fluid and separation industries (ok match) 

Business model: Production and service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Norway (ok match) 

Industry: Publishing and other (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Hydra Tech

SEKmm

FY2009

Alfa Laval 2009 valuation

Revenue 26,039.0          

EBITDA 4,976.0            

EBIT 4,030.0            

Net profit 2,710.0            

Equity 12,229.0          

Number of shares 422,039,466   

Share price 99.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 1,599.0            

Equity value 41,781.9          

NIBD 1,599.0            

EV 43,380.9          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Hydra Tech EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.4x 7.0x 5.6x 7.7x

Alfa Laval multiples 8.7x 10.8x 3.4x 15.4x

Hydra Tech 2009 figures 98.4          63.8          220.2        33.0                  

NIBD in Hydra Tech 275.3        275.3        275.3        275.3                

Enterprise value 857.4        686.8        784.6                

Equity value 582.1        411.4        509.3                

Equity value - Hydra Tech (median) 509.3                

Enterprise value - Hydra Tech 784.6                

Color Print

NOKmm

FY2009

Polaris Media 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,608.7            

EBITDA 141.0                

EBIT 28.6                  

Net profit 30.9                  

Equity 634.2                

Number of shares 48,897,418     

Share price 22.5                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 752.3                

Equity value 1,100.2            

NIBD 752.3                

EV 1,852.4            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Color Print EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.4x 18.6x 3.7x 18.9x

Polaris Media multiples 13.1x 64.8x 1.7x 35.6x

Color Print 2009 figures 50.1          90.5-          303.9       108.6-                

NIBD in Color Print 539.0       539.0       539.0       539.0                

Enterprise value 657.9       

Equity value 118.9       

Equity value - Color Print (median) 118.9                

Enterprise value - Color Print 657.9                
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Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: Animal nutrition and fish food (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Insulation (good match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Hamlet Protein

EURmm

FY2009

Nutreco 2009 valuation

Revenue 4,511.7            

EBITDA 231.8                

EBIT 157.9                

Net profit 93.0                  

Equity 730.2                

Number of shares 34,603,000     

Share price 39.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 222.9                

Equity value 1,359.6            

NIBD 222.9                

EV 1,582.5            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Hamlet Protein EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.6x 8.5x 6.6x 9.3x

Polaris Media multiples 6.8x 10.0x 1.9x 14.6x

Hamlet Protein 2009 figures 10.6          14.2-          51.2          20.0-                  

NIBD in Hamlet Protein 231.7        231.7        231.7        231.7                

Enterprise value 72.5          

Equity value 159.2-        

Equity value - Hamlet Protein (median) 159.2-                

Enterprise value - Hamlet Protein 72.5                  

Skamol

DKKmm

FY2009

Rockwool 2009 valuation

Revenue 11,168.0          

EBITDA 1,529.0            

EBIT 576.0                

Net profit 350.0                

Equity 8,228.0            

Number of shares 21,600,000     

Share price 620.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 34.0                  

Equity value 13,392.0          

NIBD 34.0                  

EV 13,426.0          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Skamol EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.6x 22.1x 1.6x 9.5x

Rockwool multiples 8.8x 23.3x 1.6x 38.3x

Skamol 2009 figures 24.1          2.2            117.9        5.5-                     

NIBD in Skamol 202.0        202.0        202.0        202.0                

Enterprise value 211.6        

Equity value 9.7            

Equity value - Skamol (median) 9.7                     

Enterprise value - Skamol 211.6                
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Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (good match) 

Business model: Sale and design (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (weak match) 

Business model: Sale and design (ok match) 

PWT

DKKmm

FY2009/10

Kappahl 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 5,110.7            

EBITDA 785.0                

EBIT 551.0                

Net profit 402.0                

Equity 742.7                

Number of shares 75,040,000     

Share price 53.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 1,865.1            

Equity value 3,977.1            

NIBD 1,865.1            

EV 5,842.2            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

PWT EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 15.8x 18.0x 7.8x 24.8x

Kappahl multiples 7.4x 10.6x 5.4x 9.9x

PWT 2009 figures 77.0          16.0          471.4        17.4-                  

NIBD in PWT 490.6        490.6        490.6        490.6                

Enterprise value 573.1        

Equity value 82.5          

Equity value - PWT (median) 82.5                  

Enterprise value - PWT 573.1                

Babysam

DKKmm

FY2009/10

Kappahl 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 5,110.7            

EBITDA 785.0                

EBIT 551.0                

Net profit 402.0                

Equity 742.7                

Number of shares 75,040,000     

Share price 53.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 1,865.1            

Equity value 3,977.1            

NIBD 1,865.1            

EV 5,842.2            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Babysam EV and Equity value

Entry multiples

Kappahl multiples 7.4x 10.6x 5.4x 9.9x

Babysam 2009 figures 16.4          21.8-          309.4        38.0-                  

NIBD in Babysam 175.1        175.1        175.1        175.1                

Enterprise value 122.0        

Equity value 53.1-          

Equity value - Babysam (median) 53.1-                  

Enterprise value - Babysam 122.0                
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Printing solutions (ok match) 

Business model: Production and service (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (ok match) 

Business model: Sale and design (ok match) 

Contex

USDmm

FY2009

Kofax 2009 valuation

Revenue 342.4                

EBITDA 26.2                  

EBIT 15.1                  

Net profit 7.6                     

Equity 179.3                

Number of shares 84,700,000     

Share price 2.4                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 55.5-                  

Equity value 201.6                

NIBD 55.5-                  

EV 146.1                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Contex EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 9.2x 9.9x 6.5x 12.4x

Aqeri multiples 5.6x 9.7x 1.1x 26.5x

Contex 2009 figures 56.3          4.0            748.9        41.1-                  

NIBD in Contex 543.4        543.4        543.4        543.4                

Enterprise value 314.6        

Equity value 228.8-        

Equity value - Contex (median) 228.8-                

Enterprise value - Contex 314.6                

Ticket To Heaven

DKKmm

FY2009

Kappahl 2009 valuation

Revenue 5,110.7            

EBITDA 785.0                

EBIT 551.0                

Net profit 402.0                

Equity 742.7                

Number of shares 75,040,000     

Share price 53.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 1,865.1            

Equity value 3,977.1            

NIBD 1,865.1            

EV 5,842.2            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Ticket To Heaven EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 30.2x 41.2x 21.5x 129.2x

Kappahl multiples 7.4x 10.6x 5.4x 9.9x

Ticket To Heaven 2009 figures 2.6            0.8            13.1          0.7-                     

NIBD in Ticket To Heaven 1.1            1.1            1.1            1.1                     

Enterprise value 19.6          8.5            

Equity value 18.5          7.4            

Equity value - Ticket To Heaven (median) 12.9                  

Enterprise value - Ticket To Heaven 14.0                  
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Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Data centres (ok match) 

Business model: Production and service (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Communication solutions (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (ok match) 

Mach

GBPmm

FY2009

Tele City Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 169.4                

EBITDA 63.9                  

EBIT 39.1                  

Net profit 34.7                  

Equity 211.0                

Number of shares 197,815,000   

Share price 3.8                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 59.8                  

Equity value 757.6                

NIBD 59.8                  

EV 817.5                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Mach EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 11.2x 15.7x 8.7x 20.6x

Tele City Group multiples 12.8x 20.9x 3.6x 21.8x

Mach 2009 figures 132.2        86.2          265.4        69.8                  

NIBD in Mach 41.9          41.9          41.9          41.9                  

Enterprise value 1,691.4    1,801.4    1,564.0            

Equity value 1,649.5    1,759.5    1,522.1            

Equity value - Mach (median) 1,649.5            

Enterprise value - Mach 1,691.4            

Danelec Electronics A/S

DKKmm

FY2009

Thrane & Thrane 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,051.0            

EBITDA 257.2                

EBIT 114.4                

Net profit 58.9                  

Equity 864.1                

Number of shares 5,662,744        

Share price 187.5                

NIBD

Total NIBD 48.3-                  

Equity value 1,061.8            

NIBD 48.3-                  

EV 1,013.5            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Danelec Electronics A/S EV and Equity value

Entry multiples (70.6x) (16.4x) 1.4x (17.9x)

Thrane & Thrane multiples 3.9x 8.9x 1.2x 18.0x

Danelec Electronics A/S 2009 figures 3.1            0.0            8.0            1.1-                     

NIBD in Danelec Electronics A/S 12.4          12.4          12.4          12.4                  

Enterprise value 12.3          0.4            

Equity value 0.1-            12.0-          

Equity value - Danelec Electronics A/S (median) 6.1-                     

Enterprise value - Danelec Electronics A/S 6.3                     
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Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: Insulation (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: IT (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (ok match) 

Dan-lso

DKKmm

FY2009

Rockwool 2009 valuation

Revenue 11,168.0          

EBITDA 1,529.0            

EBIT 576.0                

Net profit 350.0                

Equity 8,228.0            

Number of shares 21,600,000     

Share price 620.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 34.0                  

Equity value 13,392.0          

NIBD 34.0                  

EV 13,426.0          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Dan-lso EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 2.8x 3.1x 2.6x 4.1x

Finsbury food group multiples 8.8x 23.3x 1.6x 38.3x

Dan-lso 2009 figures 3.2            2.6            5.8            1.8                     

NIBD in Dan-lso 3.1            3.1            3.1            3.1                     

Enterprise value 27.9          59.9          71.8                  

Equity value 24.7          56.8          68.7                  

Equity value - Dan-lso (median) 56.8                  

Enterprise value - Dan-lso 59.9                  

Despec Nordic

SEKmm

FY2009

Jeeves AB 2009 valuation

Revenue 181.6                

EBITDA 28.4                  

EBIT 14.3                  

Net profit 10.1                  

Equity 58.4                  

Number of shares 2,839,615        

Share price 56.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 29.4-                  

Equity value 159.7                

NIBD 29.4-                  

EV 130.4                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Despec Nordic EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 6.5x 7.0x 1.1x 6.4x

Jeeves AB multiples 4.6x 9.1x 2.7x 15.9x

Despec Nordic 2009 figures 19.8          13.9          10.0          8.0                     

NIBD in Despec Nordic 120.3        120.3        120.3        120.3                

Enterprise value 91.2          126.3        246.6                

Equity value 29.1-          6.1            126.4                

Equity value - Despec Nordic (median) 6.1                     

Enterprise value - Despec Nordic 126.3                
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Geographical footprint: Global (weak match) 

Industry: heat, fluid and separation industries (ok match) 

Business model: Production and service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (weak match) 

Industry: Paper (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Bila A/S

SEKmm

FY2009 Q1 - Q3 2009 Q1 - Q3 2010 LTM Q3 2010

Alfa Laval 2009 valuation

Revenue 26,039.0      19,483.0      17,551.0      24,107.0          

EBITDA 4,976.0         3,717.0         3,651.0         4,910.0            

EBIT 4,030.0         2,975.0         3,139.0         4,194.0            

Net profit 2,710.0         2,086.0         2,189.0         2,813.0            

Equity 12,585.0          

Number of shares 419,456,315   

Share price 115.8                

NIBD

Total NIBD 858.0                

Equity value 48,573.0          

NIBD 858.0                

EV 49,431.0          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Bila A/S EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 30.0x 126.9x 6.1x 88.8x

Alfa Laval multiples 10.1x 11.8x 3.9x 17.3x

Bila A/S 2009 figures 9.7                 5.3                 27.9               2.1                     

NIBD in Bila A/S 31.8               31.8               31.8               31.8                  

Enterprise value 97.4               62.9               68.4                  

Equity value 65.6               31.1               36.6                  

Equity value - Bila A/S (median) 36.6                  

Enterprise value - Bila A/S 68.4                  

Dansk Mink Papir

NOKmm

FY2009

Norske Skog 2009 valuation

Revenue 20,362.0          

EBITDA 2,185.0            

EBIT 280.0-                

Net profit 1,400.0-            

Equity 12,015.0          

Number of shares 189,663,000   

Share price 9.6                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 10,671.0          

Equity value 1,811.3            

NIBD 10,671.0          

EV 12,482.3          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Dansk Mink Papir EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 7.8x 10.9x 5.5x 13.4x

Norske Skog multiples 5.7x (44.6x) 0.2x (1.3x)

Dansk Mink Papir 2009 figures 13.2          0.7-            6.3-            9.9                     

NIBD in Dansk Mink Papir 144.3        144.3        144.3        144.3                

Enterprise value 75.7          

Equity value 68.7-          

Equity value - Dansk Mink Papir (median) 68.7-                  

Enterprise value - Dansk Mink Papir 75.7                  
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Geographical footprint: UK (weak match) 

Industry: Building service contractor (good match) 

Business model: Customer service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: UK (weak match) 

Industry: Home equipment (weak match) 

Business model: Service and sales (good match) 

Glenco

GBPmm

FY2009

T. CLarke 2009 valuation

Revenue 177.6                

EBITDA 8.1                     

EBIT 6.8                     

Net profit 4.0                     

Equity 20.5                  

Number of shares 39,947,889     

Share price 1.4                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 3.2-                     

Equity value 53.9                  

NIBD 3.2-                     

EV 50.8                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Glenco EV and Equity value

Entry multiples

T. Clarke multiples 6.3x 7.5x 2.6x 13.5x

Glenco 2009 figures 22.1          16.5          36.0          10.6                  

NIBD in Glenco 15.1-          15.1-          15.1-          15.1-                  

Enterprise value 139.5        123.8        127.6                

Equity value 154.6        138.9        142.7                

Equity value - Glenco (median) 142.7                

Enterprise value - Glenco 127.6                

Jydsk Planteservice

GBPmm

FY2009

Dunelm 2010 valuation

Revenue 492.8                

EBITDA 86.8                  

EBIT 75.5                  

Net profit 54.4                  

Equity 112.7                

Number of shares 202,311,000   

Share price 3.3                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 15.4-                  

Equity value 658.1                

NIBD 15.4-                  

EV 642.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Jydsk Planteservice EV and Equity value

Entry multiples

Dunelm multiples 7.4x 8.5x 5.8x 12.1x

Jydsk Planteservice 2009 figures 5.3            

NIBD in Jydsk Planteservice 20.5          20.5          20.5          20.5                  

Enterprise value 39.5          

Equity value 19.0          

Equity value - Jydsk Planteservice (median) 19.0                  

Enterprise value - Jydsk Planteservice 39.5                  
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Geographical footprint: UK (weak match) 

Industry: Food, fuel and feed transportation (good match) 

Business model: Service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Medical products (ok match) 

Business model: Production (good match) 

ABL Food

GBPmm

FY2009

NWF Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 379.8                

EBITDA 12.3                  

EBIT 9.0                     

Net profit 4.9                     

Equity 23.6                  

Number of shares 46,931,000     

Share price 0.9                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 26.7                  

Equity value 39.9                  

NIBD 26.7                  

EV 66.6                  

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

ABL Food EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 13.3x 15.4x 5.2x 31.6x

NWF multiples 5.4x 7.4x 1.7x 8.1x

ABL Food 2009 figures 4.0            3.5            6.7            1.7                     

NIBD in ABL Food 11.7          11.7          11.7          11.7                  

Enterprise value 21.8          25.9          25.8                  

Equity value 10.1          14.2          14.1                  

Equity value - ABL Food (median) 14.1                  

Enterprise value - ABL Food 25.8                  

R82

DKKmm

FY2009

Coloplast 2009 valuation

Revenue 8,820.0            

EBITDA 2,024.0            

EBIT 1,475.0            

Net profit 883.0                

Equity 2,850.0            

Number of shares 42,600,000     

Share price 426.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 1,949.0            

Equity value 18,147.6          

NIBD 1,949.0            

EV 20,096.6          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

R82 EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.4x 11.8x 2.6x 12.1x

NWF multiples 9.9x 13.6x 6.4x 20.6x

R82 2009 figures 37.9          25.8          87.5          16.9                  

NIBD in R82 18.4          18.4          18.4          18.4                  

Enterprise value 376.1        351.8        365.5                

Equity value 357.8        333.4        347.1                

Equity value - R82 (median) 347.1                

Enterprise value - R82 365.5                
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Clothing industry (weak match) 

Business model: Production and design (ok match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordics (good match) 

Industry: Furniture (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Vernal A/S

DKKmm

H1 09/10 H1 08/09 2008/09 FY2009

IC Companys 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,865.2    2,051.5    3,621.1    3,434.8            

EBITDA 319.0        264.5        308.8        363.3                

EBIT 262.7        202.1        162.1        222.7                

Net profit 205.3        126.9        109.2        187.6                

Equity 509.1                

Number of shares 16,446,700     

Share price as of December 31, 2009 179.5                

NIBD

Total NIBD 360.4                

Equity value 2,952.2            

NIBD 360.4                

EV 3,312.6            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Vernal EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 2.8x 3.7x 0.9x 4.0x

IC Companys 2009 multiples 9.1x 14.9x 5.8x 15.7x

Vernal 2009 figures 53.9          6.2-            20.0          92.0-                  

NIBD in Vernal 437.7        437.7        437.7        437.7                

Enterprise value 491.1        

Equity value 53.5          

Equity value - Vernal (median) 53.5                  

Enterprise value - Vernal 491.1                

Da'core

SEKmm

FY2009/10

Lammhults Design Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 840.8                

EBITDA 60.7                  

EBIT 44.6                  

Net profit 27.2                  

Equity 395.1                

Number of shares 8,448,104        

Share price 49.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 116.2                

Equity value 416.5                

NIBD 116.2                

EV 532.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Da'core EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 4.7x 6.1x 1.4x 6.4x

Lammhults Design multiples 8.8x 11.9x 1.1x 15.3x

Da'core 2009 figures 2.4            1.7-            42.2          2.4-                     

NIBD in Da'core 12.8          12.8          12.8          12.8                  

Enterprise value 20.7          

Equity value 7.9            

Equity value - Da'core (median) 7.9                     

Enterprise value - Da'core 20.7                  
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Geographical footprint: Global (ok match) 

Industry: Recreation vehicles (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: IT (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

JHL Holding

USDmm

FY2009

Thor Industries 2009 valuation

Revenue 2,276.6            

EBITDA 171.9                

EBIT 157.7                

Net profit 110.1                

Equity 657.3                

Number of shares 57,318,849     

Share price 23.8                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 218.2-                

Equity value 1,361.3            

NIBD 218.2-                

EV 1,143.2            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

JHL Holding EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 5.5x 6.3x 4.5x 7.3x

Thor Industries multiples 6.6x 7.3x 2.1x 12.4x

JHL Holding 2009 figures 4.4            0.6-            30.1          4.9-                     

NIBD in JHL Holding 71.4          71.4          71.4          71.4                  

Enterprise value 29.3          

Equity value 42.1-          

Equity value - JHL Holding (median) 42.1-                  

Enterprise value - JHL Holding 29.3                  

Medicom Bang & Olufsen

SEKmm

FY2009

Jeeves AB 2009 valuation

Revenue 181.6                

EBITDA 28.4                  

EBIT 14.3                  

Net profit 10.1                  

Equity 58.4                  

Number of shares 2,839,615        

Share price 56.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 29.4-                  

Equity value 159.7                

NIBD 29.4-                  

EV 130.4                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Medicom Bang & Olufsen EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 4.9x 7.8x 1.4x 6.7x

Jeeves AB multiples 4.6x 9.1x 2.7x 15.9x

Medicom Bang & Olufsen 2009 figures 3.9            1.5-            6.8            3.2-                     

NIBD in Medicom Bang & Olufsen 35.3          35.3          35.3          35.3                  

Enterprise value 18.0          

Equity value 17.3-          

Equity value - Medicom Bang & Olufsen (median) 17.3-                  

Enterprise value - Medicom Bang & Olufsen 18.0                  
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Geographical footprint: Global (good match) 

Industry: Paper (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Nordics (good match) 

Industry: Furniture (weak match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Winnie papir

NOKmm

FY2009

Norske Skog 2009 valuation

Revenue 20,362.0          

EBITDA 2,185.0            

EBIT 280.0-                

Net profit 1,400.0-            

Equity 12,015.0          

Number of shares 189,663,000   

Share price 9.6                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 10,671.0          

Equity value 1,811.3            

NIBD 10,671.0          

EV 12,482.3          

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Winnie papir EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 13.3x 37.5x 1.0x 14.3x

Norske Skog multiples 5.7x (44.6x) 0.2x (1.3x)

Winnie papir 2009 figures 24.8          14.9          119.1        6.8                     

NIBD in Winnie papir 64.1          64.1          64.1          64.1                  

Enterprise value 141.6        

Equity value 77.5          

Equity value - Winnie papir (median) 77.5                  

Enterprise value - Winnie papir 141.6                

Bramming-Plast Industri

SEKmm

FY2009/10

Lammhults Design Group 2009 valuation

Revenue 840.8                

EBITDA 60.7                  

EBIT 44.6                  

Net profit 27.2                  

Equity 395.1                

Number of shares 8,448,104        

Share price 49.3                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 116.2                

Equity value 416.5                

NIBD 116.2                

EV 532.7                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Bramming-Plast Industri EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 8.2x 11.1x 2.2x 8.5x

CBrain multiples 8.8x 11.9x 1.1x 15.3x

Bramming-Plast Industri 2009 figures 11.7          4.2            64.4          0.9                     

NIBD in Bramming-Plast Industri 83.2          83.2          83.2          83.2                  

Enterprise value 102.7        49.6          97.0                  

Equity value 19.5          33.6-          13.7                  

Equity value - Bramming-Plast Industri (median) 13.7                  

Enterprise value - Bramming-Plast Industri 97.0                  
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Geographical footprint: Sweden (ok match) 

Industry: IT and ERP (weak match) 

Business model: Customer service (good match) 

Geographical footprint: Europe (ok match) 

Industry: Dairy products (ok match) 

Business model: Production and sales (good match) 

Unwire

SEKmm

FY2009

Softronic 2009/10 valuation

Revenue 374.4                

EBITDA 42.0                  

EBIT 35.6                  

Net profit 26.3                  

Equity 172.9                

Number of shares 48,714,268     

Share price 6.2                     

NIBD

Total NIBD 53.7-                  

Equity value 302.0                

NIBD 53.7-                  

EV 248.3                

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Unwire EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 10.7x 13.7x 8.7x 19.7x

Softronic multiples 5.9x 7.0x 1.7x 11.5x

Unwire 2009 figures 9.5            2.2            15.0          1.9                     

NIBD in Unwire 33.4-          33.4-          33.4-          33.4-                  

Enterprise value 56.3          15.7          11.8-                  

Equity value 89.7          49.0          21.6                  

Equity value - Unwire (median) 49.0                  

Enterprise value - Unwire 15.7                  

Fan Milk International

NOKmm

FY2009

Rieber & Søn 2009 valuation

Revenue 6,688.6            

EBITDA 580.4                

EBIT 423.6                

Net profit 254.1                

Equity 1,893.2            

Number of shares 76,992,100     

Share price 41.0                  

NIBD

Total NIBD 872.5                

Equity value 3,156.7            

NIBD 872.5                

EV 4,029.2            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Fan Milk International EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 4.2x 7.5x 1.8x 91.3x

Softronic multiples 6.9x 9.5x 1.7x 12.4x

Fan Milk International 2009 figures 159.0        119.9        154.6        48.9                  

NIBD in Fan Milk International 11.0          11.0          11.0          11.0                  

Enterprise value 1,103.5    1,140.3    618.8                

Equity value 1,092.5    1,129.4    607.8                

Equity value - Fan Milk International (median) 1,092.5            

Enterprise value - Fan Milk International 1,103.5            
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Geographical footprint: Denmark (good match) 

Industry: Books and related products (ok match) 

Business model: Publishing (ok match) 

Biblioteksmedier

NOKmm

FY2009

Gyldendal 2009 valuation

Revenue 1,709.4            

EBITDA 156.6                

EBIT 81.0                  

Net profit 37.7                  

Equity 617.1                

Number of shares 2,352,240        

Share price 300.0                

NIBD

Total NIBD 529.9                

Equity value 705.7                

NIBD 529.9                

EV 1,235.6            

EV/EBITDA EV/EBIT P/BV P/E

Biblioteksmedier EV and Equity value

Entry multiples 11.0x 34.3x 3.3x 168.1x

Gyldendal multiples 7.9x 15.3x 1.1x 18.7x

Biblioteksmedier 2009 figures 18.8          11.9          31.6          7.6                     

NIBD in Biblioteksmedier 19.6          19.6          19.6          19.6                  

Enterprise value 148.3        181.5        161.5                

Equity value 128.7        161.8        141.8                

Equity value - Biblioteksmedier (median) 141.8                

Enterprise value - Biblioteksmedier 161.5                
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9.3.5. DVCA List of buyouts in Denmark (version 8) 

Target company Year of acquisition PE fund 

Nyscan 1986 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Kosan Group 1989 SDS 

Broen Armatur 1991 Capman 

Reson 1991 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Hjem Is 1991 Industri Kapital 

Microtronic 1992 Capman 

Toftejorg 1992 Capman 

Crisplant 1992 Industri Kapital 

Kosan Teknova 1993 Capman 

DanFysik 1993 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Nordtank 1993 UBS 

Vestas 1994 Gilde 

Danplate 1994 Industri Udvikling 

Tinglev Elementfabrik 1994 Industri Udvikling 

Everton Schmidt 1995 Axcel 

Monarflex 1995 Axcel 

Kirk Telecom 1995 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

M&J Fibertech 1995 German Equity Partners 

Trip Trap Denmark 1995 Industri Udvikling 

Åkerbergs Maskiner 1995 Industri Udvikling 

Bilwinco 1995 Industri Udvikling 

UM 1995 Industri Udvikling 

Incon 1995 Industri Udvikling 

DanTruck-Heden 1995 Industri Udvikling 

Tvillum-Scanbirk 1996 Axcel 

Audionord International 1996 Capman 

Lindplast 1996 Capman 

Osteometer Meditech 1996 CWB 

ME-FA 1996 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Sabroe Refrigiration 1996 EQT 

KE Fibertec 1996 Industri Udvikling 

Globe Meat Technology 1996 Industri Udvikling 

BioDan 1996 Industri Udvikling 

GK Glas   1996 Industri Udvikling 

GJ Industrilakering   1996 Industri Udvikling 

Bilcon 1996 Industri Udvikling 

VariantSystem (nu Bekaert Handling Group) 1997 Axcel 

Dansk Heatset Rotation (nu GraphX) 1997 Axcel 

Føvling 1997 Axcel 

RTO Holding 1997 Capman 

Easy Film 1997 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

F Group 1997 Industri Kapital 

Sunprojuice Denmark 1997 Industri Udvikling 

JHL (J. Hvidtved Larsen A/S) 1997 Industri Udvikling 

Marketing Group 1997 Industri Udvikling 

VPG (Vital Petfood Group) 1997 Industri Udvikling 

ScanView 1997 Industri Udvikling 

J. Zartow 1997 Industri Udvikling 

PF Management 1997 Industri Udvikling 

Tømrer & Snedkergården 1997 Industri Udvikling 
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Oxford Biscuits 1997 Ledelsen 

Laundry Systems Group (Jensen Gruppen) 1998 Axcel 

Thygesen Textile Group 1998 Axcel 

BB Electronics 1998 Axcel 

Kilroy Travels International 1998 Axcel 

Rationel Vinduer 1998 Axcel 

Struers (Scientific Product Group) 1998 EQT 

Daehnfeldt 1998 Hicks 

EM Fiberglas 1998 Industri Udvikling 

Saint Tropez Holding 1998 Industri Udvikling 

Kjærgaard - El & Industri Automatik 1998 Industri Udvikling 

Zacho Mørup 1998 Industri Udvikling 

Mermaid Technology 1998 Industri Udvikling 

K.P. Komponenter 1998 Industri Udvikling 

I-Data International 1998 Industri Udvikling 

Multifurn 1998 Industri Udvikling 

Eurogran Holding 1999 Alpininvest 

Løgstør Rør (nu Logstor) 1999 Axcel 

Kwintet 1999 Axcel 

Partner Electric 1999 Bridgepoint 

Aston IT Group 1999 CVC 

Contex 1999 EQT 

Nordic Info Group (RKI) 1999 EQT 

Superfos 1999 Industri Kapital 

Agramkow Fluid Systems 1999 Industri Udvikling 

First Impression 1999 Industri Udvikling 

Gama Dan Equip   1999 Industri Udvikling 

ICEA Denmark 1999 Industri Udvikling 

Vildbjerg Papir 1999 Industri Udvikling 

Nycomed Pharma 1999 Nordic Capital 

Louis Poulsen El-teknik 1999 Polaris 

Louis Poulsen Lighting 1999 Polaris 

Cybercity 2000 Advent International 

Vital Petfood Group 2000 Axcel 

Aalborg Industries 2000 Axcel 

Icopal 2000 Axcel 

Svenska Fönster 2000 Axcel 

7-Technologies 2000 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Active Sportswear 2000 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Gråkjær Staldbyg 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Dansk Møbelglas 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Nordjysk EDB-Center 2000 Industri Udvikling 

NTD International 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Fibo Maskiner 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Omada 2000 Industri Udvikling 

A/S Kurt Hansen Holding 2000 Industri Udvikling 

HMK Holding 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Syntax Gruppen 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Ulmadan Productions 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Ulmadan Research & Development 2000 Industri Udvikling 

Microtronic (nu Sonion) 2000 Nordic Capital 

Kirk Accoustics (nu Sonion) 2000 Nordic Capital 

Novadan 2000 Polaris 

Rovsing Dynamics 2001 3i  
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Glud & Marstrand 2001 Axcel 

Royal Scandinavia 2001 Axcel 

Carl Bro 2001 Bure 

SMEF Group 2001 Capman 

Bison 2001 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

A2SEA 2001 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

IHI 2001 EQT 

Jamo 2001 FSN Capital 

A/S Jydsk Aluminium Industri 2001 Industri Udvikling 

Zealand Care 2001 Industri Udvikling 

Timberman 2001 Industri Udvikling 

Bladt Industries 2001 Industri Udvikling 

MatchWork World Wide 2001 Industri Udvikling 

Virklund Sport 2001 Industri Udvikling 

Novasol (nu Novasol Dansommer) 2001 Polaris 

Dansommer (nu Novasol Dansommer) 2001 Polaris 

Lindab 2001 Ratos 

Martin Gruppen 2001 Schouw & Co. 

Wolfking 2001 UBS 

Vest-Wood 2002 Axcel 

Nettest 2002 Axcel 

Nycomed 2002 Blackstone 

RGS 90 2002 Capman 

Eco-dan 2002 Capman 

Weiss 2002 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Dansk Bredbånd 2002 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Dan-Foam (Tempur World) 2002 Fleischer & Lowe 

P.N. Erichsen Holding 2002 Industri Udvikling 

Union Engineering 2002 Industri Udvikling 

Dansk Droge 2002 Polaris 

Fibertex 2002 Schouw & Co. 

Ilva 2003 Advent 

Danske Trælasthandel (nu DT Group) 2003 CVC 

Bukkehave 2003 Industri Udvikling 

PhaseOneTrials 2003 Industri Udvikling 

PNE Steel 2003 Industri Udvikling 

Bilwinco Holding 2003 Industri Udvikling 

Skandinavisk Køkkengruppe 2003 Industri Udvikling 

Illum 2003 Merril Lynch 

Maersk Medical (nu Unomedical) 2003 Nordic Capital 

FLS Aerospace (nu en del af SR Technics) 2004 3i 

Dan Net 2004 Advent 

Junckers Industries 2004 Axcel 

3D (nu Ellipse - DDD Group) 2004 Axcel 

Anhydro Holding 2004 Capman 

Anhydro A/S 2004 Capman 

Anhydro GMBP og UK 2004 Capman 

Simatek A/S 2004 Capman 

Dedert  Corp 2004 Capman 

M&J Industries 2004 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Norlax 2004 Glitnir Total Capital 

Green Farm Energy af 2. juli 2004 2004 Industri Udvikling 

Metropak 2004 Industri Udvikling 

Bramidan 2004 Industri Udvikling 
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Green Farm Energy 2004 Industri Udvikling 

Royal Danish Seafood Group 2004 Industri Udvikling 

TT Woodcare (nu Woodcare Denmark) 2004 Industri Udvikling 

Falck 2004 Nordic Capital 

H+H Fiboment (nu Expan Holding) 2004 Procuritas 

Kosan Crisplant 2004 Segulah 

DSV Miljø 2004 Triton 

Danfoss Marine Systems (nu Damcos) 2005 3i  

Ferrosan  2005 Altor  

Aalborg Industries 2005 Altor  

ESKO-Graphics (nu EskoArtwork) 2005 Axcel 

Illum 2005 Baugur 

Legoland 2005 Blackstone 

Scan Jour 2005 Capman 

Post Danmark 2005 CVC 

Hammel Møbelfabrik 2005 Dania Capital 

Wiking Gulve 2005 Dania Capital 

ISS 2005 EQT 

Brandtex (BTX Group) 2005 EQT 

Ellegaard A/S 2005 Erhvervsinvest 

Krøger A/S 2005 Erhvervsinvest 

Speckva A/S 2005 Erhvervsinvest 

Rahbekfisk 2005 Glitnir Total Capital 

Kwintet 2005 Industri Kapital 

Meincke 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Belika 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Danelec Electronics 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Dan-Iso 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Comwir 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Hokodan 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Vitral 2005 Industri Udvikling 

Blücher 2005 LD Equity 

Gram Commercial 2005 LD Equity 

R82 2005 LD Equity 

Welltec 2005 Ledelsen 

Københavns Lufthavne 2005 Macquarie Airports 

TDC Forlag 2005 Macquarie Capital Alliance Group 

LEO Pharma Animal Health (nu VetXX) 2005 Montagu 

Kompan 2005 Nordic Capital 

Nycomed 2005 Nordic Capital 

DISA Holding 2005 Procuritas 

Inwido (Storke Vinduer) 2005 Ratos 

Inwido (Outline) 2005 Ratos 

Mach 2005 Warburg Pincus 

Glud & Marstrand 2005 AAC Capital 

Euro Cater (tidl. Dansk Cater) 2006 Altor  

TDC 2006 Apex 

Netcompany  2006 Axcel 

TCM Group 2006 Axcel 

HusCompagniet 2006 Axcel 

Ball Group  2006 Axcel 

Noa Noa 2006 Axcel 

York Novenco Group (nu Novenco Group) 2006 Dania Capital 

Scanvogn 2006 Dansk Generationsskifte 
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Alfred Priess 2006 Dansk Generationsskifte 

TIA Technology 2006 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Bodilsen 2006 EQT 

Elite Gaming A/S 2006 Erhvervsinvest 

Arovit Petfood 2006 Gilde 

Stema Engineering 2006 Industri Udvikling 

Carl Vollstedt Eftf. 2006 Industri Udvikling 

Despec Nordic 2006 Industri Udvikling 

Labofa Munch 2006 Industri Udvikling 

E.J. Badekabiner 2006 Industri Udvikling 

Engsø Gruppen (tidl. Jönsson Gruppen) 2006 Industri Udvikling 

Reson 2006 LD Equity 

SFK Systems 2006 LD Equity 

Medianet Innovations 2006 LD Equity 

Jacob Holm and Sons STA (og Tytex) 2006 LD Equity 

Da'Core 2006 LD Equity 

J. Hvidtved Larsen (JHL Holding) 2006 LD Equity 

Bang & Olufsen Medicom 2006 LD Equity 

Lilleheden, Palsgaard, Høeg Hagen (Interbuild) 2006 LD Equity 

Plus Pack A/S 2006 LD Invest Equity 

Jernstøberiet Dania A/S 2006 LD Invest Equity 

Danish Audio Holding A/S 2006 LD Invest Equity 

Dantec Dynamics A/S 2006 LD Invest Equity 

Logstor 2006 Montagu 

Brightpoint 2006 Nordic Capital 

Green House of Scandinavia 2006 Odin Equity Partners 

 Qubiqa (tidl. Nordplan) 2006 Odin Equity Partners 

Haarslev 2006 Odin Equity Partners 

ScanAm Transport (nu Scan Global Logistics) 2006 Odin Equity Partners 

Biva 2006 Odin Equity Partners 

Color Print 2006 Polaris 

Zone Company Denmark 2006 Procuritas 

Inwido (Frovin) 2006 Ratos 

RBM 2006 Ratos 

Ticket to Heaven 2006 SR Private Brands 

Scandlines 2007 3i 

Targetti Poulsen 2007 3i 

Calamus 2007 Altaria 

Wrist Group 2007 Altor  

Iddesign 2007 Axcel 

EET Nordic 2007 Capidea 

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding 2007 Capidea 

K.P. Komponenter 2007 Capidea 

IT2 Holding 2007 Capman 

Matas 2007 CVC 

H.P. Værktøj 2007 Dansk Generationsskifte 

H.P. Værktøj 2007 Dansk Generationsskifte 

C.F. Nielsen 2007 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

KA Interiør 2007 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

ElitePlast-Hammar Display (nu en del af Attraq) 2007 Deltaq 

DAKO 2007 EQT 

Cimbria 2007 EQT 

Haslev Møbelsnedkeri 2007 Erhvervsinvest 

Hurup Møbelfabrik 2007 Erhvervsinvest 
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Riegens 2007 Erhvervsinvest 

Handler A/S 2007 Erhvervsinvest 

Dencam  2007 EVO 

Duotex  2007 EVO 

Suntex 2007 EVO 

Byggros Holding  2007 EVO 

Stema Holding 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Dan-Web 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Bila 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Dansk Mink Papir (DMP Partners) 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Glenco 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Intego 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Interieur 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Holmris Office 2007 Industri Udvikling 

No Lemon 2007 Industri Udvikling 

Jydsk Planteservice 2007 Industri Udvikling 

SystemTeknik 2007 Jysk-Fynsk Kapital 

Dansk Overflade Teknik (DOT) 2007 Jysk-Fynsk Kapital 

Cane-Line and Sika Horsnaes 2007 Langholm Capital 

A+ 2007 LD Equity 

Essential Aircraft Maintenance Services (EAMS) 2007 LD Equity 

Blip Systems 2007 LD Equity 

Winnie Papir 2007 LD Equity 

Bramming Plast-Industri 2007 LD Equity 

Barto Holding 2007 LD Equity 

Unwire 2007 LD Equity 

Fan Milk International (Emidan) 2007 LD Equity 

Johs. Møllers Maskiner (JMM Group) 2007 LD Equity 

Imerco 2007 M. Goldschmidt Capital 

Unifeeder 2007 Montagu 

Stema Engineering 2007 Odin Equity Partners 

Transmedica 2007 Odin Equity Partners 

Hamlet Protein 2007 Polaris 

Skamol 2007 Polaris 

Hansen & Pedersen (nu PWT A/S) 2007 Polaris 

AH Industries 2007 Ratos 

Contex 2007 Ratos 

Inwido (KPK) 2007 Ratos 

Mammamia Danmark 2007 SR Private Brands 

Unidrain  2007 SR Private Brands 

Gatetrade 2007 Warburg Pincus 

Alpharma API 2008 3i 

Soya Concept 2008 3i 

Pandora 2008 Axcel 

Inspiration 2008 Capidea 

Kuben 2008 Dania Capital 

Kuben ejendomsadministration A/S 2008 Dania Capital 

Media Graphic (nu en del af Attraq) 2008 Deltaq 

EFTI (nu en del af Attraq) 2008 Deltaq 

Unika Design (nu Spinning Jewelry) 2008 Deltaq 

LM Windpower (tidl. Svendborg Brakes) 2008 Doughty Hanson 

Mejerigaarden 2008 Erhvervsinvest 

Contrast 2008 EVO 

Welcon 2008 EVO 
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Mogens Marxen 2008 EVO 

Lagkagehuset 2008 FSN Capital 

HealthCare Recruitment Group 2008 FSN Capital 

REWSS  2008 Industri Udvikling 

ABL Food 2008 Industri Udvikling 

Jyden Bur 2008 Industri Udvikling 

United Textile Group 2008 Jysk-Fynsk Kapital 

Biblioteksmedier 2008 LD Equity 

SSG A/S 2008 LD Equity 

EG A/S 2008 Nordic Capital 

HYDRA tech 2008 Odin Equity Partners 

Qubiqa - Quality Logistics Systems (QLS) 2008 Odin Equity Partners 

Univeyor 2008 Odin Equity Partners 

BabySam 2008 Polaris 

Tøjeksperten (nu PWT A/S) 2008 Polaris 

Kosan Crisplant 2008 United International Bank 

Sonion (nu Pulse Medtech Group) 2009 Altor 

Ilva (En del af Iddesign) 2009 Axcel 

Schades 2009 Capidea 

Traen Gruppen 2009 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Combilent  2009 Deltaq 

Bollerup Jensens Sæbefabrik 2009 Deltaq 

Jeka Fisk 2009 Deltaq 

Operail 2009 Deltaq 

KMD 2009 EQT 

Skykon 2009 EQT 

Signal 2009 Executive Capital 

SmallWorld by Marlip 2009 Executive Capital 

Hjem Holding 2009 Industri Udvikling  

AtchikRealtime A/S 2009 LD Invest Equity 

Solum A/S 2009 LD Invest Equity 

P.R. Shipping 2009 Odin Equity Partners 

Alliance Clean & Care 2009 Polaris 

Kølving & Thaning 2009 Polaris 

Renon Rengøring 2009 Polaris 

Stofa 2009 Ratos 

Trelleborg Waterproofing 2010 Axcel 

Katto 2010 Axcel 

Union Engineering 2010 Capidea 

Nümph 2010 Capidea 

Secunia 2010 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

Cimbric Fiskekonserves 2010 Deltaq 

Kommunekemi 2010 EQT Infrastructure 

Epoke  2010 Erhvervsinvest 

Tresu 2010 Erhvervsinvest 

Paradis Is 2010 Executive Capital 

Scada International 2010 Executive Capital 

JDL Boligbyg 2010 Executive Capital 

Labofa Stole A/S 2010 Executive Capital 

BioGasol 2010 Fjord Capital Partners 

Parken Privathospital, Artross Privathospital 2010 FSN Capital 

Brdr. A. & B. Andersen (Invitan ApS) 2010 Industri Udvikling  

Euro Therm Invest A/S 2010 Industri Udvikling  

Printca ApS 2010 Industri Udvikling  
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Total Wind Group A/S 2010 Industri Udvikling  

Resolux A/S 2010 Industri Udvikling  

PBH A/S 2010 LD Invest Equity 

Pierre.dk Autolakering A/S 2010 LD Invest Equity 

Novia 2010 Odin Equity Partners 

System Frugt 2010 Odin Equity Partners 

Seelen 2010 Odin Equity Partners 

Gram Equipment 2010 Procuritas 

RM Group 2010 Ratos 
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9.3.6. List of investments included in sample 

Target company Year of acquisition PE fund 

Pandora Mar-08 Axcel 

Netcompany  Aug-06 Axcel 

Ball Group  Dec-06 Axcel 

HusCompagniet Oct-06 Axcel 

Iddesign and Ilva Nov-07 Axcel 

Noa Noa Dec-06 Axcel 

TCM Group Sep-06 Axcel 

Danfoss Marine Systems (nu Damcos) Jun-05 3i 

Soya Concept Jul-08 3i 

Glud & Marstrand Mar-05 AAC Capital 

Dan Net Jan-05 Advent 

Calamus Danmark A/S Aug-07 Altaria 

Aalborg Industries Sep-05 Altor 

Ferrosan  Feb-05 Altor 

Dansk Cater Dec-06 Altor 

Wrist Group Jul-07 Altor 

TDC Feb-06 Apax 

Legoland Jul-05 Blackstone 

EET Nordic May-07 Capidea 

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding Jun-07 Capidea 

K.P. Komponenter Nov-07 Capidea 

Inspiration Jun-08 Capidea 

Scan Jour Sep-05 Capman 

Buksesnedkeren Jan-05 Change Capital Partners 

Post Danmark Jul-05 CVC 

Hammel Møbelfabrik Apr-05 Dania Capital 

Wiking Gulve Dec-05 Dania Capital 

York Novenco Group (nu Novenco Group) Feb-06 Dania Capital 

Scanvogn May-06 Dansk Generationsskifte 

Alfred Priess Dec-06 Dansk Generationsskifte 

H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company Jul-07 Dansk Generationsskifte 

TIA Technology Dec-06 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

C.F. Nielsen Jan-07 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 

KA Interiør Apr-07 Dansk Kapitalanlæg 
ElitePlast-Hammar Display, Media Graphic, EFTI 
(Attraq) Dec-07 Deltaq 

Unika Design (nu Spinning Jewelry) Oct-08 Deltaq 

Svendborg Brakes Jun-08 Doughty Hanson 

ISS May-05 EQT 

Brandtex (BTX Group) Jun-05 EQT 

DAKO May-07 EQT 

Cimbria Jul-07 EQT 

Bodilsen Dec-06 EQT 

Haslev Møbelsnedkeri Mar-07 Erhvervsinvest 
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Hurup Møbelfabrik May-07 Erhvervsinvest 

Riegens Dec-07 Erhvervsinvest 

Lagkagehuset Oct-08 FSN Capital 

Arovit Petfood Sep-06 Gilde 

Danelec Electronics Jun-05 Industri Udvikling 

Dan-Iso Sep-05 Industri Udvikling 

Vitral Dec-05 Industri Udvikling 

Despec Nordic Aug-06 Industri Udvikling 

Bila Aug-07 Industri Udvikling 

Dansk Mink Papir (DMP Partners) Sep-07 Industri Udvikling 

Glenco Sep-07 Industri Udvikling 

Jydsk Planteservice Dec-07 Industri Udvikling 

ABL Food Oct-08 Industri Udvikling 

Labofa Munch Nov-06 Industri Udvikling 

Comwir Dec-05 Industri Udvikling 

Dan-Web Jun-07 Industri Udvikling 

Intego Sep-07 Industri Udvikling 

Interieur Sep-07 Industri Udvikling 

Icopal Jun-07 Investcorp 

SkanDek Jun-06 Jysk-fyns kapital 

KE Fibertec Apr-07 Jysk-fyns kapital 

SystemTeknik Jun-07 Jysk-fyns kapital 

United Textile Group Apr-08 Jysk-fyns kapital 

Cane-Line and Sika Horsnaes Feb-07 Langholm capital 

R82 Dec-05 LD 

Reson Jan-06 LD 

SFK Systems Jan-06 LD 

Vernal A/S Jul-06 LD 

Da'Core Sep-06 LD 

J. Hvidtved Larsen (JHL Holding) Sep-06 LD 

Bang & Olufsen Medicom Dec-06 LD 

Lilleheden, Palsgaard, Høeg Hagen (Interbuild) Dec-06 LD 

Blip Systems May-07 LD 

Winnie Papir Jul-07 LD 

Bramming Plast-Industri Sep-07 LD 

Unwire Nov-07 LD 

Fan Milk International (Emidan) Dec-07 LD 

Johs. Møllers Maskiner (JMM Group) Dec-07 LD 

Biblioteksmedier Mar-08 LD 

SSG A/S Apr-08 LD 

Gram Commercial Jul-05 LD 

A+ Mar-07 LD 

Barto Holding Nov-07 LD 

Logstor May-06 Montagu 

Unifeeder Jun-07 Montagu 

Falck Dec-04 Nordic Capital 
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Kompan Mar-05 Nordic Capital 

Nycomed Mar-05 Nordic Capital 

EG A/S Jul-08 Nordic Capital 

Brightpoint Jul-06 Nordic Capital 

Green House of Scandinavia Mar-06 Odin Equity Partners 

QUBIQA (Nord-plan, Univeyor, QLS) Mar-06 Odin Equity Partners 

Haarslev Apr-06 Odin Equity Partners 

Scan Global Logistics Nov-06 Odin Equity Partners 

Transmedica Sep-07 Odin Equity Partners 

HYDRA tech Sep-08 Odin Equity Partners 

Chr. Hansen Jul-05 Pai Partners 

Color Print Sep-06 Polaris 

Hamlet Protein May-07 Polaris 

Skamol Jul-07 Polaris 

PWT A/S (Hansen & Pedersen, Tøjeksperten) Dec-07 Polaris 

BabySam Jan-08 Polaris 

DISA Holding Apr-05 Procuritas 

AH Industries Jul-07 Ratos 

Contex Jul-07 Ratos 

Ticket to Heaven Jun-06 SR Private Brands 

Mammamia Danmark Jun-07 SR Private Brands 

Unidrain  Sep-07 SR Private Brands 

PROGRATOR|gatetrade (Mach, Gatetrade) Aug-05 Warburg Pincus 
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9.4. Chapter four 

9.4.1. Fund specific details (investment–by-investment) 

 

Fund specific details (investment-by-investment)

Target PE fund Specific fund Fund size

Danish 

fund

Danish 

office

Establ-

ishment 

year

# of invest-

ments in 

Denmark

# of IFs 

raised

Avg. IF 

size

Relative IF 

increase

# of IFs raised / 

number of years 

existed

# of 

partners

Pandora Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

Netcompany Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

Ball Group Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

HusCompagniet Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

Iddesign and Ilva Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

Noa Noa Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

TCM Group Axcel Axcel III 3,000 Yes Yes 1994 28 4 2,500 20% 0.25 7

Damcos 3i Buy-out 37,250 No Yes 1994 3 1 37,250 100% 0.06 5

Soya Concept 3i Growth Capital 8,940 No Yes 1994 3 1 8,940 100% 0.06 5

Glud & Marstrand AAC Capital Fund 12,367 No No 1982 2 5 2,473 10% 0.18 2

Dan Net Advent GPE V 17,787 No No 1984 2 16 8,759 10% 0.62 20

Calamus Danmark A/S Altaria Fund 453 No No 2006 1 1 453 100% 0.25 2

Aalborg Industries Altor Altor 2003 Fund 4,843 No Yes 2003 5 3 9,437 100% 0.43 8

Ferrosan Altor Altor 2003 Fund 4,843 No Yes 2003 5 3 9,437 100% 0.43 8

Dansk Cater Altor Altor Fund II 8,568 No Yes 2003 5 3 9,437 85% 0.43 8

Wrist Group Altor Altor Fund II 8,568 No Yes 2003 5 3 9,437 85% 0.43 8

TDC Apax Apax Europe VI 32,110 No No 1969 1 30 6,618 44% 0.73 39

Legoland Blackstone Capital Partners IV 34,766 No No 1985 2 7 38,130 208% 0.28 7

EET Nordic Capidea Fund 750 Yes Yes 2006 7 1 750 100% 0.25 3

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding Capidea Fund 750 Yes Yes 2006 7 1 750 100% 0.25 3

K.P. Komponenter Capidea Fund 750 Yes Yes 2006 7 1 750 100% 0.25 3

Inspiration Capidea Fund 750 Yes Yes 2006 7 1 750 100% 0.25 3

Scan Jour Capman CapMan Equity VII A 1,167 No Yes 1989 6 12 1,052 -8% 0.57 17

Buksesnedkeren Change Capital Partners Fund 2,235 No No 2003 1 2 1,788 67% 0.29 4

Post Danmark CVC Europ. Equity Partners III 34,792 No Yes 1981 6 10 25,546 87% 0.34 1

Hammel Møbelfabrik Dania Capital Fund 782 Yes Yes 2003 8 1 782 100% 0.14 2

Wiking Gulve Dania Capital Fund 782 Yes Yes 2003 8 1 782 100% 0.14 2
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Fund specific details (investment-by-investment)

Target PE fund Specific fund Fund size

Danish 

fund

Danish 

office

Establ-

ishment 

year

# of invest-

ments in 

Denmark

# of IFs 

raised

Avg. IF 

size

Relative IF 

increase

# of IFs raised / 

number of years 

existed

# of 

partners

Novenco Group Dania Capital Fund 782 Yes Yes 2003 8 1 782 100% 0.14 2

Scanvogn Dansk Generationsskifte Fund 1,000 Yes Yes 2005 6 1 1,000 100% 0.20 1

Alfred Priess Dansk Generationsskifte Fund 1,000 Yes Yes 2005 6 1 1,000 100% 0.20 1

H.P. Værktøj & Schou Company Dansk Generationsskifte Fund 1,000 Yes Yes 2005 6 1 1,000 100% 0.20 1

TIA Technology Dansk Kapitalanlæg DKA II 1,050 Yes Yes 1984 179 2 775 110% 0.08 2

C.F. Nielsen Dansk Kapitalanlæg DKA II 1,050 Yes Yes 1984 179 2 775 110% 0.08 2

KA Interiør Dansk Kapitalanlæg DKA II 1,050 Yes Yes 1984 179 2 775 110% 0.08 2

Attraq Deltaq Fund 315 Yes Yes 2007 6 1 315 100% 0.33 3

Spinning Jewelry Deltaq Fund 315 Yes Yes 2007 6 1 315 100% 0.33 3

Svendborg Brakes Doughty Hanson Private equity fund V 22,350 No No 1995 2 5 1,600 100% 0.33 5

ISS EQT EQT III and IV 18,625 No Yes 1994 14 12 7,856 25% 0.75 2

Brandtex (BTX Group) EQT EQT IV 18,625 No Yes 1994 14 12 7,856 25% 0.75 2

DAKO EQT EQT V 31,663 No Yes 1994 14 12 7,856 70% 0.75 2

Cimbria EQT EQT Oportunity 2,771 No Yes 1994 14 12 7,856 100% 0.75 2

Bodilsen EQT EQT Oportunity 2,771 No Yes 1994 14 12 7,856 100% 0.75 2

Haslev Møbelsnedkeri Erhvervsinvest Erhvervsinvest K/S 273 Yes Yes 2004 14 2 503 100% 0.33 1

Hurup Møbelfabrik Erhvervsinvest Erhvervsinvest K/S 273 Yes Yes 2004 14 2 503 100% 0.33 1

Riegens Erhvervsinvest Erhvervsinvest II K/S 732 Yes Yes 2004 14 2 503 168% 0.33 1

Lagkagehuset FSN Capital FSN Capital III 2,794 No Yes 2000 1 3 1,440 148% 0.30 4

Arovit Petfood Gilde Gilde Buy Out Fund III 4,470 No No 1982 2 3 3,228 12% 0.11 13

Danelec Electronics Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Dan-Iso Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Vitral Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Despec Nordic Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Bila Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Dansk Mink Papir Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Glenco Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Jydsk Planteservice Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

ABL Food Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Labofa Munch Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Comwir Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Dan-Web Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Intego Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Interieur Industri Udvikling Industri Udvikling II K/S 300 Yes Yes 1994 94 3 248 180% 0.19 3

Icopal Investcorp Investcorp PE 2007 Fund 3,342 No No 1982 1 1 3,342 100% 0.04 8
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Fund specific details (investment-by-investment)

Target PE fund Specific fund Fund size

Danish 

fund

Danish 

office

Establ-

ishment 

year

# of invest-

ments in 

Denmark

# of IFs 

raised

Avg. IF 

size

Relative IF 

increase

# of IFs raised / 

number of years 

existed

# of 

partners

SkanDek Jysk-fyns kapital Fund 110 Yes Yes 2005 7 1 110 100% 0.20 1

KE Fibertec Jysk-fyns kapital Fund 110 Yes Yes 2005 7 1 110 100% 0.20 1

SystemTeknik Jysk-fyns kapital Fund 110 Yes Yes 2005 7 1 110 100% 0.20 1

United Textile Group Jysk-fyns kapital Fund 110 Yes Yes 2005 7 1 110 100% 0.20 1

Cane-Line and Sika Horsnaes Langholm capital Fund 1,863 No No 2002 1 1 1,863 100% 0.13 6

R82 LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Reson LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

SFK Systems LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Vernal A/S LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Da'Core LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

JHL Holding LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Bang & Olufsen Medicom LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Interbuild LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Blip Systems LD LD Equity 3 682 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 -77% 0.60 3

Winnie Papir LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Bramming Plast-Industri LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Unwire LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Fan Milk International LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

JMM Group LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Biblioteksmedier LD LD Equity 3 682 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 -77% 0.60 3

SSG A/S LD LD Equity 3 682 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 -77% 0.60 3

Gram Commercial LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

A+ LD LD Equity 2 3,000 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 0% 0.60 3

Barto Holding LD LD Equity 3 682 Yes Yes 2005 67 3 2,233 -77% 0.60 3

Logstor Montagu Montagu III 16,837 No No 1968 3 4 11,659 13% 0.10 1

Unifeeder Montagu Montagu III 16,837 No No 1968 3 4 11,659 13% 0.10 1

Falck Nordic Capital Fund V 11,175 No Yes 1989 4 7 9,595 92% 0.33 2

Kompan Nordic Capital Fund V 11,175 No Yes 1989 4 7 9,595 92% 0.33 2

Nycomed Nordic Capital Fund V 11,175 No Yes 1989 4 7 9,595 92% 0.33 2

EG A/S Nordic Capital Fund VII 32,035 No Yes 1989 4 7 9,595 126% 0.33 2

Brightpoint Nordic Capital Fund VI 14,155 No Yes 1989 4 7 9,595 27% 0.33 2

Green House of Scandinavia Odin Equity Partners Odin Equity Partners K/S 904 Yes Yes 2004 9 2 904 100% 0.33 3

QUBIQA Odin Equity Partners Odin Equity Partners K/S 904 Yes Yes 2004 9 2 904 100% 0.33 3

Haarslev Odin Equity Partners Odin Equity Partners K/S 904 Yes Yes 2004 9 2 904 100% 0.33 3

Scan Global Logistics Odin Equity Partners Odin Equity Partners K/S 904 Yes Yes 2004 9 2 904 100% 0.33 3
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Fund specific details (investment-by-investment)

Target PE fund Specific fund Fund size

Danish 

fund

Danish 

office

Establ-

ishment 

year

# of invest-

ments in 

Denmark

# of IFs 

raised

Avg. IF 

size

Relative IF 

increase

# of IFs raised / 

number of years 

existed

# of 

partners

Transmedica Odin Equity Partners Odin Equity Partners K/S 904 Yes Yes 2004 9 2 904 100% 0.33 3

HYDRA tech Odin Equity Partners Odin Equity Partners K/S 904 Yes Yes 2004 9 2 904 100% 0.33 3

Chr. Hansen Pai Partners PAI Europe IV 20,115 No Yes 1998 1 4 19,649 50% 0.33 1

Color Print Polaris Fund II 2,000 Yes Yes 1998 14 3 2,017 48% 0.25 5

Hamlet Protein Polaris Fund II 2,000 Yes Yes 1998 14 3 2,017 48% 0.25 5

Skamol Polaris Fund II 2,000 Yes Yes 1998 14 3 2,017 48% 0.25 5

PWT Polaris Fund II 2,000 Yes Yes 1998 14 3 2,017 48% 0.25 5

BabySam Polaris Fund II 2,000 Yes Yes 1998 14 3 2,017 48% 0.25 5

DISA Holding Procuritas Capital Investors III 1,691 No No 1986 5 4 2,526 -76% 0.17 6

AH Industries Ratos Fund 13,600 No Yes 1999 5 1 10,104 100% 0.09 3

Contex Ratos Fund 13,600 No Yes 1999 5 1 10,104 100% 0.09 3

Ticket to Heaven SR Private Brands Fund 80 Yes Yes 2005 3 1 80 100% 0.20 1

Mammamia Danmark SR Private Brands Fund 80 Yes Yes 2005 3 1 80 100% 0.20 1

Unidrain SR Private Brands Fund 80 Yes Yes 2005 3 1 80 100% 0.20 1

Mach, Gatetrade Warburg Pincus Warburg Pincus PE IX 43,120 No No 1966 2 13 17,863 51% 0.30 6
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9.4.1.1. Fund specific data explanation 

 Target 
− Name of acquired company 

 PE fund 
− Name of the PE fund 

 Specific fund 
− Name of the investment fund where the target is placed 

 Fund size 
− The size of the investment fund 

 Danish fund 
− To highlight whether the PE fund was established in Denmark 

 Office in Denmark 
− To highlight whether the PE fund has office in Denmark 

 Establishment year 
− The year of incorporation of the PE fund 

 # of investments in Denmark 
− Total number of investment by the PE fund in Denmark in all periods 

 # of IFs raised 
− Number of investment funds raised in all periods 

 Average IF size 
− Total amount raised divided by the number of investment funds raised 
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 Relative IF increase 
− Percentage increase in committed capital from the previous investment fund to the investment fund to where the target is situated 

 # of IFs raised / number of years existed 
− Number of investment funds raised in the PE fund divided by the number of years from incorporation of fund to year end 2010 

 # of partners 
− Current number of partners in the PE fund 
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9.4.2. Investment specific details (investment-by-investment) 

 
 

 

Investment specific details (investment-by-investment)

Target

Business 

area

Entry 

date

Entry 

EV

Maj. 

Owner-

ship

Own. 

period Exit Exit type

New 

CEO

Former 

owners 

remain 

investors

Inv-

ested 

capital

Inv-

ested 

capital as 

% of IF

Re-

ceived 

capital

Money 

mul-

tiple IRR

Mul-

tiple 

arbi-

trage

Ear-

nings 

growth

Partner 

involve-

ment

Pandora Trading Mar-08 2,975 Yes 2.6 Yes IPO Yes Yes 463 15% 21,598 46.6x 315% 5.3 454% 0.45

Netcompany IT Aug-06 267 Yes 4.4 Yes MBO No Yes 86 3% 391 4.5x 53% -0.9 112% 0.50

Ball Group Trading Dec-06 275 Yes 4.1 No Not exited No Yes 184 6% 94 0.5x -25% 2.5 -22% 0.49

HusCompagniet Building Oct-06 544 Yes 4.3 No Not exited No Yes 113 4% 139 1.2x 7% -0.3 26% 0.50

Iddesign and Ilva Trading Nov-07 619 Yes 3.2 No Not exited No Yes 358 12% 141 0.4x -43% -10.1 -100% 0.47

Noa Noa Trading Dec-06 1,297 Yes 4.1 No Not exited Yes Yes 437 15% 0 0.0x -100% 2.9 -69% 0.49

TCM Group Production Sep-06 301 Yes 4.3 No Not exited No Yes 106 4% 28 0.3x -46% -13.1 -100% 0.50

Damcos Production Jun-05 390 Yes 2.2 Yes Industrial No Yes 109 0% 556 5.1x 140% 7.6 45% 0.63

Soya Concept Trading Jul-08 432 No 2.5 No Not exited No Yes 118 1% 370 3.1x 78% 6.2 0% 0.37

Glud & Marstrand Production Mar-05 1,145 Yes 5.8 No Not exited Yes No 355 3% 260 0.7x -6% -1.7 -43% 0.31

Dan Net Service Jan-05 1,200 Yes 0.6 Yes Secondary No No 563 3% 1,000 1.8x 71% 5.8 -15% 0.77

Calamus Danmark A/S Trading Aug-07 121 Yes 2.4 Yes Industrial No Yes 34 7% 17 0.5x -25% 2.7 -47% 0.34

Aalborg Industries Production Sep-05 1,208 Yes 5.3 Yes Industrial No Yes 173 4% 2,391 13.9x 78% 1.9 168% 0.47

Ferrosan Production Feb-05 1,482 Yes 5.9 No Not exited No Yes 423 9% 736 1.7x 16% -2.1 66% 0.45

Dansk Cater Service Dec-06 1,846 Yes 4.1 No Not exited No No 688 8% 1,823 2.6x 31% 1.7 89% 0.40

Wrist Group Trading Jul-07 2,252 Yes 3.5 No Not exited No No 593 7% 1,800 3.0x 58% 2.6 8% 0.39

TDC Service Feb-06 79,053 Yes 4.9 No Not exited Yes Yes 17,781 55% 28,198 1.6x 10% -0.2 0% 0.41

Legoland Service Jul-05 1,221 Yes 5.5 No Not exited Yes Yes 672 2% 2,071 3.1x 31% 9.2 40% 0.48

EET Nordic Trading May-07 174 Yes 3.7 Yes Secondary No No 39 5% 311 8.0x 78% 0.8 184% 0.72

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding Trading Jun-07 148 Yes 3.6 No Not exited No No 45 6% 126 2.8x 43% 1.8 4% 0.71

K.P. Komponenter Production Nov-07 407 Yes 3.2 No Not exited No Yes 82 11% 0 0.0x -100% 1.9 -57% 0.66

Inspiration Trading Jun-08 na. Yes 2.6 No Not exited Yes Yes 27 4% 41 1.5x 23% 11.2 100% 0.62

Scan Jour Service Sep-05 85 Yes 5.3 No Not exited No Yes 30 3% 36 1.2x 4% -1.5 18% 0.33

Buksesnedkeren Trading Jan-05 na. Yes 4.1 Yes Bankruptcy No No 84 4% 53 0.6x -11% 0.0 -100% 0.33

Post Danmark Service Jul-05 6,417 No 3.9 Yes Industrial No Yes 1,270 4% 5,293 4.2x 47% 12.7 -20% 0.60

Hammel Møbelfabrik Production Apr-05 25 Yes 4.5 Yes Bankruptcy Yes No 39 5% 0 0.0x -100% -3.4 -100% 0.43

Wiking Gulve Production Dec-05 46 Yes 5.1 No Not exited No Yes 53 7% 23 0.4x -19% -6.3 -100% 0.39
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Investment specific details (investment-by-investment)

Target

Business 

area

Entry 

date

Entry 

EV

Maj. 

Owner-

ship

Own. 

period Exit Exit type

New 

CEO

Former 

owners 
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ment

Novenco Group Production Feb-06 212 Yes 4.9 No Not exited Yes Yes 350 45% 231 0.7x -10% -5.6 -100% 0.39

Scanvogn Production May-06 73 Yes 4.7 No Not exited No Yes 14 1% 5 0.3x -23% -6.0 -100% 0.24

Alfred Priess Production Dec-06 224 Yes 4.1 No Not exited Yes Yes 93 9% 97 1.0x 13% 17.1 -87% 0.22

H.P. Værktøj & Schou Company Trading Jul-07 762 Yes 3.5 No Not exited Yes Yes 184 18% 0 0.0x -100% -0.7 -51% 0.21

TIA Technology IT Dec-06 176 Yes 4.1 No Not exited Yes Yes 35 3% 38 1.1x 3% 5.0 -53% 0.16

C.F. Nielsen Production Jan-07 54 Yes 4.0 No Not exited Yes No 20 2% 0 0.0x -100% 9.6 -89% 0.17

KA Interiør Production Apr-07 124 Yes 3.8 No Not exited No Yes 23 2% 25 1.1x 2% 7.9 -48% 0.21

Attraq Production Dec-07 79 Yes 3.1 No Not exited Yes No 69 22% 0 0.0x -100% -6.8 -100% 0.92

Spinning Jewelry Production Oct-08 53 Yes 2.3 No Not exited Yes Yes 19 6% 83 4.5x 306% 6.2 30% 0.73

Svendborg Brakes Production Jun-08 3,518 Yes 2.6 No Not exited No No 1,936 9% 0 0.0x -100% -20.1 -64% 0.37

ISS Service May-05 31,773 Yes 5.7 No Not exited Yes No 4,329 23% 8,986 2.1x 17% -1.3 70% 0.40

Brandtex (BTX Group) Trading Jun-05 1,407 Yes 5.6 No Not exited Yes No 474 3% 913 1.9x 27% -0.1 -36% 0.40

DAKO Production May-07 7,250 Yes 3.7 No Not exited Yes No 3,411 11% 2,799 0.8x -7% -80.9 498% 0.41

Cimbria Production Jul-07 561 Yes 3.5 No Not exited Yes No 306 11% 312 1.0x 1% -0.2 -9% 0.41

Bodilsen Production Dec-06 274 Yes 2.5 Yes Bankruptcy No No 140 5% 0 0.0x -100% -11.2 -100% 0.30

Haslev Møbelsnedkeri Production Mar-07 55 Yes 3.8 No Not exited No Yes 22 8% 35 1.6x 15% 3.7 -34% 0.10

Hurup Møbelfabrik Production May-07 111 Yes 3.7 No Not exited No Yes 48 18% 0 0.0x -100% 1.5 -65% 0.10

Riegens Production Dec-07 192 Yes 3.1 No Not exited Yes Yes 58 8% 0 0.0x -100% 10.5 -76% 0.09

Lagkagehuset Trading Oct-08 219 Yes 2.2 No Not exited No Yes 117 4% 26 0.2x -70% -4.7 14% 0.32

Arovit Petfood Production Sep-06 611 Yes 4.3 No Not exited Yes No 261 6% 142 0.5x -13% 9.7 -71% 0.43

Danelec Electronics Production Jun-05 9 No 5.6 No Not exited No Yes 4 1% 2 0.6x -11% 6.5 100% 0.09

Dan-Iso Production Sep-05 24 No 5.3 No Not exited No Yes 4 1% 27 6.9x 60% 16.1 -63% 0.09

Vitral Production Dec-05 3 No 5.1 No Not exited No Yes 6 2% 5 0.8x -6% 0.0 -100% 0.09

Despec Nordic Trading Aug-06 131 No 4.4 No Not exited No Yes 15 5% 5 0.3x -30% -0.2 -1% 0.07

Bila Production Aug-07 65 No 3.4 No Not exited Yes Yes 13 4% 15 1.1x 3% -23.0 343% 0.05

Dansk Mink Papir Production Sep-07 246 No 3.3 No Not exited Yes Yes 35 12% 0 0.0x -100% 3.9 -58% 0.05

Glenco Service Sep-07 104 No 3.3 No Not exited No No 10 3% 68 6.8x 152% 5.8 100% 0.05

Jydsk Planteservice Service Dec-07 37 No 3.0 No Not exited No Yes 14 5% 20 1.5x 23% -6.3 101% 0.04

ABL Food Trading Oct-08 39 No 2.2 No Not exited Yes Yes 13 4% 11 0.8x -23% -6.9 38% 0.03

Labofa Munch Production Nov-06 na. No 1.8 Yes Bankruptcy No Yes 11 4% 0 0.0x -100% 0.0 -100% 0.03

Comwir Trading Dec-05 65 No 3.2 Yes Bankruptcy No Yes 19 6% 3 0.2x -41% 0.0 -100% 0.06

Dan-Web Production Jun-07 9 No 2.3 Yes Bankruptcy No Yes 10 3% 0 0.0x -100% 0.0 -100% 0.03
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Intego Building Sep-07 42 No 2.9 Yes Industrial Yes No 10 3% 38 3.8x 62% 0.8 -28% 0.04

Interieur Production Sep-07 198 No 2.4 Yes Bankruptcy No Yes 34 11% 6 0.2x -60% -15.4 -100% 0.03

Icopal Production Jun-07 6,400 Yes 3.5 No Not exited Yes No 1,917 57% 1,944 1.0x 1% -1.7 12% 0.41

SkanDek Building Jun-06 34 Yes 4.5 No Not exited No Yes 10 9% 11 1.0x 1% 7.1 100% 0.17

KE Fibertec Production Apr-07 45 Yes 3.7 No Not exited Yes No 23 20% 27 1.2x 8% 6.4 -51% 0.15

SystemTeknik Production Jun-07 na. Yes 3.5 No Not exited Yes No 9 8% 9 1.0x 0% 0.0 -188% 0.15

United Textile Group Production Apr-08 91 Yes 2.7 No Not exited No Yes 43 39% 140 3.3x 96% 4.7 44% 0.14

Cane-Line and Sika Horsnaes Production Feb-07 583 No 3.8 No Not exited No Yes 78 4% 69 0.9x -4% 6.4 -50% 1.07

R82 Production Dec-05 168 Yes 5.0 No Not exited No Yes 70 2% 196 2.8x 41% 1.2 90% 0.21

Reson Production Jan-06 230 No 4.9 No Not exited No No 179 6% 14 0.1x -52% 0.0 -364% 0.21

SFK Systems Production Jan-06 199 Yes 4.9 No Not exited Yes Yes 150 5% 83 0.6x -22% -10.3 -100% 0.21

Vernal A/S Production Jul-06 177 Yes 4.4 No Not exited Yes Yes 452 15% 53 0.1x -69% 6.3 -15% 0.21

Da'Core Production Sep-06 78 No 4.3 No Not exited No Yes 49 2% 35 0.7x -11% 18.6 -86% 0.21

JHL Holding Production Sep-06 116 Yes 4.3 No Not exited No Yes 31 1% 0 0.0x -100% 17.6 -79% 0.21

Bang & Olufsen Medicom IT Dec-06 109 Yes 4.0 No Not exited No Yes 41 1% 0 0.0x -100% 5.8 -82% 0.21

Interbuild Production Dec-06 482 Yes 4.0 No Not exited Yes No 363 12% 214 0.6x -13% -10.2 -100% 0.21

Blip Systems IT May-07 na. No 3.6 No Not exited Yes No 22 3% 0 0.0x -100% 0.0 -100% 0.21

Winnie Papir Production Jul-07 194 Yes 3.4 No Not exited Yes No 57 2% 43 0.8x -11% -5.9 70% 0.21

Bramming Plast-Industri Production Sep-07 176 Yes 3.3 No Not exited Yes Yes 46 2% 0 0.0x -100% 4.4 -45% 0.21

Unwire IT Nov-07 124 Yes 3.1 No Not exited No Yes 62 2% 4 0.1x -71% -9.0 -18% 0.21

Fan Milk International Production Dec-07 308 No 3.0 No Not exited No Yes 103 3% 412 4.0x 100% 2.7 117% 0.21

JMM Group Trading Dec-07 133 No 3.0 No Not exited No Yes 37 1% 0 0.0x -100% -5.2 -100% 0.21

Biblioteksmedier Service Mar-08 86 Yes 2.8 No Not exited Yes No 25 4% 84 3.4x 100% -2.4 140% 0.21

SSG A/S Service Apr-08 100 No 2.7 No Not exited Yes Yes 22 3% 46 2.1x 35% 3.9 37% 0.21

Gram Commercial Production Jul-05 113 Yes 3.1 Yes Industrial Yes No 50 2% 291 5.8x 77% 5.2 107% 0.21

A+ Trading Mar-07 349 No 2.1 Yes Industrial No Yes 59 2% 43 0.7x -10% -5.8 9% 0.21

Barto Holding Production Nov-07 117 No 2.5 Yes Bankruptcy No Yes 36 5% 0 0.0x -100% -4.8 -100% 0.21

Logstor Production May-06 2,072 Yes 4.6 No Not exited No Yes 954 6% 1,558 1.6x 15% 0.0 23% 0.30

Unifeeder Trading Jun-07 3,256 Yes 3.5 No Not exited No No 1,067 6% 2,030 1.9x 29% -1.2 15% 0.32

Falck Service Dec-04 8,544 Yes 5.9 Yes Secondary No No 1,036 9% 6,758 6.5x 51% -3.8 75% 0.49

Kompan Production Mar-05 791 Yes 5.8 No Not exited Yes No 283 3% 775 2.7x 25% -0.9 61% 0.60

Nycomed Production Mar-05 14,002 Yes 5.8 No Not exited No No 4,150 37% 15,005 3.6x 31% -4.9 691% 0.60
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EG A/S IT Jul-08 561 Yes 2.4 No Not exited No No 207 1% 744 3.6x 32% 1.1 19% 0.40

Brightpoint Trading Jul-06 1,700 Yes 0.9 Yes Industrial Yes No 350 2% 750 2.1x 114% 96.9 -70% 0.40

Green House of Scandinavia Trading Mar-06 91 Yes 4.8 No Not exited Yes Yes 56 6% 21 0.4x -35% -7.7 -100% 0.49

QUBIQA Production Mar-06 255 Yes 4.8 No Not exited Yes Yes 45 5% 47 1.0x 1% 13.3 100% 0.49

Haarslev Production Apr-06 313 Yes 4.7 No Not exited Yes Yes 164 18% 147 0.9x -4% 4.6 15% 0.48

Scan Global Logistics Trading Nov-06 374 Yes 4.1 No Not exited Yes Yes 126 14% 0 0.0x -100% -27.5 -100% 0.47

Transmedica Service Sep-07 332 Yes 3.3 No Not exited Yes Yes 88 10% 72 0.8x -8% 19.0 -53% 0.48

HYDRA tech Production Sep-08 565 Yes 2.3 No Not exited Yes Yes 89 10% 260 2.9x 135% 1.5 12% 0.38

Chr. Hansen Production Jul-05 5,339 Yes 4.8 Yes IPO Yes No 948 5% 9,074 9.6x 53% 52.2 -16% 0.50

Color Print Production Sep-06 1,044 Yes 4.3 No Not exited No No 569 28% 407 0.7x -16% 8.5 -60% 0.47

Hamlet Protein Production May-07 259 Yes 3.6 No Not exited Yes Yes 52 3% 0 0.0x -100% 21.0 -77% 0.76

Skamol Production Jul-07 252 Yes 3.4 No Not exited Yes No 158 8% 115 0.7x -14% 4.7 -18% 0.67

PWT Trading Dec-07 625 Yes 3.0 No Not exited Yes Yes 309 15% 283 0.9x -4% -3.3 94% 0.62

BabySam Trading Jan-08 na. No 2.9 No Not exited Yes Yes 133 7% 0 0.0x -100% 0.0 0% 0.56

DISA Holding Production Apr-05 825 Yes 2.8 Yes Secondary No No 190 11% 2,217 11.7x 132% 3.2 152% 0.79

AH Industries Production Jul-07 na. Yes 3.4 No Not exited No Yes 289 2% 238 0.8x -8% 0.0 0% 0.17

Contex Production Jul-07 777 Yes 3.4 No Not exited No No 1,344 10% 588 0.4x -28% 13.8 -34% 0.17

Ticket to Heaven Production Jun-06 69 No 4.5 No Not exited No Yes 20 25% 3 0.1x -43% -24.8 15% 0.39

Mammamia Danmark Trading Jun-07 43 No 2.1 Yes Bankruptcy No Yes 15 19% 0 0.0x -100% -47.1 -100% 0.33

Unidrain Production Sep-07 141 No 2.1 Yes Industrial Yes Yes 43 54% 33 0.8x -17% -31.9 -100% 0.33

Mach, Gatetrade Service Aug-05 1,988 Yes 5.3 No Not exited Yes No 2,200 5% 850 0.4x -19% 1.6 -25% 0.34
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9.4.2.1. Investment specific data explanation 

 Target 
− Name of acquired company 

 Business area 
− Area of activities for the target company 

 Entry date 
− Time of acquisition 

 Entry EV 
− Enterprise value at the time of acquisition 

 Maj. ownership 
− To highlight whether the PE fund acquired above 50% of the share capital 

 Own. period 
− Ownership period – from entry to exit (either realised or year-end 2010) 

 Exit 
− To highlight whether the PE fund has exited the investment 

 Exit type 
− To highlight which exit type has occurred 

 New CEO 
− To highlight whether the PE fund has replaced the CEO within the first 12 months 

 Former owners remain investors 
− To highlight whether the previous investors are invited to co-invest post acquisition 
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 Invested capital 
− The injected capital (equity and loans) by the PE fund in connection with the acquisition of the target 

 Invested capital as % of IF 
− The injected capital by the PE fund in connection with the acquisition of the target relative to the investment fund size 

 Received capital 
− Total amount of return on the investment (dividends, interests, exit return) 

 Money multiple 
− Received capital divided by invested capital 

 IRR 
− Internal rate of return based on the timing of each cash flow 

 Multiple arbitrage 
− Change in EV/EBITDA multiple from entry to exit 

 Earnings growth 
− Percentage change in EBITDA from the entry to exit 

 Partner involvement 
− of partners in the PE fund divided by: (total number of investments held in the same period as the individual investment calculated as a 

fraction of years, divided by Ownership period) 
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9.5. Chapter five 

9.5.1. Gross model - Analysis of residuals and assumptions 

9.5.1.1. Residual analysis 

The first important step is to examine the residuals as the nature of these is of great importance in 

relying on the estimated parameters and the corresponding tests. 

The analysis is concerning normality in the error terms. If this assumption is not taken into 

consideration, the sample regression function may not be a good proxy to make any inferences about 

the true population regression function.192 

 

The assumption is that the error terms are distributed normally with zero mean and variance equal to 

σ
2. Further, if this assumption holds the fifth assumption about autocorrelation is not violated as the 

disturbances are independent.  

The importance of normality in the error terms can not be emphasised enough as this will support the 

use of the t-test and F-test. If normality is present in the error terms, the author is confident that the 

estimated parameters follow the normality assumptions as well.193 

 

To test the normality of the disturbances the author is turning to three different analyses: 

1. Histogram of residuals 

2. Normal probability plot 

3. Jarque-bera test 

 

A histogram is a way to provide a graphical overview of the residuals. The histogram is created by 

making intervals on the horizontal axis, which is determined by the author, and the number of 

observations/percentage on the vertical axis. By using a graphical device, as a histogram, it gives the 

author a sense of the distribution and can easily be compared to a normal distribution. The normal 

distribution is the green bell-shaped line in figure 51 below. The yellow dotted line below is the 

distribution of the residuals from the model.  

 

                                                           
192

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 108 
193

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 110 
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Figure 51 - Residual histogram plot (Gross model)
194

 

 

The distribution shows a pattern which is much in line with a normal distribution, indicated by the 

similarities of the green and yellow dotted line above. As a result, the residuals seem to be normal 

distributed. 

 

A second analysis is the probability plot of residuals. The use of normal probability paper makes it 

possible to determine normality trends. The quartiles from the sample are plotted against the 

quartiles of a normal distribution. If the residuals are from a normal distribution, they will be clustered 

at the reference line shown in the graph, hence difficult to reject the hypothesis of normality. 

 

                                                           
194

 Source: SAS 9.2 
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Figure 52 - Residuals probability plot (Gross model)
195

 

 

The plotted residuals are more or less on the reference line, which again is a support of the normality 

assumption of the residuals in the model.  

 

The last test of normality is the Jarque-bera (“JB”) test of normality.196 This test is a large-sample test 

that is only fully reliable in large samples. The sample size of 112 covered in this paper is not very large 

and the author can therefore not fully rely on this test.  

The test measures the skewness and kurtosis of the residuals plotted and compares these to a normal 

distribution. The test follows a chi-square distribution.197  

 

From SAS 9.2 the following statistics is obtained: 

 

Figure 53 - Jarque-bera test (Gross model)
198

 

 

The JB-test shows a very large value of 79.71 with a corresponding p-value below 0.0001. A low p-

value is indications of a mean very different from zero and therefore the author can reject the null 

hypothesis of the residuals being normally distributed. However, the JB test is a large-sample test and 

reliance of the statistics obtained in this small-sample test can therefore be questioned. 

                                                           
195

 Source: SAS 9.2 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 148 
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 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 148 
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Based on the drawback of the JB and the strong indications of normality in the graphical test, the 

author is not concerned with the normality assumption of the residuals. 

9.5.1.2. Assumption analysis 

There are 10 assumptions underlying the CLRM, whereof some are of more importance than others in 

connection with the gross model defined in this paper. In this section, the assumptions will briefly be 

discussed and the important ones in relation to the model estimated in section 5.2 will be analysed 

thoroughly. 

9.5.1.3. Assumption 1 

The first assumption of the CLRM is that the parameters is linear, which is the backbone of a linear 

regression.199 The reason for this assumption is that if violated, the mathematics behind the tests 

would not hold. The estimated model is linear in the parameters and therefore this assumption is not 

violated. The assumption will not be analysed further. 

9.5.1.4. Assumption 2 

The second assumption is that the explanatory variables are non-stochastic. What this means is, that 

holding the explanatory variables fixed in repeated samples the corresponding dependent variable is 

drawn based on this fixed value.200 This is done continuously by the SAS statistics software to establish 

inference about the Y values for fixed X values. As a result this is not violated and will not be given 

more attention from the author. 

9.5.1.5. Assumption 3 

The third assumption is stating that the mean value of the disturbance term should be zero.201 What 

this means is that for each estimated dependent variable for a corresponding explanatory variable the  

distance above and below the mean should cancel each other out – making it zero. The reason for this 

is to eliminate the disturbance impact on the dependent variable so the tests made in model can be 

sufficient to draw inferences about the explanatory variables. This assumption, if violated, will impact 

the intercept term as this may include some constant factor.202 The assumption is tested during the 

                                                           
199

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 66 
200

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 66 
201

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 67 
202

 Source: Gujarati, D.N., 2003. Basic Econometrics. 4
th

 edition. US: McGraw-Hill. p. 338 
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normality test of the residuals, and hence will not be given more attention in this section by the 

author. 

9.5.1.6. Assumption 4 

The fourth assumption in the CLRM is concerning homoscedasticity or equal variance of the 

disturbance. That is, for any given value of the explanatory variable, the variance of the disturbance 

term is the same for all observations.203 What this means is, that if homoscedasticity of the error term 

is not present then the Y values corresponding to one X value may be distributed with more or less 

variance around the conditional mean compared to another X value and the corresponding Y value. 

This makes the estimates made for the X values with wider spread disturbances more reliable 

compared to the X values with less wide spread variance of the disturbance. Heteroscedasticity can 

also be present in a sample due to outliers.204  

 

Further, if assumption 9 is violated, that is the regression model is correctly specified, then 

Heteroscedasticity may occur. Experiments show that the problem of heteroscedasticity is more likely 

to occur in cross-sectional data than in times series data.205 Regression models with heteroscedasticy 

may have the drawback of the parameters not being best (BLUE property), that is they don’t have 

minimum variance.206  

In samples with heteroscedasticity the F- and t-test will be invalid as the confidence intervals based on 

the estimated parameters will be larger than in the case of homoscedasticy.207  

 

To detect heteroscedasticity there are some analysis which may indicate whether or not the 

researcher should be concerned. In this paper the author will only comment on the ones being used 

and theory impose many more types of tests.208 

1. Graphical test – squared residuals 

2. White’s General Heteroscedasticity test 

 

The first test is to analyse the squared residuals against the predicted value of the dependent variable 

and determine whether or not these indicate a pattern. If so, the model may be concerned with 

heteroscedasticity. 

                                                           
203
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Figure 54 - Squared residuals (Gross model)
209

 

 

The scatter plot in figure 54 indicates no clear pattern between the residuals and the predicted values 

of the dependent variable. If the plotted observations were clearly upward or downward sloping, this 

would be evidence supporting heteroscedasiticy. 

 

White’s General Heteroscedasticity test is a statistical test. The test is based on regression the squared 

residuals obtained in the model on an auxiliary regression including squared and multiplied terms of 

the explanatory variables.210 The test follows a chi-square distribution and the null hypothesis tested is 

that the variance in the residuals is homogenous. As a consequence, if the P-value obtained is small 

the author can reject the hypothesis of homoscedasticity in the residuals. 

 

By using the SAS 9.2 software, the author has obtained the following White statistics: 

 

Figure 55 - White's general heteroscedasticity test (Gross model)
211

 

 

Based on the test, it is evident that the null hypothesis can not be rejected as the p-value is 0.3842 

which is way above the 5 or 10% level. As a consequence, the conclusion is that there may be 

                                                           
209
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210
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homoscedasticity in the regression model. This supports the model’s F- and t-tests, which now can be 

assumed to be valid for analysis purposes. 

9.5.1.7. Assumption 5 

The fifth assumption is relating to autocorrelation between the disturbances. This means that the 

disturbances for any observation are suppose to be uncorrelated with the previous of next error term, 

or else the assumption is violated.212 If the disturbances follow a pattern it could be indications of 

auto- or serial correlation. This complicates the estimation of the regression model as the dependent 

variable will not only be affected by the explanatory variables but also the lagged error term.  

 

Autocorrelation is common in time series, but very uncommon in cross-sectional data. However, if it 

occurs, it is called spatial autocorrelation to make the reader understand that it is correlation in space 

rather than time.213 If autocorrelation occurs it has the same features as with heteroscedasticity, that 

is the estimated parameters are not minimum variance. As the sample is based on cross-sectional 

data, the author does not expect any autocorrelation.  

 

The assumption can be analysed by performing the Durbin-Watson d-test. This test is taking into 

consideration the sum of squared differences to the RSS.214 The assumptions underlying this test is 

that the model shall include an intercept term, the explanatory variables are non-stochastic, the 

disturbances are generated by the first-order autoregressive, the error terms are normally distributed 

and the regression model does not include lagged values of the dependent variable. All seems to be 

fulfilled in the gross model.  

 

By using SAS 9.2 the following d-statistic was obtained: 

 

Figure 56 - Durbin Watson d-test (Gross model)
215

 

 

As a rule of thumb, the closer the D-statistic is to 2, the stronger the evidence against autocorrelation 

of either positive or negative altitude. The reported 2.155 should be compared by a Durbin-Watson 

statistics table. If level of significance is set to 5% the upper and lower limit of a model with 100 
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observations and 12 explanatory variables is equal to 1.301<DW<2.080, hence the author can not 

reject the null hypothesis (no positive autocorrelation) or the H0* (no negative autocorrelation). 

As a result, the regression model does not seem to be implicated by autocorrelation, why the author 

is confident about the parameters estimated and the corresponding t- and F-tests.  

9.5.1.8. Assumption 6 

Assumption six relates to covariance between the error terms and the explanatory variables, which is 

violated if not zero.216 If the explanatory variables and the error terms are correlated then it is not 

possible to assess the individual influence on the dependent variables by the explanatory variables. 

This assumption will automatically be fulfilled if the assumption two and three is not violated. As this 

is the case in the gross model, the author will not draw further attention to this assumption. 

9.5.1.9. Assumption 7 

The seventh assumption relates to the number of parameters included in the model. This assumption 

is violated if the number of parameters in the model exceeds the number of observations.217  

As the number of observations in the gross model is 112 and the number of parameters is 13 

(including the intercept term) this assumption is not violated. 

9.5.1.10. Assumption 8 

The eighth assumption relates to variability in the X values. Assumption eight states that in a given 

sample the X values are not all the same.218 If all X values were the same it would be impossible to 

estimate Beta values. As shown in the fund specific data and investment specific data in 9.4.1 and 

9.4.2 it is very clear that the variables vary over the sample and this assumption is therefore not 

violated. 

9.5.1.11. Assumption 9 

The ninth assumption relates to the specification of the regression model.219 The model need to be 

correctly specified or else the estimated regression parameters may become invalid. As a result of this 

assumption, the author will question the included explanatory variables by using the R2-adjusted, the 

incremental F-test, the individual t-test, the signs of the estimated parameters in the model and the 

other assumptions mentioned in this section. By making an overall conclusion of these factors, the 
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regression model may be specified different than in the current gross form. The analysis is performed 

in sections 5.2.5, 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 

9.5.1.12. Assumption 10 

In multiple regression models the assumption of no perfect multicollinearity is important. This 

assumption relates to a near perfect linear relationship between the explanatory variables.220 The 

closer the explanatory variables are to a perfect linear relationship, the more severe becomes the 

problem of multicollinearity. If perfect multicollinearity exists in a model, the regression coefficients 

are indeterminate and their standard errors are infinite.221 If there is great collinearity between the 

variables, then the coefficients can be determined, but they will be attached with large standard 

errors, hence making the precision less exact. 

 

There exists a number of ways to detect multicollinearity: 

1. High R2 but few significant t ratios 

2. Correlations between the explanatory variables 

3. Condition index 

4. Variance inflating factor 

 

The common feature one might observe in a model with multicollinearity is a large number of 

statistically insignificant t-tests combined with a high overall goodness of fit, R2. This is present in the 

sample and therefore need to be investigated further. 

 

High pair-wise correlations among explanatory variables are another way to detect multicollinearity. 

The best way to analyse this is to analyse a correlation matrix among the explanatory variables. By 

using SAS 9.2 the following correlation matrix is calculated:  
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Figure 57 - Correlation between explanatory variables (Gross model)
222

 

 

From the table above, one can see that the majority of the correlation parameters lies around 0.10 – 

0.30, hence indicating low multicollinearity in the sample. 

 

Another test is the condition index (“CI”) test, which is a based on the so-called eigenvalue.223 As a 

rule of thumb it is stated that if the CI lies between 10 and 30, there is moderate to strong 

multicollinearity and if the CI exceeds 30, there is severe multicollinearity.  

 

The CI based on the gross model is estimated below by using SAS 9.2. 

 

Figure 58 - Condition index (Gross model)
224
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From this table it is clear that the majority of the parameters are not impacted by multicollinearity, 

whereas two parameters have moderate to strong multicollinearity. This does not give rise to concern 

for the author as all indications up until now is low multicollinearity. 

 

The last test performed by the author is analysing the Variance-inflating factor (“VIF”). The formula is 

1/(1-r), whereas the r is the correlation between the two variables. As r approaches 1, then the VIF 

approaches infinity.225 In the case of no collinearity the VIF will be 1.  

 

By using SAS 9.2 the author has prepared the following table: 

 

 

Figure 59 - Variance inflation estimates (Gross model)
226

 

 

The VIF is presented in the seventh column. From the table it is evident that the highest VIF obtained 

is 1.98. This is a very low level of VIF, as a level close to 1 indicates no collinearity, hence the author is 

confident that there is no severe multicollinearity in the regression model.  

 

The conclusion is therefore that the gross model does not show indications of multicollinearity, hence 

assumption 10 does not seem to be violated. 
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9.5.2. Value creation model - Analysis of residuals and assumptions 

9.5.2.1. Residual analysis 

The test of normality of the disturbances will be conducted by implementing the same tests as 

described in section 9.5.1. 

 

 

Figure 60 - Histogram of residuals (Value creation model)
227

 

The histogram shown in figure 60 above is very similar to the one obtained in connection with the 

gross model. Compared with a normal distribution there seem to be very small discrepancies, but 

overall the residuals tend to follow a normal distribution as shown by comparing the green line and 

the yellow dotted line. 
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Figure 61 - Residual probability plot (Value creation model)
228

 

 

Again, the plotted line above in figure 61 is very similar to the one presented in connection with the 

gross model in section 9.5.1. The graph above shows that the residuals do not lie perfectly on the 

reference line, but very closely and therefore the author has indications of normal distribution of the 

residuals obtained form the final model. 

 

 

Figure 62 - Jarque-bera test (value creation model)
229

 

 

The JB test shows a value of 45.7 with a P-value of <0.001. This indicates that the author should reject 

the hypothesis of the residuals being normally distributed. Again, it should be emphasised that the JB 

test is a large sample test and should therefore not be decisive in small samples, such as the one 

present in this paper. 

 

Based on the three analysis performed above, the author can not reject that the residuals may not be 

normally distributed, however the graphical indications are that the residuals are close to follow a 

normal distribution.230  
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9.5.2.2. Assumption analyse 

Only the relevant assumptions will be discussed in this section. For a discussion of the full list of 

assumptions please refer to section 9.5.1.2. 

9.5.2.3. Assumption 4 

The homoscedasticity assumption is analysed through a graphical test and White’s General 

Heteroscedasticity test in line with the tests in section 9.5.1.6. 

 

 

Figure 63 - Squared residuals (value creation model)
231

 

 

The scatter plot in figure 63 is very similar to the one obtained from the gross model. This suggests a 

small, but not very severe pattern between the residuals and the predicted values of the dependent 

variable, indicating no clear pattern of heteroscedasticity. 

 

The graphical analysis is supported by a statistical analysis, the White’s test.  

From SAS 9.2 the following table is presented from the Final model: 

 

 

Figure 64 - White's general heteroscedasticity test (value creation model)
232
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The test shows that the p-value is 0.0476, which is statistically significant at the 5% level. As a 

consequence, the author can reject the null hypothesis that is rejecting the hypothesis about 

homoscedasticity in the model. The model may therefore contain the features of heteroscedasticity 

and the assumption could be violated, making the F- and t-tests less reliable. The author has decided 

not to take further actions, as the p-value is close to being insignificant at the 5% level. 

9.5.2.4. Assumption 5 

The autocorrelation assumption can be analysed, as in section 9.5.1.7, by looking at the Durbin-

Watson D-statistics.  

From SAS 9.2 the following table is calculated based on the Final model: 

 

 

Figure 65 - Durbin Watson d-test (value creation model)
233

 

 

The reported 2.081 should be compared with a Durbin-Watson statistics table. If level of significance 

is set to 5% the upper and lower limit of a model with 100 observations and 4 explanatory variables is 

equal to 1.634<DW<1.715. As the value lies above the upper limit, there is no evidence of 

autocorrelation and the author can therefore not reject the null hypothesis (no positive 

autocorrelation) or H0* (no negative autocorrelation).  

The analysis shows no autocorrelation in the residuals and hence assumption five is not violated. 

9.5.2.5. Assumption 7 

The seventh assumption about the number of parameters included in the final model is not violated, 

as the number of parameters (five including the intercept term) is less than the number of 

observations, 112. No further attention will be drawn to this assumption. 

9.5.2.6. Assumption 9 

The assumption relating to correct specification of the model has been made valid through the 

analysis prepared in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. In these sections the gross model was reduced due to 

weak model performance of some variables. As a result, the value creation model is deemed correctly 

specified based on the F- and t-tests. 
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9.5.2.7. Assumption 10 

The assumption relating to multicollinearity is analysed through an analysis of R2, Correlations 

between the explanatory variables, the condition index and the variance inflating factor. 

The R2 in the final model is low and all t-tests show statistically significance which support none or low 

multicollinearity. 

 

The table below shows correlation between the explanatory variables computed by SAS 9.2: 

 

Figure 66 - Correlation between explanatory variables (value creation model)
234

 

 

The highest correlation is between the intercept term and the Ownership period with -0.8622. The 

correlation between the other explanatory variables are below [0.25] indicating low multicollinearity. 

 

Below is shown the CI. 

 

Figure 67 - Condition index (value creation model)
235

 

 

As the CI is below 10 for all parameters, recall that between 10 to 30 moderate or strong 

multicollinearity was present and above 30 severe multicollinearity was present, the parameters do 

not seem to be influenced by multicollinearity. 

 

Below in figure 68 is the VIF presented. 
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Figure 68 - Variance inflation estimates (value creation model)
236

 

 

From the table above it s clear that the VIFs are close to one, which indicates none or low 

multicollinearity in the regression model.  

 

The conclusion based on the above analyses is that the tenth assumption is not violated and the 

author is confident that there is no or weak multicollinearity in the regression model. 

                                                           
236
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9.5.3. Ranking points per investment 

 
  

Ranking points per investment (based on value creation factors)

Investment IRR Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged

Pandora 315% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 10.4

Netcompany 53% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 2.0 0.7 16.0 8.7 10.6

Ball Group -25% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 3.7

HusCompagniet 7% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 4.1

Iddesign and Ilva -43% 4.0 0.4 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 1.1

Noa Noa -100% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 3.7

TCM Group -46% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 2.1

Danfoss Marine Systems (nu Damcos) 140% 16.0 1.7 1.0 -0.1 16.0 5.4 16.0 8.7 15.7

Soya Concept 78% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 16.0 5.4 4.0 2.2 7.9

Glud & Marstrand -6% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 2.0 1.1 0.3

Dan Net 71% 16.0 1.7 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 5.1

Calamus Danmark A/S -25% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.8

Aalborg Industries 78% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 8.8

Ferrosan 16% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 16.0 8.7 8.1

Dansk Cater 31% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 10.1

Wrist Group 58% 4.0 0.4 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 3.7

TDC 10% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 1.6

Legoland 31% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 16.0 5.4 16.0 8.7 12.9

EET Nordic 78% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 11.3

Aagaard-Bræmer Holding 43% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 5.0

K.P. Komponenter -100% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 3.9

Inspiration 23% 16.0 1.7 1.0 -0.1 16.0 5.4 16.0 8.7 15.7

Scan Jour 4% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 1.4

Buksesnedkeren -11% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.2

Post Danmark 47% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 7.8

Hammel Møbelfabrik -100% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.2

Wiking Gulve -19% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 -0.4

York Novenco Group (nu Novenco Group) -10% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 -0.4

Scanvogn -23% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 -0.6

Alfred Priess 13% 2.0 0.2 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 1.0 0.5 5.8

Partner involvement Ownership period Multiple arbitrage Earnings growth Total leveraged 

ranking points
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Ranking points per investment (based on value creation factors)

Investment IRR Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged

H.P. Værktøj and Schou Company -100% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 2.0 1.1 1.7

TIA Technology 3% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.1

C.F. Nielsen -100% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 1.0 0.5 5.7

KA Interiør 2% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.2

Attraq -100% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 2.3

Unika Design (nu Spinning Jewelry) 306% 16.0 1.7 1.0 -0.1 16.0 5.4 4.0 2.2 9.2

Svendborg Brakes -100% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 2.0 1.1 1.7

ISS 17% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 16.0 8.7 8.1

Brandtex (BTX Group) 27% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 2.0 1.1 0.5

DAKO -7% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.1

Cimbria 1% 4.0 0.4 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 3.1

Bodilsen -100% 2.0 0.2 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 1.0

Haslev Møbelsnedkeri 15% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.1

Hurup Møbelfabrik -100% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.1

Riegens -100% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.4

Lagkagehuset -70% 2.0 0.2 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 4.0 2.2 2.6

Arovit Petfood -13% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.5

Danelec Electronics -11% 1.0 0.1 16.0 -1.7 16.0 5.4 4.0 2.2 6.0

Dan-Iso 60% 1.0 0.1 16.0 -1.7 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 5.0

Vitral -6% 1.0 0.1 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 1.3

Despec Nordic -30% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 2.5

Bila 3% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.0

Dansk Mink Papir (DMP Partners) -100% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.3

Glenco 152% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 16.0 5.4 16.0 8.7 14.1

Jydsk Planteservice 23% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.0

ABL Food -23% 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.1

Labofa Munch -100% 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.1 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.2

Comwir -41% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.1

Dan-Web -100% 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.1 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.2

Intego 62% 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.5

Interieur -60% 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.9

Icopal 1% 4.0 0.4 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 3.1

SkanDek 1% 1.0 0.1 16.0 -1.7 16.0 5.4 16.0 8.7 12.6

KE Fibertec 8% 1.0 0.1 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.2

SystemTeknik 0% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.1

United Textile Group 96% 1.0 0.1 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 10.1

Partner involvement Ownership period Multiple arbitrage Earnings growth Total leveraged 

ranking points
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Ranking points per investment (based on value creation factors)

Investment IRR Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged

Cane-Line and Sika Horsnaes -4% 16.0 1.7 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 7.8

R82 41% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 8.6

Reson -52% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 -0.3

SFK Systems -22% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 -0.6

Vernal A/S -69% 2.0 0.2 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 4.0 2.2 7.4

Da'Core -11% 2.0 0.2 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 1.0 0.5 5.8

J. Hvidtved Larsen (JHL Holding) -100% 2.0 0.2 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.3

Bang & Olufsen Medicom -100% 2.0 0.2 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 1.0 0.5 5.8

Lilleheden, Palsgaard, Høeg Hagen (Interbuild)-13% 2.0 0.2 4.0 -0.4 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.7

Blip Systems -100% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 1.0 0.5 1.2

Winnie Papir -11% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.1

Bramming Plast-Industri -100% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 2.4

Unwire -71% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 4.0 2.2 2.5

Fan Milk International (Emidan) 100% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 10.1

Johs. Møllers Maskiner (JMM Group) -100% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.9

Biblioteksmedier 100% 2.0 0.2 1.0 -0.1 2.0 0.7 16.0 8.7 9.5

SSG A/S 35% 2.0 0.2 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 3.6

Gram Commercial 77% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 10.1

A+ -10% 2.0 0.2 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 4.0 2.2 2.6

Barto Holding -100% 2.0 0.2 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 1.0

Logstor 15% 2.0 0.2 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 1.4

Unifeeder 29% 2.0 0.2 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 2.9

Falck 51% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.0

Kompan 25% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 2.0 0.7 16.0 8.7 9.4

Nycomed 31% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 16.0 8.7 9.0

EG A/S 32% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 3.9

Brightpoint 114% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.8

Green House of Scandinavia -35% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.9

QUBIQA (Nord-plan, Univeyor, QLS) 1% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 16.0 5.4 16.0 8.7 14.1

Haarslev -4% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 3.5

Scan Global Logistics -100% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 0.9

Transmedica -8% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 8.0

HYDRA tech 135% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 3.9

Chr. Hansen 53% 16.0 1.7 16.0 -1.7 16.0 5.4 4.0 2.2 7.6

Color Print -16% 4.0 0.4 4.0 -0.4 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.5

Hamlet Protein -100% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 8.0
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Ranking points per investment (based on value creation factors)

Investment IRR Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged Unleveraged Leveraged

Skamol -14% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 4.0 1.4 4.0 2.2 5.0

PWT A/S (Hansen & Pedersen, Tøjeksperten) -4% 16.0 1.7 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 16.0 8.7 10.9

BabySam -100% 16.0 1.7 1.0 -0.1 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 4.4

DISA Holding 132% 16.0 1.7 1.0 -0.1 4.0 1.4 16.0 8.7 11.6

AH Industries -8% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 2.0 0.7 4.0 2.2 2.8

Contex -28% 1.0 0.1 2.0 -0.2 16.0 5.4 2.0 1.1 6.4

Ticket to Heaven -43% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 1.0 0.3 4.0 2.2 1.3

Mammamia Danmark -100% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 1.2

Unidrain -17% 4.0 0.4 1.0 -0.1 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.5 1.2

PROGRATOR|gatetrade (Mach, Gatetrade) -19% 4.0 0.4 16.0 -1.7 4.0 1.4 2.0 1.1 1.2

Partner involvement Ownership period Multiple arbitrage Earnings growth Total leveraged 
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9.5.4. Ranking points per PE fund 

 
  

Ranking points per investment (based on value creation factors)

Investment IRR MM

Axcel 23% 7.6x 250 3.8 7 5.1

3i 109% 4.1x 113 2.3 2 11.8

AAC Capital -6% 0.7x 355 5.8 1 0.3

Advent 71% 1.8x 563 0.6 1 5.1

Altaria -25% 0.5x 34 2.4 1 2.8

Altor 46% 5.3x 469 4.7 4 7.7

Apax 10% 1.6x 17,781 4.9 1 1.6

Blackstone 31% 3.1x 672 5.5 1 12.9

Capidea 11% 3.1x 48 3.3 4 9.0

Capman 4% 1.2x 30 5.3 1 1.4

Change Capital Partners -11% 0.6x 84 4.1 1 1.2

CVC 47% 4.2x 1,270 3.9 1 7.8

Dania Capital -43% 0.4x 147 4.8 3 0.2

Dansk Generationsskifte -37% 0.5x 97 4.1 3 2.3

Dansk Kapitalanlæg -31% 0.7x 26 3.9 3 4.7

Deltaq 103% 2.2x 44 2.7 2 5.8

Doughty Hanson -100% 0.0x 1,936 2.6 1 1.7

EQT -12% 1.2x 1,732 4.2 5 4.4

Erhvervsinvest -62% 0.5x 43 3.5 3 3.6

FSN Capital -70% 0.2x 117 2.2 1 2.6

Gilde -13% 0.5x 261 4.3 1 6.5

Industri Udvikling -12% 1.6x 14 3.4 14 4.7

Investcorp 1% 1.0x 1,917 3.5 1 3.1

Jysk-fyns kapital 26% 1.6x 21 3.6 4 7.5

Langholm capital -4% 0.9x 78 3.8 1 7.8

LD -27% 1.1x 98 3.6 19 4.6

Montagu 22% 1.8x 1,011 4.1 2 2.1

Nordic Capital 51% 3.7x 1,205 4.2 5 7.6

Odin Equity Partners -2% 1.0x 95 4.0 6 5.2

Pai Partners 53% 9.6x 948 4.8 1 7.6

Polaris -47% 0.5x 244 3.4 5 7.0

Procuritas 132% 11.7x 190 2.8 1 11.6

Ratos -18% 0.6x 817 3.4 2 4.6

SR Private Brands -53% 0.3x 26 2.9 3 1.2

Warburg Pincus -19% 0.4x 2,200 5.3 1 1.2

All values are simple average

Ownership 

period

Investment 

size

# of 

investments

Total leveraged 

ranking points
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9.5.5. Ranking points per PE fund – reduced list 

 
 

Ranking points per investment (based on value creation factors)

Investment IRR MM

Axcel 23% 7.6x 250 3.8 7 5.1

3i 109% 4.1x 113 2.3 2 11.8

Altor 46% 5.3x 469 4.7 4 7.7

Capidea 11% 3.1x 48 3.3 4 9.0

Dania Capital -43% 0.4x 147 4.8 3 0.2

Dansk Generationsskifte -37% 0.5x 97 4.1 3 2.3

Dansk Kapitalanlæg -31% 0.7x 26 3.9 3 4.7

Deltaq 103% 2.2x 44 2.7 2 5.8

EQT -12% 1.2x 1,732 4.2 5 4.4

Erhvervsinvest -62% 0.5x 43 3.5 3 3.6

Industri Udvikling -12% 1.6x 14 3.4 14 4.7

Jysk-fyns kapital 26% 1.6x 21 3.6 4 7.5

LD -27% 1.1x 98 3.6 19 4.6

Montagu 22% 1.8x 1,011 4.1 2 2.1

Nordic Capital 51% 3.7x 1,205 4.2 5 7.6

Odin Equity Partners -2% 1.0x 95 4.0 6 5.2

Polaris -47% 0.5x 244 3.4 5 7.0

Ratos -18% 0.6x 817 3.4 2 4.6

SR Private Brands -53% 0.3x 26 2.9 3 1.2

All values are simple average

Total leveraged 

ranking points

Investment 

size

Ownership 

period

# of 

investments


